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16. Abstract

A review was conducted of U.S. civil helicopter accidents occurring
between 1974 and 1978 to determine impact conditions and injuries
to the occupants. This report describes the distribution of impact
conditions. Also, six typical impact scenarios were developed to
represent classes of accidents. A rank-ordered analysis of crash
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computer techniques available for structural crash dynamics simula-
tion and a compa'ison of the civil and military helicopter crash
environments. Rcommended crashworthiness design criteria for civil
rotorcraft are presented.
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EXECUTIVE SUMNARY

This study was commissioned by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Techni-
cal Center to evaluate impact condi tions dnd injury-producing rmechanisms in
civil rotorcraft accidents. The goals of this study were to evaluate the state
of the art of crashworthiness in the current rotorcraft fleet and to provide a
data base to support tuture F4A rule-making efforts. The research effort was
divided into four major tasks, as described below.

* Task I - Review all civilian helicopter accidents for 1974-78 (the
most recent five-year period available), arid where possible, deter-
mine the aircraft velocity and attitude at impact. The outcome of
this work was a statistical distribution of impact conditions and a
set of six scenarios that represent a significant percentage of the
accidents examined.

• *Task II - Tabulate injuries, and where possible, the injury-causing
rmechanisms. Fourteen specific hazards were identified. These mech-
anisms were ranked by frequency and severity in order to recommend
priorities for improvements in hazardous components.

" Task III - A review of available analytical computer models with po-
tential application to rotorcraft crashworthiness design and evalu-
"ation was corouctea. The analytical techniques included finite el-
ement, lumped mass, hybrid, and modal analysis systems. Programs
developed for individual elements, components, airframe sections,
and complete rotorcraft were examined.

" Task IV - A review of crashworthiness principles outlined in the U.S.
A";.. Ay's Aircraft Crasn Survival besign Guide was conducted to deter-
nmine their applicability to civilian rotorcraft.

/All records for rotorcraft accidents occurring during the five-year evaluation
period (a total of 1,351) were examined at the NTSb office in Washington, D.C.
Copies of all reports containing accident site photographs or information de-
scribing the accident or events leading up to it were obtained. Accident cases
containing insuffici.fnt data to establish the impact conditions or those pending
litigation were deleted frc.xi the sample. The resulting sample contained 311
accidents for the five-year period.

An evaluation team was established to analyze the available data for eacn ac--
cident. Simula Inc. personnel conducting the study were present for all ac-
cident evaluations, providiný expertise in determininj human tolerance, estab-
lisning the crash environment within the cockpit or cabin, and in using the

*• ' techniques of accident reconstruction. Whenever possible, representatives of
the manufacturer of the aircraft model involved participated in the evaluation
effurt. Three manufacturers, Bel I Hel icopter TLextron, Inc., the Enstroi, Hel i-
copter Corporation, and Sikorsky Aircraft, participated in the evaluation team
i.ieetings for accidents involviny their aircraft. Appruximately 77 percent of
"the 311 accidents were evaluated with the aid of the manufacturers.

rri
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when the manufacturers were not able to support the program, personnel from
the U.S. Army Safety Center, Fort Rucker, Alabaria, participated in the evalu-
dtion effort for dccidents involving aircraft model having military counter-
parts. These accidents accounted for approximately 10 percent of the sample.
The remaining accidents were evaluaced by Simula personnel.

During the reconstruction of each accident, an assessment was made oF uie po-
tential for survivability. Accidents were judged to be survivable or partially
survivadLe. lhe data presented in this report are based on survivable accidents
Leeting a minfiiuii injury or damage criteria. These accidents were judged to be
survivuole, and met one or Lore of the following criteria: occurrence of post-
crdsh fire, at least one minor or serious injury, and/or substantial structural
Gdiiage.

Tiie accidents were evaluated with consideration given to the size of the air-
crdtt. This Was dCCOlplished by evaluating the accidents according to four
weiint classes Dased on maximum gross takeoff weight. The four aircraft weight
classes were: less than 2,500 lb, Ž,501 to 6,000 lb, 6,003 to 12,500 lb, and
dircraft greater than 12,500 lb. It was found in tile study that there was not
a significant difference between the typical impact conditions and injury-
causing mechaniss for the four weight classes.

Six crash scenarios were developed to represent the various types of accidents
which were identified in the study. These six scenarios included approxi-
mately 79 percent of the accidents surveyed. Thc specific scenario types were:
vertical impact, longitudinal impact, rollover, wire strike, water impact, and
hi~n yaw rate impac. In terms of the number of injuries occurring in acci-
dents of each type, the vertical impact scenario was the most hazardous. Both
the water iml w-t and wire strike scenarios were found to produce significant
nuiiibers of i "'-s. Lonuitudinal impact, rollover, and high yaw rate impact
scenarios were lound to be much less hazardous.

The civil crash eivi ronment characteristics were compared to those deten;dined
for military helicopters. It was fout,' Lnat military design velocities (which
were derived from a similar study sponsored by the U.S. Amy) in the vertical
and lateral directions were hwore severe than those identified for the civil
accident Oita. based on this comparison, it was detemined that current mili-
tdry uesign criteria would be too stringent ior civil rotorcraft.

The crash force niagnituues imposed on an occupant in the crash erviironment were
coiipared to levelý of human tolerance. It was found that for a well-restrained
occupat, only the vertical impact forces exceeded the levels expected to pro-
duce serious injuries (iiainly spinal injuries). This indicates a need to re-
quire vertical energy aDsorption in the lanuinq gear, airframe, or seats to
midlntain a tolerable environmeint for the occupants. In the iUngitudmnai and
laLderal directions, the crish environment is not expected to produce decelerative
luodings thdt exceed tolerable levels for a properly r'eýtrained occupant.

f-ourteen n)azdrds , or injury-taus iny mechanisms, were identified for thaý civi I

crash envirom,tert. These 14 hazards were ranked according to their frequency
ot occurrence and the )everity of injuries that were produccd. It was found
tialt there were four predominate hdzards thdt should be addressed to improve
civil roturcra'tt crashworthiness. These hazards incluJe (in order of severity):
therimal injuries trmx; pustcrash tire, failure ot the restraint systen; to protect

Xiv



against secondary impact, excessive vertical impact loads transmitted to the
occupant, and inflight wire strikes which result in uncontrolled flight.

The nuirber and severity of inJuries occurring in "survivable" civil r:tor-
craft accidents justify the need for upgraded design requirements. For ex-
ar,,ple, based on an average yearly rate of the five yeas examined, approxi-
;•ately 40 percent ot the survivable accidents had injuries and/or fatalities.
There were an average of 545 occupants involved in survivable rotorcraft acci-
dents per year. Out of these 545 occupants 23 were fatal ly injured, 57 re-
ceived seriuus injuries, and 95 sustained minior injuries.

Based on the crash conditions identified for civil rotorcraft in this report,
reco•rimended design criteria for, certification of new rotorcraft models are pre-
sented. The recommended approach is based on providing protection up to and
including the 95th-percentile survivable environment for the current fle2t of
rotorcraft. The 95th-percentile survivable level of protection appears to be
both reasonable anrd attainable within the development period of the next yen-
eration of commercial helicopters.

This report also identifies tasks recxmmended for future funding by the FAA.

These tasks include the following:

o Detailed Design Criteria/Design Guide

o Prototype Crashworthy Rotorcraft Demonstration Project

o Cost/Benefit Analysis For Crashworthiness Improvements

o Lnhancemert of Analytical Methods

o Improved Crash Investigation Prucedures.
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1.0 1IHTRODUCT ION

The design of future crashworthy civilian helicopters requires a comprehensive
knowledge of the crash environment for such aircraft The primary objective
of this contract effort, entitled 'Rotorcraft Crash Scenarios," was to provide
such knowledge. Similar wnrk was undertaken by the United States Army in the
1960's arid again in the 1970's for military rotorcraft, tlke results of which
are published in the Aircraft Crash Survival Design Guide, USARTL-TR-79-22 (ref-
erences 1 through 5), MIL-S-58095(AV) (reference 6), and [IIL-STD-1290(AV) (ref-
erence 7). However, preliminary studies indicate that significant differences
exist in the impact conditions between military and civilian helicopter acci-
dents. These differences could greatly influence crashworthiness design re-
q~uirements for futur-e civilian helicopters by shifting the relative importance
of various crash survival factors. Compared to civilian aircraft, the processE 4ror achieving crashworthiness, in military aircraft is more direct, because the
procuring agency is also the ultimate user. In the civilian sector, crashworthy
improvements to hel icopters can only be uni forinly achieved through regulations
implemented by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Formulation of these
regulations and their acceptance by the users must be based upon a clear indi-
cation of the need and economics for such changes.

The major goal of this research effort was to define typical crash conditions
for civilian helicopters. The survivable conditions established in this study
define the level )f crashworthiness in exist-ing aircraftc, and suggest areas
wh:ýre rý,te.,ial improvemients could be made. The four main objective'. of this
research effort were to provide a definition of the typical types of crashes
ir "scenarios," to exami ne the impact condi ti ons associ ated wi th those scenar-
ios, to analyze Lhe factors Causing injuries or fatalities in helicopter acci-
de,-,t.s, and to identify existing analytical techniques that cou~d be used for
component design. Thc. tasks that comprised this program are de,-cribed in further
detail bc'low:

0 Tas k I

Revi -w all civilliar-1 helicopter accidents for i974-~78, the most recent
five-year periou available, and, where possible, determnine the air-
craift vel oci ty and attitude at imlpact. Data were categorized with
res p.ect to weight, c~nficluration, type of crash environment, opera-
tional iiiode, attitude, injuries, structu'-al damage, and postcrash
hazards such as fi-re. Lviluation of the accidents was conducted with
the aid oi' engineers from the aircraft manufaccturer wher~ever possible.
ThreL- manufacturers agreed to participaL~e in the task: Bell Heli-
coPter lextron, LEnstrom Hel icopter Corporatiomn, and Sikorsky Aircraft.
The outcome of 01 s work i s a set of si x scenarios that represent a
signi f icant percentage of the accidents exam~i ned and the impact con-
di tions as;sociated v-i th ' hose~ scenarios.

to ldsk 1,

Tabulate i nju iri.s, and where possible, the injury-causing !iiechani sills.
Determnining the patholoyiCd1 cause of injury ii~ip',ies an understand-
ing of human tol erance in t'iis type of crash envi ronimient. For an



occupant restrained by lap belt and shoulder harness, human tolerance
"to crash impact conditions is well documented (reference 2). However,
"for lap-belt-only restraint, there is a reduced tolerance to decelera-
tive-type injuries, and test data are generally less complete. An
effort was undertaken to collect all existing human volunteer test

,- data for lap-belt-only restraint tests (reference 8). Injury-causing
iimechanisms were ranked by frequency and severity in order to recom-
mend priorities for improvements in hazardous components.

0 Task III

A review of available analytical computer models with potential appli-
"cation to rotorcraft crashworthiness design and evaluation was con-
ducted. Consideration was given to input data requirements, compu-
tational methods, output data provided, operating time and cost, level
of operational experience required, documentation availability and
compieteness, degree of experimental verification achieved, and the
most desirable use associated with each technique. Limitations such
as cost and d-gree of modeling fidelity, as well as technical deficien-
cies, were evaluated. The analytical techniques included finite
element, lumped mass, hybrid, and modal analysis systems. Programs

: developed for individual elements, comrponents, airframe sections,
and complete rotorcraft were included. The need for testing to
verify analyticai techniques, evaluate current crash criteria, de-
velop and evaluate crash dynamic designi procedures, and verify design
"improvements was assessed.

* Task IV

A review of crashworthiness principles outlined in the U.S. Army's
Aircraft C-ash Survival Design Guide (references 1 through 5) was
conducted, to determine their applicability to civilian rotorcraft.
In addition, consideration was given to concepts and features of new

* and near-term military designs, and an investigation was conducted
to deterinine whether any of the military design features minht also
be adaptable to the civilian fleet.

The scenarios defined in Task I and the injury patterns developed in Task I,
combined with a review of current military design practices, identify areas
requiring additional research in order to provide improved rotorcraft crash-
worthiness. Recommendations were developed for improved crashworthiness design
criceria and ftjr areas that need further research and development. This final

" 'report details all aspects of the rotorcraft crashworthiness study. An Interim
Report (reference 9) was submitted earlier in the program describing in detail
trie Task I effort.

This program Was intended to evaluate typical crdsh conditions for all sizes
-. Iof civil helicopters. However, there was a general lack of accident data for

ritorcraft larger than 12,500-1b maximum gross weight. Al though nianny of tile
recomimendations based on crash conditions for smaller rotorcraft may apply,
there is presently not sufficient data to verify this assumption.

This report is organized into sections which represent the steps thdt were
-.- .:fol lowed in completing this progrwmi. Section 2.0 discusses the procedures used

2
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in selecting accident data, contains a description of typical impact conditions,
and presents a set of six typical crash scenarios. Results of the injury/hazard
analyses are presented in a statistical format in Section 3.0. Section 4.0
compares the civil rotorcraft crash environment co the military crash environ-
ment and the human tolerance data. In Section 5.0, cnnclusions are presented
based on the data collected during the research effort. Section 6.0 contains
recommnendations for crashworthiness design criteria and future work. The work
conducted during Task I1l, Evaluation of Analytical Methods, is det.iled in
Appendix A.
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2.0 EVALUATION OF IMPACT CONDITIONS AND TYPICAL CRASH SCENARIOS

Improving the crash safety potential of future civilian helicopters requires
first establishing the baseline crashworthiness performance of existing air-
craft. Task I was conceived to evaluate actual impact conditions for as many
recent accidents as possible and to determine under what conditions an occupant

K.- could be expected to survive. This, of course, assumes that human tolerance
to impact and acceleration, and the techniques for assessing impact orientation
and velocity have been conclusively defined, when in fact this is not always
the case. Maximum levels of tolerable impact conditions vary widely with human
skeletal strength. Also, engineering judgerients are necessary for determining
impact conditions from descriptions and photographs of accident damage. How-
ever, in the majority of accidents evaluated in this study, it was possible to
establish bounds on the accident conditions with reasonable certainty.

2.1 ACCIDENT DATA ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION

The following sections present a discussion of the assumptions and consider-
ations that form the basis for evaluating the 1974 to 1978 accident sample.
Paragraph 2.1.1 describes the accident selection procedure, while paragraphs
2.1.2 and 2.1.3 cover the Evaluation Team approach and accident reconstruction
r- ethodology, respectively. The final paragraph, 2.1.4, discusses the statis-
tical data sets that were analyzed in determining crash conditions.

2.1.1 ACCIDENT CASE SELECTION PROCEDURE. Original plans included examining
* "accident records for a ten-year period. However, when the program began in

March 1981, the most recent year for which records were available from the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) was 1978. A ten-year period would,
therefore, have begun in 1969, and all participants in the program felt that
the early years in that period would include a large number of aircraft types
that no longer make up a significant percentage of aircraft in the civil op-
erational fleet. In order to insure that a reasonably large percentage of
current aircraft would comprise the sample, the most recent five-year period,
1974-78, was selected for investigation.

All records for rotorcraft accidents occurring during this period (a total of
1,351), were examined at the NTSB office in Washington, D.C. Copies of all
reports containing accident site photographs or information describing the acci-
dent or events leading up to it, were obtained. Accident cases containing in-
sufficient data to establish impact conditions or those pending litigation were
deleted from the sample. Other cases were added when the manufacturers' files
cuntained suffici ent data for their inclusion. The resultiny aIAnlP contained
311 accidents for the five-year period.

.D L'.I.Z EVALUATIOu TEAM APPROACH. An Evaluation Team was established to analyze
thnu available data for each accident. Simula Inc. personnel conducting the
study were present for all accident evaluations to provide continuity in the
reconstruction techniques used. Simula personnel provided expertise in deter-
.mini ng MuMia tolerance, in establishing the crash envi ronmnent within the cock-
pit or cabin, and in using the techniques of accident reconstruction. Whenever
possible, representatives of the manufacturer of the aircraft model involved
participated in the evaluation effort. Three marufdcturers, bell 1helicopter
Textrun, Inc., thre Enstromi Helicopter Corporation, and Sikorsky Aircratt, par-
ticipdted in the Evaluation Team meetings for accidents involving their aircraft.
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In all cases, these participants were able to provide specifics about the flight
characteristics of the aircraft and, in some cases, structural capabilities of
various aircraft components. Approximately 77 percent of the 311 accidents
were evaluated with the aid of the manufacturers.

Personnel from the U.S. Army Safety Center, Fort Ruc..ar, Alabama, participated
in the evaluation effort for accidents involving aircraft models having military
counterparts when the manufacturers were not able to support the program. These
accidents accounted for approximately 10 percent of the samples. The remaining
accidents were evaluated by Simula personnel.

2.1.3 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY. The goal of the Evaluation Team was to determine
the conditions at impact, i.e., aircraft orientation and velocity for the
principal impact*. These parameters primarily define the dynamics of the acci-
dent sequence, whereas accelerations transmitted to the occupant are functions
of the crushing characteristics of the p.rticular airframe. However, it was
often useful to attempt to estimate acceleration levels in the aircraft in order
to corroborate the most probable impact conditions.

An accident evaluation worksheet like that illustrated in figure 1, was com-
pleted for each accident. All categories in the upper block of the worksheet
were completed from the original NTSB accident summary with the exceptions of
survivability, crash environment, and aircraft attitude. These items were coded,
and the lower narrative portions completed, during the Evaluation Team meetings.
The codes used for completing the worksheets are listed in Appendix B.

Accidents were judged to be survivable or partially survivable according to
the following definitions:

6 Survivable - The acceleration environment was within the limits of
human tolerance, and a sufficient occupiable volume remained for prop-
erly restrained (lap belt and shoulder harness) occupants, with the
effects of fire not considered.

0 * Partially survivable - Some portion of the cockpit or cabin met the
definition of survivable.

The assessment of survivability, as mentioned in the introduction to this sec-
tion, implies that human tolerance to impact conditions is well defined. The
basis for establishing human tolerance and the techniques for estimating the
crash environment are discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.1.3.1 Human Tolerance. The tolerance of well-restrained seated occupants
to whole-body acceleration is based on experimental studies of human volunteers,
cadavers, and animals. Results of this work were compiled by Eiband (reference 10),
and for this study were used as the basis for establishing survivable acceler-
ation levels. Eiband's work is also summarized in the Aircraft Crash Survival
Design Guide, Volume I1, Chapter 4.0 (reference 2).

*Principal impact is defined as that which occurs when the majority of the
decelerative forces were experienced and the most da;iiage was sustained by the
fuselage. The principal impact might not have been the initial impact.
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Figure 1. Accident evaluation worksheet.

It is generally assumed that tolerance to whole-body acceleration for occupants
restrained by only a lap belt is lower than for an occupant with upper torso
restraint. The lower tolerance is due to restraint loads being distributed
over a smaller area and to spinal misalignment increasing localized loading in
the spine. This issue was addressed as part of Task II and results are pub-
lished in a separate report (reference 8). For Task I, as stated in the above
definition of survivability, it was assumed that all occupants had the benefit
of a lap belt and shoulder harness. This assumption was based on the belief
that upper torso restraints are an effective approach to achieving occupant
protection. Therefore, in accidents for models with lap-belt-only restrdint
systems, survivability was assessed on projected injuries and not necessarily
the actual injuries received. Also, as noted, fire was not considered a factor
in determining survivability.

Hurian tolerance to impact-type injuries as a result of striking an interior
surface (secondary impact) has been thoroughly studied by the automotive comn-
inmunity. Various force levels causing specific types of injuries can be esti-
Smated. However, for this study a definite criterion was used. Impact of ex-
tremities, unless extremely severe, was not considered a factor in survivability,
but any ililpdct of the hedJ or upper torso was considered dangerous and possibly
life threatening. If such trduma could have been prevented by proper restraint,
then the accident was deemed potentially survivable.

6
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2.1.3.2 Crash Environment. Techniques exist for reconstructing a crash
environment from examination of aircraft wreckage, and these procedures are
the subject of several educational courses (references 11 through 13). In
theory, these procedures should be sufficient to estimate the magnitude of the
impact parameters. Applied to this study, without the benefit of on-site in-
vestigation or comprehensive accident reports, the tc'-hniques were most useful
for assessing relative severity among accidents.

The procedure used in Task I was based on establishing with certainty, impact
parameters (velocities, angles, acceleration levels) for a number of accidents.
These accidents were then used as a reference in order to determine the severity
of other, similar accidents. The following items were considered in analyzing
the accidents that served as references:

* Investigator's report

6 Photographs of aircraft and ground damage

Q Pilot, passenger, and witness statements

* Injury descriptions (type, severity, and location in aircraft)

6 Engineering analysis of component failures due to inertial overload-
ing.

All of the accidents in the sample had, to some extent, the information de-
scribed above. With this information it was possible to set limits on the most
probable impact conditions by comparison with the referenced accidents.

As discussed in paragraph 2.1.3, it was often desirable to determine the acceler-
ation environment for the occupants in order to relate severity levels to vari-
ous injuries, or to reverse the procedure to aid in the determination of impact
conditions based on injuries that occur at known levels. As an example, con-
sider an accident of a small, two-place helicopter with primarily vertical im-
pact forces in which both occupants received spinal fractures. Photographs of
the monocoque seat pan structure revealed that several inches of vertical de-
fonrmation occurred. Structural analysis of the seat failure load and the energy
required to produce the deformation enabled the crash environment to be deter-
mined. The acceleration level determined in this manner corresponded with the
levels required to produce spinal injury.

For evaluating the vertical component (with respect to the aircraft coordinate
system) of the impact conditions, it was assumed that the acceleration-versus-
time history had the shape of an equilateral triangle as shown in figure 2a.
This assumption is based on measuremients made in crash tests of helicopters
and general aviation aircraft (references 14 through 16). The longitudinal
component for accidents with significant downward pitch (nose impact witrh
ground) was also assumed to have the equilateral triangular shape. However, a
recent report analyzing crash tests of general aviation aircraft (reference 17)
h5s indicated that the longitudinal pulse may be skewed slightly to the latter
part of the pulse as shown in figure 2b. For accidents with a high longitudinal
velocity at impact (e.g., run-on landing) it was assumed that the acceleration
was essentially constant over tht run-out distance, as shown in figure 3, unless
the structure dug in or impacted some terrain feature.
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Figure 3. Constant acceleration-time history used to represent
longitudinal acceleration for sliding aircraft.

The difference between "velocity at impact" (initial velocity) and "velocity
change" needs to be considered when interpreting the data contained in this
report. All velocities presented herein are initial velocities at the time of
the principal impact. However, the energy contained in the impact pulse to
which the aircraft structure is subjected during the principal impact is pro-
portional to the velocity change, nv. The magnitude of the acceleration that
occurs during the velocity change determines tile impact severity. It was
assumed that, for the vertical component, there i• very little rebound diring
impact, indicating that the initial velocity is approximately the same as the
velocity change. However, in the longitudinal direction, a high initial ve-
locity component may be present at impact with very little damaqge occurring
until the aircraft structure "digs in" or impacts a rock or stump and thus
causes an abrupt change in velocity. Results of this study indicate that high
longitudinal velocities can be tolerated with little danger of injury providing
no significant obstruction to sliding is encountered. It must be considered
that reduction of velocity froim the high initial value to zero occurs over a
long time period with low average acceleration proportional to the coefficient
of friction between the sliding aircraft and ground.

Foriulas commonly used in accident reconstruction are shown in Appendix C, while
Appendix D describes the Evaluation Team approach to determining the crash en-
vironment for an actual accident case.

2.1.4 ACCIDENT DATA SAMPLES. Data anulyzed in Tas!. I were divided into a
number of subsets of t hetotal sample to aid in interpretation of trends. Three
different definitions of &m "accident" were used, corresponding to definitions
used in previous studies, in order Lo deternine the effect on the cumulative
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frequency of impact conditions. Also, the accident conditions were broken down
according to four weight classes representing categories of capacity and operat-
ing conditions for the helicopters involved. These samples are described in
the following sections.

2.1.4.1 Accident Definition. Three subsets of all accidents occurring
during the 197 8 evaluation period were examined to determine the effect of
cumulative frequency of impact conditions. These subsets, based on accident
severity, are defined below:

1. Total Sample - All accidents evaluated in the sample (311 accident
cases).

2. Survivable - All accidents determined to be survivable or partially
survivable according to the definition in paragraph 2.1.3 (211 acci-
dent cases).

3. Significant Survivable - All accidents determined to be survivable
or partially survivable (154 accident cases) and meeting one or more
of the following minimum injury or damage criteria:

* a. Postcrash fire - Occurrence of fire directly related to the im-
pact forces.

b. Personnel injuries - At Icast one injury of minor or serious
category according to the NTSB coding system.

c. Substantial structural damage - Damage to the aircraft structure
which increases the hazard to the occupant through a reduction
in occupiable volume or transmiss 4 on of loads that would present
a hazardous environment. Some examples are: Gross deformation
of the fuselage structure, impingement of the cockpit by the
rotor system, excessive vertical acceleration due to stiff under-
floor or seat structure, or excessive impact energy resulting
in structural compaction.

The significant survivable category corresponds to the definition used in de-
veloping the military helicopter crash environment described in references 2
dnd 18.

In the Interim Report (reference 9) submi tted earlier in this program, a com-
pari son was med.- Detween the distribution of impact velocities for the three
categories of accidents. It was found that there was very little difference
in velocity distributions among the three groups. The results from analysis
of the significant survivable accident gre',p were chosen for presentation in
this report since the accidents in this group are those irn which crashworth i-
ness would be tost effective.

2.1.4.? Weight Classes. Accidents were examined in four categories cor-
responding to the maximum gross take-off weight of the helicopter involved.
These classifications are shown in table I with the number of accidents that
occurred for each class. Table 2 lists the aircraft models that fall into each
weight class having accidents during the 1974-78 period.

10
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TABLE 1. WEIGHT CLASSIFICATION FOR
ACCIDENT EVALUATION

Maximum All Accidents Total Sample
Weight Gross Take- 1974-78 1974-78

Class Off Weight (Ib) No./Percent No./Percent

A < 2,500 811 / 60.0 136 / 43.7

B 2,501 - 6,000 462 / 34.2 136 / 43.7

C 6,001 - 12,500 56 / 4.2 30 / 9.7

D > 12,500 22 / 1.6 9 / 2.9

TOTAL 1,351 /100.0 311 /100.0

TABLE 2. HELICOPTER MUDELS EVALUATED BY WEIGHT CLASS

Weight Class A B C D

Maximum Gr.)ss
Take-oft Weight (lb)* <2,500 2,501-6,000 b,001-12,500 >12,500

Manufdcturer Bell 47 Aerospatiale Aerospatiale Aerospatiale
"dnd Model 315. 316, SAJ06 SA330

"Brantly B-2 318, 341,
"350 Bell 204, 205, Bell 214

Enstroi, F-28, 280 212, 222
Bell 2I 6 Sikorsky

Hughes 300 (269) Sikorsky S-52 S-58,
brantly 305 S-55, S-62 S-64

Hil ler ir, IUO,
UH- I1

Hughes 5UO
(369) 5

MB8 BU i0•

"LS~tilidted trrwi Jane's All The World's Aircraft (retereoce 19).

2.1.4.3 Accident Data Subsets. The evaluation of each impact parameter,
such as angle anid velocity, was based on a set of accidents in which the par-
ticular paramieter was known. Each set of iccidents is actually a subset of
the 311 accidents evaluated in this study. cor each table or figure of statis-
tical data, the accident sample size is specified. Note that in each case the
size varies dependiikj on the number of accidents in which the ilegnitude of the
pararmeter of interest was known. Figure 4 shows the lineage of the major acci..
dent case subsets to aid in interpreting the data presentea.
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2.2.1 ACCIDENT SAMPLE COMPARISON. This section presents a comparison between
the accident sample chosen for evaluation and the set of all accidents occurring
during the evaluation period. The parameters chosen for comparison include
kind of flying, accident type, phase of operation, terrain at impact site, and
injury severity. All of these parameters are tabulated in the standard Air-
craft Accident Report (reference 20) and summaries of the data can be found in
the Annual Review of Aircraft Accident Data, U.S. General Aviation (reference 21).
These parameters were examined not only to understand the typical circumstances
at the time of the accident, but also to determine if the evaluated accident
sample had inherent biases, and if these biases would significantly influence
the outcome of this study.

2.2 1. 1 Kind of Flying. This parameter refers to the purpose for which
the helicopter was being operated at the time of the accident. The four main
categories are described below (taken from reference 22):

1 . Instructional Fjying

Flying accomplished in supervised training under the direction of an
accredited instructor.

* 2. Noncommercial Flyinj

The use of an aircraft for purposes of pleasure, personal transporta-
tion or in connection with a private business, in corporate/executive

*.- operations, and in other operations wherein there is no direct mon-
etary fee charged.

3. Commercial Flying

All general aviation flying normally conducted for direct financial
return, except instructional flying. It includes air taxi operations,
aerial application, fire control, aerial mapping or photography, aerial
advertising, power/pipeline patrol, and fish spotting.

4. Mi scel laneous Flying

Other kinds of flying not covered under the other three broad cate-
gories. In some instances, the criterion of direct financial return

* mnay or nay not be present.

Table 3 shows the distribution, by percentage of the total accidents in the
sample, of accidents occurring in each of the four major kinds of flying cate-
gories. The total sample compares favorably in terms of percentage distribu-
tion to all accidents in the 1974-78 period. Weight class A had a higher per-

*.I centage of instructional and noncommercial accidents than the heavier weight
classes. However, in all classes commercial operations were predominant.

2.2.1.2 Accident ype. Two accident types nay be coded for each accident
as described in Te-NTSB Aircraft Accident Report instructions (reference 22).
The first accident type generally describes the condition that initiated the
accident sequence. The second accident type, when used, describes the result-
ing situation following the first acciddnt type. As an example, consider a
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TABLE 3. FREQUENCY OF ACCIDENT OCCURRENCE ACCORDING TO KIND OF FLYING CATEGORY

All Total Weight Weight Weight Weight
Accidents Sample Class Class Class Class

1974-78 1974-78 A B C D
Kind of Flying (percent) (percent) ýp cent• (percent) _percent) (percent)

Instructional 10.2 8.9 15.4 4.3 3.3 0.

;Noncommoerci al 25.3 18.8 24.3 17.4 0. 22.2

Coimerci a l 49.3 55.0 39.7 65.2 76.7 55.6

.:iscellaneous 15.2 17.3 20.6 13.1 20.0 22.2

Percentage of Total 100.u 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Accidents j,351 311 136 136 30 9

case in which engine fuel starvation occurs fcllowed by a poorly executed auto-
rotative landing resulting in aircraft damage. The first accident type for
this example would be "engine failure or malfunction" and the second accident
type would be coded as "hard landing." An accident in which a poorly executed
power-on landing caused significant damage would generally be coded as a hard
landing or ground collision with no second accident type.

Since not all accidents evaluated had two accident types coded, the first acci-
dent type was used for comparison of the samples. The most common first acci-
dent types are shown in table 4 as a percentage frequency of occurrence for
all accidents in the sample. Other accident types occurred less frequently
and were not included in the table. In general, the trends seen for all acci-
dents occurring in the evaluation period follow through to the total sample
and the individual weight classes.

2.2.1.3 Phase of Uperation. The phase of operation coded on the accident A
report. describes the flight status at the time of the accident and corresponds
to the accident type. Therefore, there are two phases of operation coinciding

"% with the two accident types. Five general categories are used to describe the
phase of operation: static, taxi, take-off, inflight, and landing. Although
there is a finer breakdown for each of these categories, only the five major
phases were used for comparison of the samples. Table 5 shows the frequency
of occurrence of accidents in each of these categories. The comparison uses
the first phase of operation corresponding to the first accident type.

There is very close agreement in the accident percentages between all of the

saimples. More than half of the accidents were initiated while the aircraft
were in flight, which includes normal cruise, climbing and descent, and hover-
ing.

k.2.1.4 Terrain at Impact Site. The terrain type listed by accident in-
vestigators in the Aircraft Accident Report was, in most cases, an indication
of the terrain in the general area of the accident and not necessarily that
impacted. Fur developing crash scenarios, it was important to know the condi-
tions to which the aircraft was subjected. Therefore, for this study, the
terrain classification was expanded to include additional categories and allow
inclusion of two terrain codings corresponding to the actual impacted terrain.
As an example, consider the following case: engine failure necessitates an

14



"TABLE 4. FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF PREDOMINATE FIRST ACCIDENT TYPES

All Total Weight Weight Weight Weight
Accidents Sample Class Class Class Class
1974-78 1974-78 A B C D

Accidpnt Type (percent) (percent) (percent) _(errenj (percent) (percent)

Hard lanaing 8.5 6.7 i0.3 4.3 0. 11.1

Rollover 7.2 6.7 3.7 11.6 0. 0.

Collision with 16.2 15.4 10.3 19.6 15.6 22.2
Ground/Water

Collision with 9.4 9.6 16.9 4.3 3.1 0.
Wires/Poles

Collislon with 3.2 4.2 2.2 5.1 6.2 11.1
Trees

Airframe Failure 3.4 3.8 4.4 3-6 3.1 0.
in Flight

Engine Failure 30.4 27.2 26.5 29.0 18.8 33.3
or Mal function

Tail Rotor Failure 6.1 9.0 10.3 6.5 15.6 22.2

Main Rotor Failure 3.0 3.8 2.2 3.0 9.4 0.

Other 12.6 13.6 13.2 13.0 28.2 0.1

Percentaue of Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Accidents 1,351 31] 136 136 30 9

TABLE 5. FREQUENCY OF PHASE OF OPERATION CORRESPONDING TO FIRST ACCIDENT TYPE

All Total Weiuht we 1.1e t Weight
A..ampie Llass Class Class Class

1974-78 1974-78 A B C D
Phase of Operation (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)

Static 2..3 1.3 0.1 2.3 0. 0.

Taxi 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.7 U. 0.

Take-off 17 1 15.3 12.6 17.9 13.8 22.2

Inflight 55.0 58.0 60.7 53.0 62.1 77.8

Landing 22.0 22.5 23.0 23.1 24.1 0.

Percentage of Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of Accidents 1,351 311 136 136 30 9

autorotative landing. The pilot attempts to clear a heavily wooded area, and
as a result of low rotor RPM, a hard landing occurs on a frozen, rock-covered
field. Fhe accident investigator may have coded the terrain type as "trees"
due to the wooded area. For this study, the terrain codes actually used would
be "frozen" anu "rocky." This is an important distinction for design consider-
ations because the ground, in thiis case, would not have provided any cushioning
and the presence of rocks may have impeded the ability of the landing gear to
function effectively.
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Table 6 shows the fr quency of terrain types at the impact site for the evalu-
ated accidents. Because of the changes in the coding procedure, a meaningful
comparison could not be made between the evaluated accidents and all accidents
occurring during the evaluation period. Note that the cumulative percentage
of terrain types is greater than 100 percent because two types could be used
for each accident.

The data in table 6 indicate that approximately 40 percent of the accidents
occur on level, flat ground. For design purposes, a number of terrain cate-
gories can be combined that include similar impact conditions. Table 7 shows
a grouping of the predominate terrain conditions for each accident that will
be more useful for developing design scenarios.

The terrain classification is useful for determining the conditions in which
the energy absorption capability of the landing gear could be utilized to
absorb crash energy. From the predominate terrain types listed in table 7,
the gear could function on impact (within the limits of aircraft orientation)
for the following terrain types: soft, prepared surface, and frozen. Acci-
dents occurring on this terrain account for 62.3 percent of the total. A re-
view of the survivable accidents in the sample indicated that the landing gear
functioned to some degree to lessen impact severity in 53 percent of the cases.
The reduction in number of accidents in which the gear actually function is
primarily due to the effect of aircraft orientation at impact.

2.2.1.5 Injury Severity. The distribution of injuries occurring at vari-
ous severity levels was also used for comparino th- :,vaiuated sample to all
accidents occurring in the sample foeriu. fable 8 lists the '-ercentage of occu-
pants receivinu iojrie oT a specified severity level, as well as those who

U11'or u rinjured.

The data in table 8 indicate that a greater percentage of the occupants in the
total sample received fatal or serious injuries than aid those in the all accii-
dents sample. This would indicate that the evaluated sample contained a dispYo-
portionate number of severe accidents. The original investigative procedures
contributed to this bias because the investigator was more likely to spend a
greater amount of time documienting the circumstances of a fatal or severe crash
than one with very little damage or injury. As a result, the severe and fatal
accident reports filed at NTSB, when there were data available, tended to con-
tain more useful information for the evaluation effort.

The bias in the severity of accidents contained in the total sample will have
some effect on the results of analyses based on cumulative percentage of a
parameter. The cumulative frequency of vertical impact velocity, which is based
on the percentage of accidents that occur with a vertical velocity component
at or below a specified level, is an exampl- of a parameter that will be af-
4fected. However, paragraph 2.2.4 presents an analysis of survivability and
injury severity data that can be used to establish envelopes for survivable
conditions not affected by the sample bias discussed above.

2.2.2 IMPACT ATTITUDE. The aircraft attitude at the time of the major impact
was determined by examining the structural damage in eac;, qadrant of the air-
frame, from occupant injury patterns at various locations in the aircraft, and
from knowing the phase of flight. The aircraft attitude is described as angular
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TABLE 6. FREQUENCY OF TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION
AT ACCIDEN4T IMPACT SITE

Total Weight Weight Weight Weight
S aim. le Class Class Class Class

Terrain 1974-78 A B C 0
Classification (percent) (percent) (percent)- (oece nt• _percen tJ

Mountainous 12.5 8.8 14.5 20.0 11.1.

Hilly 8.9 8.8 8.7 10.0 11.1

Rol liny 6.7 5.9 8.7 3.3 0.

Level, Flat 39.0 50.7 27.5 33.3 55.5

Frozen 2.9 0.7 5.8 0. 0.

Rocky 4.8 6.6 3 -6 3,3 C.

Sandy 2.0 2.2 1.5 0. 11.1

Trees 17.6 16.2 17.4 16.7 44.4

City Area 3.8 5.9 2.9 0. 0.

Plowed 5.1 9.6 1.5 3.3 0.

Water 11.2 5.9 13.8 23.3 11.1

Sloped 2.2 3.7 1.5 0. 0.

Snow 2.2 2.2 1.5 3.3 11.1

Paved 8.0 8.8 7.2 10.0 0.

Offshbre Rig 1.0 ). 2.2 0. 0.

Soft 10.2 9.6 11.6 6.7 11.1

Other 1.6 1.5 1.5 3.3 0.

Unknown 2.2 1.5 3.6 0. 0.

TOTAL 141.9 148.6 135.0 136.5 166.5

Number of 311 136 136 30 9
Accidents
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TABLE 7. DISTRIBUTION OF HAJOR TERRAIN TYPES FOR 311
ACCIDENTS IN THE TOTAL SAMPLE (1974-78)

Percentage
Terrain Type Description of Impacts

Soft Soft, sandy, plowed 40.1

Vegetation Contact with trees,
larye shrubs 15.9

Uneven Ground Rocks, stumps, logs 8.6

Prepared Surface Paved, hard dirt, gravel 17.9

Water 11.3

Snow 1.3

Frozen Frozen ground, ice 4.3

Uffshore Rig 0.6

100.0

TABLE 8. FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF INJURY SEVERITY

All Accidents* Total Sample kight Class Weight Class Weight Class Weight Class
Injury 19/4-,'1" 1974-18 A B C D

Severi y ercerte nt o. ) perce n t/No._ (percent/No.) (percent/No.) (percent/ho.) (percent/No.)

Fatul I. 3 G 6 2L. b/ 111 29.1/74 16.8/59 27.71/b 10.5/2

Ser uu• I 1•4, 4 ".1% 12..4i n10 16.5/42 10.5/37 10.8/14 42. 1/8

. i 1 . ,. 21.13i It, 16.9/43 2.3.3/82 25.4/33 15.8/3
,k tO. 1. 1 ,u:, . 4,d./'322 3 .5/'.!95 49.4/1/4 36. 1,'4 31.6/6

oil L. tiu . ', I5, IOU . (1/ 1 5 100.0/254 I00. 0/352 100.0/130 100. oil 19

"SF" "': 2Ir I , u Re i. ot Ai'crrdtt Acccide it lDatda for 194 Lto 19 Y, (reference 71).

deviations from the neutral pitch, roll, and yaw axes which are shown in fig-
ure 5. This section presents tables listing the distribution of pitch, roll,
and yaw angle for the total sample. The angle distributions for the individual
weight classes are presented in Appendix E.

The impact ittitude data were developed bdsed on the total sample of 311 accidents.
It was not possible to detenline the pitch, roll1, or yaw angle for every accident.
Therefore, there are a significant number of accidents listed as "unknown" in the
angle distributions.
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Figure 5. Aircraft coordinate and attitude directions.

2.2.2.1 Pitch Angle Distribution. The distribution of pitch angle for
the total sample is shown in table 9. In approximately one-third of all of
the accidents in which pitch angle could be determined, the aircraft was level

at impact. There is a higher incidence of impacts with a nose-up attitude (posi-
tive pitch angle) than nose-down. This is mainly due to the significant number
of accidents that occur while attempting to reduce the airspeed and sink rate
with excessive flaring.

Seventy-one percent of all accidents had a pitch angle between -10 and +10 de-
grees, and the ±20-degree interval includes 87 percent of all accidents.

2.2.2.2 Roll Angle Distribution. The roll attitude distribution for all
aircraft is listed in table 10. There was some indication in the data that
the roll direction had a higher frequency toward the pilot's side of the air-
craft. However, the position that the pilot occupies varies among helicopter
models, and on the average, the distribution of roll angles was symmetric about
the neutral position (zero degrees).
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I.

TAi3LE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH ANGLE AND DIRECTION AT
IMPACT FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE (311 ACCIDENTS).

No. of Accidents PercentPer DPercent
Anyl e Per Direction To tal of Cumul a ti ve
tu 7 L_.__ Levt.L L l r lA__ A--U4- IT 4- , Ir ) Il

0 69 69 32.1 32.1

1-10 57 27 84 39.1 71.2

11-20 20 13 33 15.4 86.6

21-30 3 7 10 4.6 91.2

31-45 1 5 6 2.8 94.0

46-60 1 2 3 1.4 95.4

61-75 0 0 0 0 95.4

76-90 0 2 2 0.9 96.3

91-120 0 2 2 0.9 97.2

121-150 0 3 3 1.4 98.6

Ibi-180 0 3 3 1.4 100.0

Total Accidents with Known
Pi tch Angle 215 100.0

Accidents with Unknown
Pitch Angle 96

TOTAL 311

The data in table 10 indicate that almost two-thirds of the accidents occur in

the level position, with 72 percent occurring within ±10 degrees and 80 percent
within ±20 degrees. The grouping of accidents in the 76- to 90-degree interval
includes iiost rol lovers.

Roll angle is one of the critical parameters for landing gear design. The dis-
tribution of vertical impact speed at various roll angles will have the greatest
influence on the design. A discussion of the relationship between vertical impact
speed and roll angle as related to landing gear is presented in paragraph 2.2.5.

2.2.2.3 Yaw Attitude. The yaw angle was the most difficult impact para-
meter to estimate. In many accidents where there was a loss of directional
control, the aircraft impacted with a significant yaw angle and, in many cases,

20



TABLE 10. DISTRIBUTION OF ROLL ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE (311
"ACCIDENTS)

"No. of Accidents
Per Di rection Percent

"Ang I e Total of Cumu la t i ve
(Deg) Right Level Left Number Total Percent

0 133 133 61.0 61.0

1-10 12 13 25 11.5 72.5

11-20 6 11 17 7.8 80.3

21-30 2 24 1.8 82. 1

31-45 0 6 6 2.8 84.9

4G-6C 0 0 0 0 84.9

61-/5 0 0 0 0 84.9

76-90 16 5 21 9.6 94.5

91-120 2 1 3 1.4 95.9

121-150 0 1 0.5 96.4

151-180 8 0 8 3.6 100.0

Total Accidents With Known
Roll Angle 218 100.0

Accidents with Unknown
Roll Angle 93

TOTAL 311

a large yaw rate. The magnitude of these parameters was very difficult to esti-
mate from the accident description and damage photographs. The yaw angle dis-
tribution for accidents in which an estimate of the yaw magnitude could be made
is given in table 11. An estimate could not be made in the remaining accidents;
however, in a significant number of these accidents it was known that the yaw
angle was large. Because of the difficulty in estimating yaw angle, a scenario
was developed (see paragraph 2.3.1) for accidents with high yaw rates and angles.
The relative severity of this class of cidents is compared to the other
scenario types in paragraph 2.3.2.
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TABLE 11. DISTRIBUTION OF YAW ANGLE AND DI)IECTION
AT IMPACT FOR THE TOT/AL SAMPLE (311
AC CI DENTS)

No. of AccidentsPect

Angle Pe ieto - Total of Cumulative
RDg igh t Level Left Number Total Percent

0 147 147 78.1 78.1

1-10 13 7 20 10.6 88.7

11-20 1 4 5 2.7 91.4

2 1- 30 20 2 1.1 92.5

31-45 11 1 0.5 93.0

*46-60 2 0 2 1.1 94.1

61-75 2 0 2 1. 1 95.2

76-90 4 1 5 2.1 97.9

91-120 1 0 1 0.5 98.4

1211-150 0 2 2 1.1 99.5

151-180 1 0 1 -0.5 100.0

* Total 'Accidents with Known
Yaw Angle 188 100.0

Accidents with Unknown
Yaw Angle 123

TOTAL 311

2.2.3 I1M-PACT VELOCITY. Im1pact velocity was estimated in intervals in a similar
ilanner to the impact angles, and as described in Appendix B. Three velocity
components were used, each Calculated in the aircraft coordinate system as shown

*in figure 5. Frequency distribution histograms are presented for each coinponent,
with various segments of thie evaluated sample indicated, such as nonsurvivable,
low severity, and significant survivable accidents. The low severity group
includes accidents that were survivable, yet did not meet the minimum injury,
damage, or fire criteria of the significant survivable subset. Also, this, sec-
tion includes cumulative frequency curves for each velocity component. The
95th-percentile velocity is included with each of the cumulative frequency plots
for use in comparing these data to similar military helicopter accident ddt3.
Velocity distribution histograms for each of the four weight classes ire pre-
sented in Appendix F.
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2.2.3.1 Vertical Impact Velocity. The frequency distribution of the ver-
tical velocity component for all aircraft is shown in figure 6. The distribu-
tion for the total sample is indicated by the total height uF each column which
is proportional to the percentage of accidents with the indicated velocity.
The survivable sample distribution would be the height of each column minus
the nonsurvivable segment. The significant survivable accident sample corres-
ponds to the column height without the nonsurvivable and low-severity accidents.

100 -

90- Nonsurvivable

Low Severity

80- i Significant Survivable

70-
41

4q o 60 -L

50-
50-

>1

UM
0 4i 40-

30-1

20

10 - ....

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Velocity (ft/sec)40

Figure 6. Frequency of occurrence of vertical impact velocity,
total sample (195 accidents out of 311 with known
vertical impact velocity).

The numerical data used in developing figure 6 are listed in table 12 in a cumu-
lative percentage format. These data are useful for developing cumulative fre-
quency plots such as that shown in figure 7. ]
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TABLE 12. CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF
VERTICAL VELOCITY FOR ALL WEIGHT
CLASSES

Total Significant
Sample Survivable Survivable

Velocity 3974-78 Accidents Accidents
(ft/sec) (percent) (percent) (percent)

0-5 49.2 51.1 39.3

6-10 71.3 73.4 64.3

11-15 80.0 82.5 76.4

16-20 88.2 91.0 87.9

21-25 92.8 95.7 94.3

26-30 96.4 97.9 97.1

31-35

36-40 98.0 99.5 99.3

41-45

46-50 99.0

51-55

56-60

61-65 100.0 100.0 100.0

No. of Accidents
with Known
Vertical Velocity 195 188 140

No. of Accidents
with Unknown
Vertical Velocity 115 23 14

TOTAL 311 211 154

The 95th-percentile levels of vertical velocity established in this study were
28, 24, arid 26 ft/sec for the total sample, for survivable accidents, and for
significant survivable accidents, respectively. As design requirements, the U.S.
militdry uses the 95th-percentile level of velocity components, based on an acci-
dent sample similar to the significant survivable set. The accident studies
used to establish these levels were conducted in the 1960's (reference 23). The
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Figure 7. Cumulative frequency of occurrence of vertical impact
velocity, significant survivable accidents.

current U.S. Army 95th-percentile vertical velocity design goal is 42 ft/sec.
However, a recent study of landing gear design and test criteria for the U.S.
Army (reference 24) indicates that the actual 95th-percentile survivable ver-
tical velocity change seen in recent accidents (1975-1980) may be closer to
30 ft/sec.

2.2.3.2 Longitudinal Impact Velocity. The longitudinal impact velocity
histogram is presented in figure 3 for the total sample. The data for the cunu-
lative frequency analyses for the three sample sets are presented in table 13.
The corresponding cumulative frequency plot for the significant survivable
sample is shown in figure 9.

The cumulative frequency plot indicates that the 95th-percentile level is 50 ft/
sec. For comparison, the U.S. Army design requirement is also for 50 ft/sec
in the longitudinal direction.

2.2.3.3 Laterdl Impact Velocity. The lateral impact velocity histogram
is presented in figure 10. The problems with estimating yaw angle, discussed
previously in paragraph 2.2.2.3, presented the same type of problem with estimat-
ing laterdl velocity, since this component is based on flight path velocity

25
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Figure 8. Frequency of occurrence of lonyitudinal impact velocity,
total sample (190 accidents out of 311 with known
longitudinal impact velocity).

and yaw angle. However, in most cases in which the yaw angle was large, the
accompanying flight path velocity was small, resultirl in a low lateral ve-
locity. Therefore, it is believed that the cumulative distribution shown in
figure 10 is representative.

The cumulative frequency of lateral velocity for all aircraft is presented in
figure 11. The curve indicates that the 95th-percentile level is 10 ft/sec.
It should be noted that for a run-on crash sequence with slide-out, the lateral
velocity is not greatly threatening to the occupant. The conditions under which
the aircraft rolls over or impacts- a rigid obstacle in flight are much more
serious. This was considered in developing the recommende:d design criteria.
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TABLE 13. CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF
LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY FOR ALL WEIGHT
CLASSES

A - Total Sig!,ificant
"Sample Survivable Survivable

Velocity 1974-78 Accidents Accidents
(ft/sec) (percent) (percent) (percent)

0 0. 0. 0.

5 65.8 66.3 60.0

10 70.5 71.2 65.7

15 77.9 78.3 73.0

20 81.1 81.5 76.6

25 87.9 88.6 85.4

30 90.5 90.8 88.3

* 35

40 92.6 92.9 91.2

"45 9.3.2 93.5 92.0

50 95.8 95.7 94.9

55

60

65 97.9 97.8 97.8

70

75

80 99.0 98.9 98.5

85

"90

4 95 100.0 100.0 100.0

No. of Accidents
with Known Longi-
tudinal Velocity 190 183 137

No. of Accidents
with Unknown Longi-
tudinal Velocity 121 28 17

TOTAL 311 211 154
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Figure 9. Cumulative frequency of occurrence of longitudinal
' impact velocity, significant survivable accidents.

2.2.4 VELOCITY COMPONENT CORRELATIONS. The previous sections in this chapter
have been devoted to tabulations of the individual velocity and angle components.
These parameters aid in understanding the most severe environment that the exist-
ing aircraft can withstand and the occupant survive. However, this type of an-

'3I alysis provides little information about typical impact and survivability con-
ditions for an off-axis impact, i.e., when the impact velocity is not directed
along the aircraft x, y, or z axis. This section considers the interrelation-
ship of various velocity components and their effect on survivability-related
factors.

Evaluation of each accident provided an estimate of the magnitude of the three
"velocity components and a determination of the survivability of the impact con-
ditions. It would be possible to plot the imp..ct velocity components for each
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Figure 10. Frequency of occurrence of lateral impact velocity,
total sample (189 accidents out of 311 with known

A lateral impact velocity).

accident on a three-dimensional graph. Coding the survivability for each acci-
dent point would permit construction of an envelope of survivable velocity com-
binations. The obvious problem with three-dimensional graphs is the difficulty

*, in displaying the position of individual points. In this section, two-dimensional
-• plots are used to show the accident distribution according to the magnitude of

individual velocity components.

2.2.4.1 Survivability Envelopes. Three graphs are presented, figures
12, 13, and 14, showing the accident distribution according to velocity com-

* ponents and survivability. The longitudinal-vertical velocity distribution
shown in figure 12 is the most informative, because these two components are
generally much larger than the lateral component.
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"Figure 11. Cumulative frequency of occurrence of lateral
velocity, significant survivable accidents.

In each of these figures, an ellipsoidal surface is used to represent the locus
of maximum velocities that appear to be survivable or partially survivable.
The intercept on each of the axes coincides with an accident having a unidirec-
tional velocity component; these intercepts are the same as the 95th-percentile
components determined in paragraph 2.2.3 for the significant survivable sample.
These curves provide an indication of the survivable conditions for impacts
with velocity components in more than one direction. Also presented are en-

"V velopes describing the 95th-percentile level of all evaluated accidents (surviv-
able, partially survivable, and nonsurvivable).

2.2.4.2 Injury Envelopes. The graphs presented in the previous section

use survivability as the index for detenfining the maximum tolerable impact
velocities. injury severity can also be used as the index to determine toler-
able conditions. Using injury severity to code the accidents on a velocity
component graph gives an indication of typical levels producing injuries of
various severities. It becomes much easier to assess the tolerable conditions
as increasing velocities produce injuries that change from minor to severe and
finally fatal.
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Figure 12. Accident survivability for longitudinal-
vertical impact velocity components.

The first graph of this type, for the longitudinal-vertical velocity components
with lap-belt-only restraint, is shown in figure 15. An envelope of these acci-
dents indicates that 18 ft/sec pure vertical and 23 ft/sec pure longitudinal
impact speeds are the levels at which the injuries are consistently severe or

, fatal. Figure lb is a plot of injury conditions for occupants restrained with
a lap belt and shoulder harness (some type of upper torso restraint). The
vertical impact level (i.e. in the aircraft vertical axis) which consistently
produced severe or fatal injuries was approximately 23 ft/sec, which is sig-
nificantly higher than the velocity range in the lap-belt-only condition. How-
ever, for mainly longitudinal-type impacts, no serious or fatal injuries were
found in the sample, even at very high velocities. This indicates that an upper
torso restraint is effective in preventing the secondary, impact-type injuries
"(head and torso strikes) that are common in longitudinal impacts with small
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Figure 13. Accident survivability for longitudinal-
lateral impact velocity components.

aircraft. Upper torso restraints may also have slightly increased the tolerable
vertical impact conditions. This type of injury is a function of the acceler-
ation levels experienced by the occupant and is influenced by spinal posture
and the axial-load-bearing capability of the vertebral bodies. References 2
and 8 suggest that upper torso restraint may help to maintain a proper spinal
alignment to resist vertical loading.

2.2.4.3 Postcrash Fire Envelope. Postcrash fire* was also analyzed with
respect to the impact velocity components. Figure 17 shows the distribution

D'uring the accident evaluation phase, inflight and postcrash fires were noted.
however, only fires initiated on impact were considered pertinent to the de-
velopment of crashworthy design conditions.
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Figure 14. Accident survivability for vertical-
lateral impact velocity components.

* of accidents with and without postcrash fires for the longitudinal-vertical
velocity components. The distribution of accidents with fire appears to be
almost random; i.e., for almost any combination of impact velocities there is
a significant chance of fire. The data presented in figure 17 do not indicate
that there is strong correlation between the magnitude (f impact velocity and
"occurrence of postcrash fire. However, inferring this conclusion from figure 17
is somewhat misleading. The distribution of accidents shown in this figure is
a result of the inability to discern between impact damage and fire damage at
higher impact speeds, which results in a lack of accidents at higher impact
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Figure 15. Injury severity distribution with
lap-belt-only restraint.

velocities with known impact conditions. Therefore, only those accidents in
which postcrash fire occurred and the impact velocity could be estimated by
means other than damage correlation were used in figure 17.

Tabulation of the accidents with fire according to the survivability codes does
indicate, as expected, that the chance of postcrash fire increases with increas-

ing accident severity. This trend can be seen in the data presented in table 14.
For the total sample of 311 accidents evaluated, 11 percent of those judged to
be survivable (25 out of 226 accidents) had postcrash fires. The incidence of
postcrash fire increased to approximately 43 and 52 percent for partially sur-
vivable and nonsurvivable accidents, respectively.

2.2.5 LANDING GEAR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. Design criteria for landing gear
typically specify a minimum vertical impact velocity that can • sustained
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Figure 16. Injury severity distribution with
lap belt and shoulder harness.

without fuselage contact, and a range of possible roll angles through which
the gear must act. For a purely vertical impact, in which the gear on each
side of the aircraft contacts the ground simultaneously, designs can be simple
and efficient. However, the requirement to simultaneously withstand roll and
vertical impact generally creates design and weight problems. These problems
can be diminished, howc,;r, through an analysis of the statistical distribu-
tion of accident conditions (such as impact velocity versus roll angle), which
allows an optimally balanced consideration of weight and effectiveness throughout
the entire system. Minimizing the landing gear weight means that other crash-
worthy system components which are inherently much more weight-effective, such
as upper torso restraints and energy-absorbing seats, can be utilized to provide
a large percentage of the protective capability for the occupants. This approach
may also apply to aircraft with retractable gear, in which the contribution of
the gear to the overall crashworthiness system will be minimal.
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Figure 17. Distribution of accidents with
postcrash fire.

It is important to develop the distribution of vertical impact velocities with
. roll angle in order to provide realistic design criteria. Figure 18 shows this

distribution for all aircraft types.

2.3 CRASH SCENARIOS

Six crash scenarios were developed to represent the various •ypes of impact
conditions. These six scenarios include the conditions found in approximately
89 percent of all the accidents evaluated. It should be noted that these typi-
cal crash types present the findings of the actual impact conditions. Some of
the scenarios are more important from an injury frequency and severity stand-
point. The six crash scenarios were used to develop "design scenarios" andassociated design criteria.
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TABLE 14. INCIDENCE OF POSTCRASH FIRE ACCORDING TO SURVIVABILITY
CODE (303 ACCIDENTS OUT OF 311 WITH KNOWN POSTCRASH
FIRE HISTORY)

Number of Accidents/Number with Postcrash Fire

Total Weight Weight Weight Weight
Sample Class Class Class Class

Survivability 1974-78 A B C D

Survivable 226/25 92/15 107/8 21/0 6/2

Partially 21/9 8/4 8/3 3/1 2/1
Survivable

Nonsurvivable 56/29 33/23 16/5 6/2 1/0

Total Accidents
with Unknown
Fire History 8 3 5 0 0

TOTAL 311 136 136 30 9

: The remaining paragraphs of this section describe the six crash scenarios and
their frequency of occurrence. Also, the frequency of injury for each scenario I
and the distribution of impact velocities is discussed.

2.3.1 SCENARIO TYPES. As discussed in the previous section, six scenarios
were developed to describe typical impact conditions. The types and character-
istics of the six scenarios are described on the following pages.

1. Essentially flat impact relative to ground (air to ground)

m Landing gear can act to attenuate vertical force, although
terrain features may inhibit functioning or the gear may be re-
tracted.

* Vertical velocity is greater than the longitudinal component
(Impact angle greater than 45 degrees).

a Angles are less than ±20-degree pitch, ±20-degree roll.

2. High longitudinal impact velocity (air to ground)

* Longitudinal velocity is significantly greater than the vertical
component (0 to 20-degree flight path angle).

o Landing gear may be torn off and absorb very little vertical or
longitudinal energy.
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Figure 18. Impact velocity as a function of roll angle, all
aircraft types, significant survivable sample
(120 accidents).

e Angles are less than ±20-degree pitch, ±20--degree roll,
+20.-degree yaw.

3. Rollover (ground to ground)

0"..

e Major impact is on side or top of fuselage. .•

e There is a low vertical or longitudinal velocity..

4. Wire impact in fliylht

a Aircraft has significant air speed at time of wire ,
strike. .838
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6 The wire strike is on the frontal plane of the aircraft. I
I Uncuntrolled flight usually follows.

5. Water impact (air to water)

* Landing gear do not function to absorb any impact energy.

* Principal impact forces are distributed over a large fuselage
area.

6. High yaw rate impact (air to ground)

* Typically component failure, or malfunction (e.g., tail rotor
malfunction) leads to lateral stability control difficulties.

* Longitudinal and vertical velocity components are small, yaw
rate may be large.

I Uncontrolled yawing action causes flailing-type injuries. 0.

The evaluated accident sample contained 311 accidents. In 248 of these cases
there was sufficient informatiun to evaluate the scenario type and the impact
paraieters. Table 15 lists the distribution of these accidents according to
the six scenario types. The most comm:on crash scenario is the vertical impact,
which accounts for approximately 28 percent of the accidents. Each of the other
five scenario types accounts for approximately 10 percent of the accidents.
The six scenarios represent the conditions found in 79 percent of the accident
cases. The remaining accident types generally fall into two classes: the catas-
trophic uncontrolled flight and the relatively minor landing accidents. In
this second type of accident, the impact forces may be low, but damage results
primarily due to a tail-boom strike by the main rotor. Neither of these two
accident types influences the crashworthiness design of the aircraft or warrants
being considered as a separate scenario.

2.3.2 INJURY FREQUENCY FOR THE SCENARIO TYPES. The number and severity of
injuries were tabulated for each scenario type in order to assess the relative
hazaru of each crash type. Tables 16 and 17 list the nunber uf people on board
the aircraft for each scenario and the percentage that received minor, serious,
or fatal injuries for the total sample and for the survivable or partially sur-
vivable accidents.

Table 16, which includes tie nonsurvivable accidents, shows that the vertical
impact, wire strike, and water impact were the most hazardous scenarios in terms
of dCtUdl number of occupants in the sample receiving fatal or serious injuries.
Relatively few serious or fatal injuries occurred in the longitudinal, rollover,
and high yaw rate impacts. In terms of percentage of major injury (serious or
fatal), the vertical impact scenario had moderate rates (25.4 percent), although
the large number of accidents for this scenario type yielded a large number of
fatal and serious injuries. The wire strike and water impact accidents had
very high percentages of major injuries: 65 and 63 percent, respectively.
Accidents occirring in water have a high percentage of fatalities due to Jrown-
inYs thdt result frum relatively minor injuries and/or problems in egressinry
the aircraft. The high injury rates for water are not indicative of impact
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TA BE 15. ACCIDENT FREQUENCY ACCORDING
TO SCENARIO TYPE

Scenario No. of
Type Description Accidents Percentage

1 High vertical 70 28.2
impact velocity

High longitudinal 21 8.5

impact velocity

3 Rollover 34 13.7

4 Wire strike 25 10.1

5 Water impact 24 9.7

6 High yaw rate 21 8.5

All other 53 21.3

No. of Accidents with
Known Scenario Type 248 100.0

No. of Accidents with
Unknown Scenario Type 63

TOTAL 311

force injuries alone, but rather due tu the complicating factor of postcrash
survival in the water environment.

Table 17 shows the same type of comparison for the survivable and partially
survivable accidents. The vertical impact and water impact scenarios again
represent the most severe conditions in tenns of numbers of injuries. The wire
strike scenario does not appear to be as serious because a large percentage of
these accidents were classified as nonsurvivable due to the uncontrollable flight
characteristics following wire strike. However, studies indicate that many of
these nonsurvivable accidents could actually be prevented by proper implementa-
tion of a wire strike protection system (reference 25).

2.3.3 IMPACT VELOCITIES FOR THE SCENARIO TYPES. The cumulative frequencies
of vertical and longitudinal velocity were tabulated for scenarios in which
these pardmeters would be meaningful for design purposes. Figure 19 shows the
cumulative freqyiency curves for the vertical impact scenario using the signi-
ficant survivable sample. The 95th-percentile vertical velocity for scenario
number 1, 26 ft/sec, is the same as the vertical component for all significant
survivable accidents in this sample. The longitudinal comiponent for this
scenario is small, with 95 percent occurring at or below 12 ft/sec.
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TABLE 16. INJURY FREQUENCY FOR SCENARIO TYPES BASED ON THE
TOTAL SAMPLE (248 ACCIDENTS OUT OF 311 WITH
KNOWN SCENARIO TYPE)

No. of
Total Fatal and

Scenario Injury Percentage* No. Serious
Type Description Fatal SeriouIs Minor On Board Injuries*

1 High vertical 8.3 17.1 18.3 169 43
,,. ~impact veloci ty-•

2 High longitudinal 7.9 10.5 26.3 38 7 j
impact velocity

3 Rollover 2.4 3.7 46.3 82 5 "j1

4 Wire strike 42.9 22.4 10.2 49 32

5 Water impact 46.7 16.7 27.8 90 57 S

6 High yaw rate 9.5 9.5 30.9 42 8

All other 31.9 12.9 18.9 116 52

TOTAL 586 204

*All types of injuries included.

The longitudinal impact scenario has a large lorgitudinal component and a small
vertical component, as expected. Figure 20 indicates that the 95th-percentile
longitudinal and vertical velocity components for scenario number 2 are 72 ft/sec
and 10 ft/sec, respectively.

Figure 21 shows the cumulative frequency curve for lateral velocity rollover
accidents (scenario number 3). For this scenario, the principal impact forces
were generally applied laterally or on the top quarter (90 to 120 degrces roll
angle). The lateral velocity used to develop figure 21 was based on the impact
velocity component perpendicular to the ground just prior to the principal im-
pact. It was found that 95 percent of all rollover hiipacts had a lateral impact
velocity of 9.2 ft/sec or less.
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TABLE 17. INJURY FREQUENCY FOR SCENARIO TYPES BASED ON SURVIVABLE AND
PARTIALLY SURVIVABLE ACCIDENTS (208 ACCIDENTS OUT OF 211
SURVIVABLE AND PARTIALLY SURVIVABLE AC'IDENTS WITH
KNOWN SCENARIO TYPE)

No. of
Total Fatal and

Scenario Injury Percentage No. Seri ous
Type Description Fatal Serious Minor On Board Injuries*

1 High vertical 0.5 17.2 19.0 163 29
, =Impact velocity

2 High longitudinal 0. 11.4 28.6 35 4

impact velocity

3 Rol lover 2.4 3.7 46.3 82 5

4 Wire strike 9.7 35.5 165.1 31 14

5 Water impact 16.5 19.4 37.3 67 24

6 High yaw rate 0. 8.1 35.1 37 3

Other 6.1 15.9 26.8 82 18

TOTAL 497 97

*All types of injuries included.
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3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF INJURY/FATALITY CAUSATIVE FEATURES

The riiain goal of this task was to assign a cause to each known injury and to
rank these causes according to the frequency and sevtwity of the hazard. Injury
descriptions were tabulated during the evaluation phase of the Task I effort
described in Section 2.0. Extenuating circumstances, such as component failures
or unique accident kinematics, were also noted to aid in determining the cause
of an injury. The injury statistics were compiled according to severity, cause
(or hazard), scenario, and aircraft weight class. The outcome of this work is
a ranking of the hazards indicating the aircraft systems in need of improvement
to provide occupant protection in "survivable" accidents.

As noted in Section 2.0, there are soic. 'iherent biases in the evaluated acci-
dent sample mainly due to the original investigative procedures. The final
section in this chapter addresses this problem by presenting a statistical de-
scription of expected injuries arid their associated causes for an average year.
These statistics were based onl an average of the data from the five-year evalu-
at;on period, with the known biases accounted for.

3.1 TABULATION OF INJURIES

Each injury, with an explicit description of the body region and severity, was
tabulated with parameters describing the helicopter accident sequence. The
primary emphasis was placed on identification of injury causes rather than a
cataloging of injuries themselves. The source of this information was the Air-
craft Accident Reports, obtained from the NTSB. Injury descriptions were found
in the operator's or investigator's narrative, witness statements, and autopsy
reports. It is generally regarded that the most reliable source of injury in-
formation is the in-patient chart or hospital discharge record (reference 26),
although this was seldom available. A significant improvement in the quality
of accident reporting could be attained by consistently obtaining injury in-
fonration from the most reliable sources.

Injuries were categorized using tile Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) rating system,

reference 26. The separate body regions and severity codes used in the AIS
are listed in tables 18 and 19, respectively. The maximum AIS rating for an
injury to each of the seven body segments was used to describe the injury sever-
ity to each occupant. An overall rating of bodily injury, such as the Injury
Severity Score (ISS), was not used in this study because of the need to maintain
records of individual injuries for traceability of cause. The version of the
Abbreviated Injury Scale used in this study, AIS-80, contains more than 500
separate injury descriptions which covered all injuries found in the accident
sample with the exception of drowning. Drowning is not a trauma-related injury
and therefore is not included in the AIS; however, for the purposes of this
study, it was accorded an AIS rating of 6 when it was known that the drowning
was a direct result of injuries sustained in the accident.

As discussed earlier in this section, a "cataloging" of specific injuries was
not considered as important as the causes or hazards associated with each injury.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, the AIS attributable to a particular
hazard is used. The injury descriptions were taken directly from the many
sources of the accident reports, and altnough few are written in medically
acceptable terminology, most did contain, in some form, an injury description.
Table 20 lists the nui,,'er of accidents with injury descriptions found in the
311 accidents sample.
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"TABLE 18. SEPARATE BODY SECTIONS IDENTIFIED
IN AIS-80 (REFERENCE 26)

Body Section Description

External Surface of any body region

Head Bony skull, brain, face, eye, ear

Neck Neck, throat

Thorax Thoracic organs, including rib cage

'"A , ,nV N /Dth'i r' vi - C nnt-on -, .,. b 'A .... ,, ./ C. It ,I organs n-S

Spine Spinal column/cord

Extremities Upper and lower limbs, bony pelvis ]
TABLE 19. INJURY SEVERITY CODES USED

IN AIS-80 (REFERENCE 26)

AIS Severity Code

1 Minor

2 Moderate

3 Serious

4 Severe

5 Critical

6 Maximum injury,
virtually unsurvivable

9 Un kn own

3.2 RANKING OF INJURY-CAUSATIVE HAZARDS

This section describes the ranking of hazards according to the severity and
frequency of injuries that they caused. The methodology used for this ranking
follows the techniques developed by Hicks and Adams (reference 27) dt the U.S.
Army Safety Center. This technique uses a "mechanism of injury occurrence"
that describes the process through which each injury occurs. The mechanism is
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TABLL 20. PERCENTAGE OF ACCIDENTS WITH OCCUPANT INJURY
DESCRIPTIONS ACCORDING TO ACCIDENT SEVERITY
(311 ACCIDEiNTS iN VrLUATION ... D.. E)

X). No. of Accidents
No. of with Documented

Accident Severity Accidents Injuries

Survivable, no injuries 126 126*

Survivable, minor injuries 57 27

"Survivable, serious or
fatal iniiurips 75 67

Nonsurvivable 53 30

TOTAL 311 250

. *The documentation contained in these accident report
was sufficient to determine that no significant in-
juries occurred.

described in two parts: the action, or injury process, and the qualifier, or

contributing factor to the injury. As an example, consider the following hazard:

ACTION: BODY EXPOSED TO FIRE

QUALIFIER: WHEN FUEL SYSTEM FAILED ON IMPACT

In this study, a set of 14 mechanisms, or hazards, were developed and each in-
dividual injury to a body region of an occupant was assigned a mechanism. Each
hazard was ranked according to two factors: the frequency of injuries caused
by the hazard and the most severe injuries that the hazard can cause. Tables
21 and 22 describe the ranking categories. Each hazard was then assigned to

*i one of eight "significance groups" based on the combination of frequency and
severity indicies as shown in table 23. Tables 21 through 23 were taken from
reference 27.

,. The injury hazards within each significance group were then rank-ordered accord-
iny to the accumulated AIS ratings for injuries identified in this study. The

*' accumulated AIS is the summation of all AIS ratings for survivable accidents
attributable to a particular hazard; this takes into account frequency (number
of injured occupants) and injury severity. Table 24 shows the ranking of haz-
ards ordered frow most to least dangerous.

A number of provisions need to be considered in interpreting the ranking of
hazards presented in table 24. The sample size of the accidents with known
injuries is not directly comparable to injuries that would be expected over d

certain time period. Therefore, the accumulated AIS rating is only useful for
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TABLE 21. CRASH HAZARD FREQUENCY RANKING
(FROM REFERENCE 27)

Frequency Descriptive Mathematical
Index Nomenclature Definition*

A Frequent 0.5 < f

B Reasonably probable 0.1 < f < 0.5

C Occasional 0.05 < f < 0.1

"D Remote 0.01 < f < 0.05

E Improbable f < 0.01

*f is defined as the relative frequency of

occurrence of a hazard and is calculated as
f = Frequency of occurrence of crash hazard/
number of accidents studied.

TABLE 22. CRASH HAZARD SEVERITY RANKING
(FROM REFERENCE 27)

Severity Descriptive
Index Nomenclature Definition*

I Life-threatening Results in fatal or
critical injury

II Serious Results in major injury

III Marginal Results in minor injury

IV Negligible Results in no more than
minimal injuries

*Worst credible result.

ranking the relative severity of each hazard. Paragraph 3.3 of this section
considers the potential for injuries caused by each hazard for a typical year
of rotorcraft accidents.

In analyzing the injury data, it was found that burn injuries occurred in
approximately 20 percent of the accidents with known injuries. The injuries
attributable to postcrash fires indicated that this was the most dangerous
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TABLE 23. HAZARD SIGNIFICANCE GROUPS BASED ON'-
FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY INOICES (FROM,
REFERENCE 27)

Significance
Group Frequency Index-Severity Index -

1 A.I hA

2 A.i1, 8.1

3 A.111, B.11, C.I

4 A.IV, B.I11, C.II D.II

5 B.IV, C.III,ý 0.11, E.I

6 C.IV, D.III, E.11

7 O.IV$ &II I

8 E.IV

single hazard. Further examination of the accident reports revealed that this
hazard is even imlore prevalent than the injuries would indicate. 'in in addi-
tional 25 percent of the accidents, fuel leakage occurred in close proximity
to the occupants without igniting, or the occupdnts were extracted from the
burning wreckage and/or the fire was extinguished by ground peirsonnel before
thermal injuries occurred.

The ranking in table 24 indicates that there are five hazards, all in signi-
ficance group 2-, that overshadow all of the other hazards that were identified
in this study. The mechanisms invol ved in these five hazards were: burns due
to fuel system failure on impact, spinal injuries due to excessive vertical
loading, injuries of all types due to inflight wire strike on the frontal plane
of the helicopter, secondary impact of the upper torso and head due to restrdint
system deficiencies, and secondary impact due to lack of upper torso restraint.
Table 25 summarizes the major areas worthy of improvement, based on the injuries
and fdtdlities which occurred in "survivable" accidents. Research and develop-
i~ient requiremlents needed to provide enhanced crashworthiness are sugq'y!sted.
The postcrash fire hazard is ranked as the primary area for improvement due to

* the high number of injuries and the addi tional accidents in which serio;.is fuel
leaks occurred.

The accumulated AIS rating was also used to examine the relative severity of
injuries for impacts in each of the six scenarios. Table 26 indicates the accu-
mulated AIS for each scenario according to the fourteen hazards used previously

u in this seztion. The AIS ratings were based onl dctual injuries tabul'Ated dur-
ing the evaluation effort. The numober of injuries examined represents only a
smiall1 portion of the actual number of injuries occurring during the evalua'tion
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TABLE 24. RANK-ORDERED LISTING OF CRASH HAZARDS FOR THE CIVILIAN ROTORCRAFT FLEET

Hazard Significance Frequency Severity Accumulated
Ranking Group Description Index Index AIS

1 2 Body exposed to fire when fuel B I 147
system failed on impact

2 Body received excessive deceler- B I 145
ative force when aircraft and
seat allowed excessive loading

3 2 Body exposed to impact conditions B 1 110
due to inflight wire strike

4 2 Body struck aircraft structure B 1 87
because design provided inade-
quate clearance and/or restraint
allowed excessive motion

5 2 Body struck aircraft structure due B I 82
to lack of upper torso restraint

6 4 Body drowned because injuries pre- 0 I 54
vented escape from aircraft

7 4 Body struck aircraft structure D 1 29
because restraint was not used
properly

8 4 Body struck aircraft structure C II 22
when structure collapsed exces-
sively

9 4 Body struck aircraft structure 1 12 S
when seat failed

10 4 Body struck by external object 0 1 12
when main rotor blade entered
occupiable space

11 4 Body struck by external object 0 I 10
when object (other than main
rotor blade) entered occupiable
space

12 6 Body struck aircraft structure E II 8
when restraint system failed

13 6 Body injured during postcrash D 111 2
egress

14 7 Body exposed to chemical E I1I 1
agents on impact
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TABLL 25. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL AREAS FOR IMPROVED CRASHWORTHINESS IN THE
U.S. CIVIL ROTORCRAFT FLEET

Potential Areas Resulting
Priority for Improvement Hazards R & D Requirements

I Fuel system component fail- 1 Determine design require-
ure on impact allowing fuel ments consistent with the
tc come in contact with Qýt_. .... ,,ile ,urvivabie
ignition sources. impact. Develop and certify

lightweight cell materials
and fittings, and standard-
ize design techniques.

2 Occupant restraint system 4,5,12 Develop, certify, and re-
allows longitudinal and quire use of an effective
lateral movement of upper restraint system(s) which
body on impact. Cockpit provides longitudinal and
and cabin geometry provides lateral restraint for the
inadequate clearance, upper body. Develop design

criteria for delethalizing
interior surfaces. Design
goal should be to prevent
injurious head and chest
contact with aircraft struc-
ture in impacts up to the
95th-percentile survivable
impact.

3 Airframe and seats transmit 2, 9 Conduct tradeoff studies to
intolerable vertical loads determine degree of protec-
to occupants and separate tion consistent with cost,
from aircraft, resulting in weight, and space constraints.
spinal injury. Evaluate candidate energy

absorption concepts for seats
and landing gear. Develop
design criteria.

4 Inflight wire strike results 3 Implement wire identifica-
in uncontrolled flight and tion and avoidance train-
random, severe impact con- ing procedures. Develop

ditions wire detection/pilot warn-
ing device. Continue certi-
fication of mechanical wire
cutters.

period. Therefore, the total accumulated AIS for each scenario should be used
for comparison purposes only to determine the relative severity of the hazard.

Table 26 indicates that the vertical impact scenario is the most hazardous of
the six scenarios, accounting for 30 percent of the AIS total. Excessive
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TABLE 26. ACCUMULATED AIS FOR CRASH HAZARDS ACCORDING TO ACCIDENT SCENARIO TYPE

Accumulated AIS Rating

Longi- High
Hazard Vertical tudinal Wire Water Yaw

No. Description Impact Impact Rollover Strike Impact Rate Total

1 Body exposed to fire when fuel system 57 29 0 51 1 9 147
failed on impact

2 Body received excessive decelerative 91 7 0 7 40 0 145
force when aircraft and seat allowed
excessive loading

3 Body exposed to impauA , diti?"c ,, n n n !I{ 0 0 110
to inflight wire strike

4 Body struck aircraft structure because 22 29 17 2 13 4 87
design provided inadequate clearance
and/or restraint allowed excessive
moti on

5 Body struck aircraft structure due to 23 6 19 17 11 6 82
lack of upper torso restraint

6 Body drowned because injuries pre- 0 0 0 0 54 0 54
vented escape from aircraft

7 Body struck aircraft structure because 8 16 0 3 2 0 29
restraint was not used properly

8 Body struck aircraft structure when 2 12 0 5 3 0 22
structure collapsed excessively

9 Body struck aircraft structure when 8 0 0 0 4 0 12
seat failed

10 Body struck by external object when 0 0 6 6 0 0 12
main rotor blade entered occupiable
space

11 Body struck by external object when 3 0 1 6 0 0 10(other object than main rotor blade)

entered occupiable space

12 Body struck aircraft structure when 4 0 4 0 0 0 8
restraint system failed

13 Body injured during postcrash egress 1 0 0 0 1 0 2

14 Body exposed to chemical agents on 1 0 0 0 0 1
impact

Total 219 100 47 207 129 19 721

Percentage of 30 14 6 29 18 3 100
Total AIS

vertical forces cause almost half of the injuries in accidents of this type.
Wire strike is the second most hazardous scenario, accounting for 29 percent
of the total AIS rating in the sample. The longitudinal and water impact con-
ditions produce 14 and 18 percent of the total AIS score, respectively. The
reiaininql two scenarios, rollover and high yaw rate, produce very small per-
centages of the injury totals, with most of these injuries of the low severity,
secondary-impact type.
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3.3 ACCIDENT STATIST'CS FOR AN AVERAGE YEAR

Tradeoff studies for crashworthiness design require a baseline of accident and
injury statistics for analysis. The statistics presented in previous sections
of this chapter contain biases that skew the data toward the severe end of the
spectrum. An attempt was made to account fur the two known biases in the sample
that were a result of the original accident investigation procedure. The first
bias is in the distribution of accidents with known injuries according to the
six scenarios. For example, in a significant percentage of the wire strike
accidents, the injuries were known due to the large percentage of autopsies
performed on the occupants. The second bias results from the investijative
prdctice of examining accidents of greater severity or questionable cause in
yreater detail. Table 8 exhibits this bias Lby co,,iparing the number of occupants
receiving minor, serious, and fatal injuries for all accidents during 1974 to
1978 and the evaluated sample. An attempt was made to account for these biases
in the development of an estimate of the number and severity of injuries occurr-
ing during a typical year in th? evaluation period.

The validity of analyses based on the average year statistics requires that
the fol lowiny assumptions be ilade:

a. The fleet size and model composition did not change significantly
over the five-year period.

b. The average number of flight hours per aircraft and accident rates
were constant.

c. Crashworthiness of the helicopter fleet did not change dramatically
over the evaluation period.

The estimate of average accident and injury statistics indicates that there
were approximately 292 accidents per year involving 594 helicopter occupants.
Table 27 shows the breakdown of accidents according to the weight class. The
bulk of the total accidents occur in Weight Classes A and B with approximately
60 and 34 percent of the accidents, respectively. The average number of sur-
vivable and nonsurvivable accidents is listed in table 28. Approximately 8 per-
cent of the accidents were classified as nonsurvivable and 40 percent were sur-
vivable with injuries and fatalities. The distribution of injury severity for kN
occupants in survivable accidents and all accidents is presented in table 29.
Based on the data in table 29, a total of 32 percent of the occupants in sur-
vivable accidents will be injured (175 out of 545).

Table 30 presents an estimate of the frequency and severity of injuries that
were attributed to the 14 hazards identified iI this program for occupants in-
jured in survivable accidents. The rates presented in this table are averages
for all models in the helicopter fleet. Note that tile total injury rate for
all hazards adds up to 126.8 percent. This reflects the possibility of an in-
jured occupant receiving injuries as a result of more than one hazard.
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TABLE 27. ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEARLY
ACCIDENT TOTALS FOR THE
FOUR WEIGHT CLASSES

Weight Percentage Number

Class of Accidents of Accidents

A 60.0 175

B 34.2 100

C 4.1 12

D 1.7 5

100.0 292

TABLE 28. ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEARLY DISTRIBUTION OF
ACCIDENTS ACCORDING TO SURVIVABILITY
AND INJURY SEVERITY

Percentage Number
Accident Severity of Accidents of Accidents

No injuries 51.7 151
Survivable with injuries 40.1 117

or fatalities

Nonsu rv i vable 8.2 24

TOTAL 100.0 292
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TABLE 29. ESTIMATED AVERAGE YEARLY DISTRIBUTION
OF OCCUPANT I0JURY SEVERITY FOR
SURVIVABLE AND ALL ACCIDENTS

Occupants
in Survivable Occupants in

Injury Accidents all accidents

Sevrit No. Percent No. Percent

Fatal 23 4.2 67 11.3

Serious 57 10.5 62 10.4

Ninor 95 17.4 95 16.0

None 370 67.9 370 62.3

TOTAL 545 100.0 594 100.0

1w
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TABLE 30. AVERAGE YEARLY INJURY FREQUENCY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE FOURTEEN
HAZARDS FOR AN OCCUPANT INJURED IN A SUKVIVABLE ACCIDENT

Moderate Severe Life
Injury Injury Threatening

Hazard AIS 1 or 2 AIS 3 or 4 AIS 5 or 6 Total
No. Description (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)

1 Body exposed to fire when fuel 3.7 3.1 7.2 14.0
fuel system failed on impact

2 Body received excessive deceler- 14.3 12.7 0.8 27.8
ative force when aircraft and seat
allowed excessive loading

3 Body exposed to impact conditions 0.7 1.5 5.9 8.1
due to inflight wire strike

4 Body struck aircraft structure 33.7 2.0 1.2 36.9
because design provided inade-
quate clearance and/or restraint
allowed excessive motion

5 Body struck aircraft structure due 15.3 4.6 0.8 20.7

to lack of upper torso restraint

6 Body drowned because injuries 0.0 0.0 3.3 3.3
prevented escape from aircraft

7 Body struck aircraft structure 1.2 0.7 1.2 3.1
because restraint was not used
properly

8 Body struck aircraft structure 5.1 0.7 0.0 5.8
when structure collapsed ex-
cessively

9 Body struck aircraft structure 0.7 0.8 0.4 1.9

when seat failed

10 Bouy struck by external object 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.7
when main rotor blade entered
occupiable space

11 Body struck by external object 0.9 0.4 0.4 1.7
when object (other than main
rotor blade) entered occupi-
able space

12 Body struck aircraft structure 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.8
when restraint system failed

13 Body injured during postcrash 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.2
egress

14 Body exposed to chemical agents 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8on impact

TOTAL 77.6 27.3 L1.9 126.8
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4.G ANALYSIS OF THE CIVIL ROTORCRAFT CRASH ENVIRONMENT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Current reyultory standdru-s 'for helicopter design a•Jress minimnum requirements
tor crashwurthiness. At the time of their inception, little information on
crasn survival wds available, and since that time most of the crashworthiness
advances in civilian helicopters have been attaineo througy "voluntary" efforts
ot the manufacturers. However, in the foreseeable future, it is expected that
crashworthiness design requirements will be introduced for civilian rotorcraft.

The FAA has initiated! programs such as this one to provide necessary informa-
tiun for the decision-making process, Such information should enable the FAA
wt determine if modIficdtions to the Fueral Aviation Regulations (FAR) are
warranteo. This section discusses some of the considerations involved in set-
ting a level of crashworthiness to be attained in civilian rotorcraft. The
remaining paragraphs of this section compare the civil helicopter crash environ-
Iient to human tolerance, to the military crash environment, and to the capabil-
ities of crashworthy systems in existing production aircraft.

"4.2 COMPARISON OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO THE CIVIL ROTORCRAFT CRASH ENVIRONMENT

Generally three classes of injuries are considered when discussing human toler-
ance in a crash environment: internal injuries due to whole-body deceleration,
secondary impact injuries due to contact with surrounding structure, and fire-
related injuries due to thermal exposure or inhalation of combustion products.
Tie first two classes of injuries are directly related to the principal impact
forces, and they are dealt with in the following paragraphs. Thermal injury is
yenerally a postcrash survival problem and it is treated separately in paragraph
4.3.4.

A substantial dmUUHt Of information ias been compiled on tolerance to whoie-body
d acceleration. Studies have been conducted with human volunteers approaching
tne onset of significant injury, and beyond this point with animal surrogates.
u-furtundte1j, the accelerdtion levels thut cause specific injuries are not
edsily oefined uue to the wide variation in strength of humian tissues. Uibdnd's
cuiopikltion of iruian tolerance (reference 1u) to whole-body acceleration is
ý.. 'nerally used as o yuiueline for setting injury-produciny levels, and will be
used here. The remainder of this section coinpares the velocity components,
round in Task I o tnis study, Lo the ability of the body to withstand the asso-
ciated forces.

Secondary impact can range from comparatively minor extreimity inju:'y, to life-
threatening chest and head damage. Delethalization of interior surfaces could

u lessen the severity of injury due to secondary impact; however, this is not an
effective preventive measure. Restraint of the body to preclude impact of the
chest and head is the most effective weiea' of reducing the secondary impact

- h~azard. For a well-restrained occupont in a crash environment, whole-body
acceleration becomes a limiting factor in the body's ability to withstand the
restraining forces.

4.2.1 WHOLE-BODY ACCELKRATION TOLERAHCE TO 95TH-PLRCENTILE CRASH ýEVELS. The
Ybth-percentile significant survivable velocity comiponents were identified in

"AJu
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Task I of this effort (Section 2.0). However, human tolerance data are generally
expressed in terms of acceleration, which is a design-dependent function related
to the crushing characteristics of the airframe. A range of acceleration pulse
shapes were examined for each of the 95th-percentile velocities to determine
if the resultant acceleration environment would be ha~ardous by known standards.
Table 31 shows five possible deceleration pulses for each velocity component.
These were derived based on characteristic stopping distances in the vertical
and lateral directions (6 in.), and in the longitudinal direction (2 to 10 ft).*
The vertical and lateral stopping distances represent the ground deformation
and crushing of the aircraft structure in the principal impact. Landing gear
defonnation was not considered since the forces are generally low and contribute
little to slowing the aircraft in a crash of maximum severity. The longitudinal
stopping distance is often several orders of magnitude longer and represents
the distance that the aircraft moves parallel to the ground while being slowed
by contact forces. If the contact forces are low, such as friction between
the ground and aircraft fuselage, then the stopping distance will be large,
often exceeding 100 ft. However, longitudinal stopping distances call be very
short, on the order of 2 ft, if the underfloor structure begins to plow and
scoop the ground or water. Equations for calculation of the acceleration pulse
characteristics are presented in Appendix C.

Two assumptions were made in using this analysis to relate the crash environment
to human tolerance. First, it was assumed that the occupant was subjected to
the same deceleration pulse as that derived for the airframe in table 31; i.e.,
there was no dynamic overshoot in the interface between the occupant and air-
frame. This factor needs to be considered in interpreting this simple analysis,
since in the vertical direction, there is almost always an amplification of
the input pulse due to the elastic structure of cushions and buttock tissue.
There can also be a dynamic overshoot in the longitudinal or lateral direction
if the restraint system uses high elongation webbing or if restraint system
slack exists at the time of the accident. The second assumption was that the
effects of combined-mode impact need not be considered, i.e., that the aircraft
velocity vector at impact was parallel to the direction used in development ofthe human tolerance data.

Figure 22 presents a comparison of the human tolerance criteria for headward
(+G ) acceleration within the environment produced by the five pulse shapes
sho~n in the first column of table 31. Even without considering the effects
of dynamic overshoot, the five pulse shapes all fall in the region of moderate
injury. Figure 23 shows the relative frequency of spinal injuries, based on
the data collected in Task 11, for various vertical impact velocities. The
curve in figure 23 indicates a 50-percent spinal injury rate for a 26-ft/sec
vetical impact.

Human tolerance to spineward (-G ) acceleration with adequate restraint is very
high, with incidents of voluntar4 exposures exceeding 40 G causing no permanent
damage. The relationship between these human tolerance data and the projected
crash environment is shown in figure 24. For both stopping distances examined
(2 ft and 10 ft), the curves fall within the ranges of uninjured, voluntary

*These stopping distances were chosen as representdtive of the survivable acci-
dents investigated.
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Figure 23. Relative frequency of spinal injuries verssU
change in vertical velocity for occupants
in U.S. Civil rotorcraft accidents.

exposure, as is confirmed by the data collected in this study. :n all the acci-
dents included in the sample the incidence of injury for well-restrained occu-
pants in high-speed longitudinal crashes was almost zero, ds shown in figure 16.

There has been very little research conducted on whole-body Lolerance to lateral
(G ) acceleration. However, in one test with a volunteer an a,'erage acceleration
ofY11.5 G was endured for 0.1 sec. This impact greatly eaceeus the environinent
thdt the 95th-percentile lateral velocity component of 10 ft/sec would produce.
The statistics tabulated in this study for rollover-type crasties, which rep-
resented the bulk of tne ldteral impacts, indicated that most injuries were of
the low-severity, flailing type, rather than the internal injury type often
caused by excessive acceleration.
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4.2.2 GUNCLUSLUIOS BASED UN HUMAN TOLERANCE. This simple analysis of the crash
environrmlent for the 95th-percentile velocity components indicates that only in
the vertical direction do the conditions approach the human tolerance level.
This is validated by the large number of spinal injuries that were found. There-
fore, in the vertical direction there is a need to modify the acceleration en-
vironment experienced by an occupant through the ube of load-limiting landing
gear, fuselage structure, or seats (or possibly a combination of these items).
It should be noted that load-limiting devices may also be desirable, although
not required by human tolerance, in the longitudinal or lateral directions to
reduce peak structural loads under crash conditions. Also, although no proof
has been presented here, it is generally acknowledged that human tolerance to
fires and secondary impact to the head and chest is low enough to require pre-
ventive measures, such as fuel containment and adequate restraint in crashworthy
aircraft.

4.3 COMPARISON OF THE CIVIL AND MILITARY ROTORCRAFT CRASH ENVIRONMENT

A comparison of the civil and military crash environments was conducted to deter-
mine the relative aeqrees of similarity between the typical impact conditions.
The intent was to determine which aspects of military crashworthiness technology
and existing hardware are applicable to the civil helicopter fleet. Data used
for this comparison were compiled front the sources listed in table 32.

4.3.1 TERkAIih AT IMPACT SITE. A comparison of the primary terrain features
at the impact site for civil, U.S. Army, and U.S. Navy aircraft is shown in
fiyure 25. Civil accident experience differs significantly from the military
only in the larger number of accidents that occurred on prepared surfaces or
into water. Accidents in which landing gear would have had the opportunity to
function included those accidents on soft ground, prepared surface, and frozen
ground (see table 7 for description of terrain). Sixty-two percent of the civil
accidents studied were in this category, which is similar to the 58 percent
indicated in the Army aircraft study. Thus, the percentages of civil and mili-
tary accidents in which the gear could have functioned were approximately the
same. On this basis it would be desirable to use the landing gear in the energy
absorption system (gear, fuselage, and seats) of civil helicopters to the same
degree as is currently used in U.S. Army helicopters, i.e., for about 20 percent
of the energy absorption capability.

4.3.2 AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE AT ItIPACT. The helicopter attitude at impact is de-
scribed in terms of the pitch, roll, and yaw angles. Figures 26, 27, and 28
show that the distribution of these angles is approximately the same for the
civilian and Army accident samples. Thus, it would appear that civilian crash-
worthiness design requirements could follow (in form) those used by the U.S.
military with appropriate modifications made to account for differences in impact
velocities for the civil crash environment.

4.3.3 SURVIVABLE IMPACT VELOCITIES. A comparison of the civilian and military
impact velocity components inaicates that, as a group, the civilian accidents
occur at lower velocities. Figure 29 shows the 95th-percentile survivable ver-
tlcdI-Ionyltudindl velocity component curves for civilian, Arny, and Navy heli-
copters. it can be inferred front this comparison that 95 percent of all civilian
helicopter crashes occur at significantly lower vertical impact speeds than do
those of the Army or Navy fleets (with the exception of the data compiled for the
ikrmy Uh-58A). based on current design trends, vertical impact speed has the
greatest influence on crashworthy design. Therefore, the human body can tolerate
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TABLE 32. SURVEY OF REFERENCES USED IN COMPARISON OF THE CIVIL AND MILITARY CRASH ENVIRONMENT

Reference Accident Selection
Aircraft Source No. Accident Period Criteria

Civil Helicopter Chapter 2 and 3 of - 1974 - 1978 Significant survivable

Fleet this Report conditions:
a. Postcrash fire, or
"b. At least one injury, or
c. Substantial structural

damage

U.S. Army Rotary- Aircraft Crash (2) July 1960 - June 1965 One or more of following

Wing and Light Survival Design Jan. 1971 - Dec. 1976 conditions:
Fixed-Wing Aircraft Guide a. Substantial structural

UARTL-TR-79-22B damage
"'4 b. Postcrash fire

c. Personnel injuries
d. At least one survivor

U.S. Army OH-58A Engineering Analysis (28) 1971 - 1976 All OH-58A accidents"• ~~of Crash Injury in Army,-

SOH-58A Ai rcraft e,
USASC-TR- 79-1

U.S. Army Analysis of U.S. Army (29) 1970-1981 Unknown
4 Helicopter Fleet Aviation Mishap

Patterns
S•l•WM]TR-82-2

U.S. Army Helicopter Landing (24) 1974 - 1978 All Accidents of Army
Helicopter Fleet Gear Design and Test Helicopters
(bell Helicopter Study) Criteria Investigation

USAAVRADCOM-TR-81-D- 15

U.S. Army Helicopter Crashworthy (30) 1968- 1976 All Accidents of
eFleet Fuel and Their Amy helicopters

Effect veness in Pre-
venting Thermal-T-Tinury

U.S. Navy Helicopter A Stud of Naval (31) Jan. 1969 - May 1971 Survivable Accidents with:
Fleet Aircraft Crash a. Aircraft destruction or

Environments with substantial damage
S, asis on Structural b. Takeoff, landing, or

.. Response inflight phase of
operation .

c. Occupants involved in

crash

very little vertical loading; the impact energy must be absorbed within the air-.
craft structure through controlled crushing. Since the absorbed impact energy
is proportional to the square of the impact velocity, the differences exhibited
between the civilian and military vertical crash environment have significance.*

"*T-he impact energy is approximately equal to the difference in kinetic energy

- before and after the principal impact. In equation fornm:

Imat1 2 2
eegImpact e r gi (Vi -Vf)

i• I•
where m = uiss of the aircraft

V. initial vertical velocity
SVf = final verticdl velocity
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U.S. civilian helicopters

5U.S. Army ielicopters,
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Terrain ty pe

Figure 2 . ompcirison of primnary terrdinl features at impact
site for civil and military helicopter accidents.

[o eaiple thr is -factor, of 2.6 between tlhe dito0unt of vertical energy
thdt Must be absorbed in the U.S. Army desiyn requirement of 42 ft/sec and in
t he 95th-perclentile survivable level of civilian accidents, 26 ft/sec. The
Military verticaIl energy absurdtion requirement is clearly not necessary for
civilian air--raft and would impose a signlificant, ar~d unjustifiable, weight
and cost pendlty.

In the iooji Wý Jinal direction, the civil and Army accidents show redSonably sim-
ildr velocities, converging at approximadtely 50 ft/sec and indicating thait typi-

S Cal fl ight Chdtracteristics seldom produce crashes exceedin~j this level. The 95th-
percentile velocity c:urve for- the U.S. Arm~y OH-58A is shown in figure '49 to il-

:*. .2lustrate ,111 important point: under the right condi tions, with proper restrdint
arid an underfloor stricture thdt resists "plowi ng," very high longjitudinalveloci ties Ciiinb sustainel. TeU.S. Army Safety Center has determined that
the lonyqitijdinal 95th-percentile survivable level in the OH-58A is approxi'i-tely
140 ft/S,.±C (reference 28. Although these high veloci ties are survivable, it

-of h ad to justify setting desiyn r'equireimients to these leviils when 95
perentof.11 tie urvvabe iviidnacidetsoccur below 50 ft/sec. It
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2. In the longitudinal direction, the military and civilian accidents
show reasonably similar impact velocities, indicating that the mili-
tary design methodology for occupant retention and resistance to plow-
ing of the fuselage should be directly applicable.

4.3.4 POSTCRASH FIRE HAZARD. The data compiled on tne hazards of postcrash
fire in U.S. Army helicopter accidents are detailed and conclusive (reference
30). In 1,000 non-combat, survivable accidents for helicopters without the
U.S. Army Crashworthy Fuel System (CWFS), there were 133 postcrash fires, 13.3
percent of the accidents. In the civilian study it was found that 34 out of
247 accidents involved postcrash fires, or 13.8 percent. Therefore, the mil-
itary and civilian postcrash fire hazard appears to be very similar. Table 33
compares the injury experience of non-CWFS equipped civilian and military heli-
copters involved in survivable accidents. Approximately 11 percent of the in-
juries and fatalities in Army helicopters were caused by fires. In comparison,
14 percent of the injuries and fatalities in civilian accidents were thermally
induced. These statistics point out the very severe hazard associated with
postcrash fires.

TABLE 33. INJURIES AND FATALITIES IN SURVIVABLE ACCIDENTS
FOR HELICOPTERS NOT EQUIPPED WITH CRASHWORTHY
FUEL SYSTEMS

Percentage of
i injuries and

Injuries Fatalities• >" Fatal ities

1-..U.S. Army 64 1,297 95 159 10.9

Helicopters
1967-1969
1000 Accidents
133 Postcrash Fires

U.S. Civilian 13 174 18 42 14.4
Helicopters
1974-1978
86 Accidents
with known injuries

In 1968, the U.S. Army committed itself to eliminating postcrash fires in sur-
I 'vivable accidents. Prototype crashworthy fuel systems were developed. All

helicopters procured by the Army after 1970 were equipped with a CWFS, and an
extensive retrofit progra,•i was begun for older aircraft. Some of the very en-
couraging results presented by Knapp, et al. (reference 30) are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

During a seven-year period (1970-1976) there were 1,258 survivable U.S. Army
accidents for helicopters equipped with a CWFS. [able 34 shows the injury ex-
"perience in these accidents compared to accidents during the same period for
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TALE 34. COMPARISON OF INJURIES IN U.S. ARMY HELICOPTERS WITH
AND WITHOUT CRASHWORTHY FUEL SYSTEMS (REFERENCE 30)

Survivable Nonsu rvi vabl e

Classification W/O CWFS With CWFS W/O CWFS With CWFS

Thenial Injuries 20 5 5 0

, N•n-inerma l Injuries 529 38b 13 28

Theri..lr Fdtalities 34 0 31 1

li'on-Thermal Fatalities 120 44 229 85

Accidents 1,60 1,258 61 32

Postcrash Fires 43 16 42 18

non-CWFS-equipped helicopters. To summarize the results of table 34, there
were 16 postcrash fires in survivable accidents of helicopters equipped with a
CWFS. These fires resulted in five thermal injuries but no fatalities. This
compares extremely favorably with 43 incidences of fires and 34 fatalities in
aircraft not equipped with a CFWS, and represents a 75-percent reduction in
thermal injuries and the total elimination of thermal fatalities.

4.3.5 INJURY DISTRIBUTION BY BODY REGION. The frequency of major and fatal
injuries according to body region is compared for civil and Army survivable
crashes in figure 30. The most striking difference in this comparison is the
"greater percentage of spinal injuries for civilian helicopter accidents. There
are two factors believed to contribute to this relatively high percentage of
spinal injuries.

"First, in the civilian accident sample there was a significant number of acci-
dents involving aircraft equipped with lap-belt-only restraint. Reference 8
suggests that the lack of upper torso restraint penits increased spinal mis-

'0 alignment, thus lowering spinal tolerance to vertical acceleration. The may-
""niLude of this effect, however, is difficult to quantify.
The second factor that would contribute to the higher percentage of spinal in-

jury is the older aye of the occupants in civilian accidents. Figure 31 corn-
pares the age distribution for civilian pilots involved in general aviation

, accidents and U.S. Army aviators. It was assumed, without the benefit of addi-
tiondl data, that these two distributions approximately represent the occupants
that would be involved in these two classes of accidents. The U.S. Army avia-
tors generally fall between 19 and 30 years of age, with a mean age of 26 years.
The general aviation pilot group is distributed from 25 to 55 years of age with
"a mean age of 38 years. The average older age of the civilian flying popula-
tion predisposes this group to a greater percentage of spinal injuries because
bone strength is reduced with age. The results of an analytical study based
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Figure 31. Comparison of the age distributions for U.S.
general aviation pilots involved in accidents
and for U.S. Army aviators.

on crush tests of vertebrai segments are shown in figure 32 (reference 33).
The analytical modeling was conducted for a rectangular input pulse, and the
curve shown represents the acceleration level that presumably would cause a
50-percent injury rate. based on the mean ages in the sample distribution,
there is approximately a 13-percent reduction in the spinal injury tolerance
for the civilian pilot population.

The lower bone strength and spinal tolerance of the civilian helicopter occu-
pants indicates the need to reduce the limit-load factor for civil applications
from that used by the Army. Currently, the U.S. Army uses 14.5 G as the limit
load fur seats in the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. Accident experience with
this new aircraft is providing validation of this limit load for preventing
spinal injuries in Army pilots; however, a limit load in the range of 11.5 to
12.5 G may be iore appropriate for civil applications.

4.4 EXISTING CRASHWORTHINESS TECHNOLOGY

The concepts and technology required to impleiient crashworthiness in civilian
helicopters exists today. iost of these concepts were developed for military
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helicopters during tile past 15 years, although several civil models incorporated
elements of crashworthiness technology. Some aircraft components, such as crash-
worthy fuel systems, restraint systems, and wire strike protection systems are

A=. availdble as "off-the-shelf" items for retrofit. Many others could be modified
to meet the needs of the civil helicopter crash environment. This section dis-
cusses some uf the current crashworthy technology available in producion air-
craft and some of the detailed research programs that have recently been com-
pleted to aid designers. This is not intended to be a comprehensive li-t, but
rather a sdmpliny of existing capabilities.

_ '4.4.1 CRASHWORTHINESS IN CIVIL HELICUPTERS. Several manufacturers have de-
signed features with crashworthiness capabilities into their aircraft, that
exceed the minimum FAR requirenents. Ole such aircraft is the Bell 222, which
was conceived and developed to meet the needs of the civilian market. This
eight-place, 8,000-lb aircraft was designed for executive travel or offshore
oil-riy support. The performance and crashworthiness capabilities of the 222
are described in references 34 and 35.



Seats in the aircraft are designed with static load factors of 8 G forward,
8 G downward; and 4 G in the lateral direction. All positions are equipped
with 4-point restraint systems (lap belt and shoulder harnesses). In addition,
the crewseats are designed to absorL energy in the vertical direction, provid-
ing protection from spinal injury in crashes up to an estimated 25 ft/sec.
Dynamic tests have been conducted by the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI)
for evaluation of the seat performance (reference 34). The passenger seats
are equipped with crushable foam under the seat pan to provide vertical force
attenuation. The available 2- to 3-in. crush distance is estimated to provide
protection in vertical impacts up to approximately 20 ft/sec.

The fuel system is equipped with four impact-resistant fuel cells. Breakaway
fittings are used on the two external cells, located in the wing structure, to
n1i nmizF the possibility of fuel spillage on impact. Fuel lines have either
breakaway fittings or extra length to preclude tearing when the aircraft deforms
in an accident. The bladder mater 4 al and fittings are of the type developed
under an FAA-sponsored program to develop a CWFS for general aviation aircraft
(reference 36). The bladder material has approximately 10 times the puncture
resistance of standard material. Table 35 presents a comparison of the bladder
material used in standard, military, and Bell fuel systems.

TABLE 35. COMPARISON OF BLADDER MATERIAL PROPERTIES
FOR STANDARD, MILITARY, AND BELL CIVIL
CRASH-RESISTANT FUEL SYSTEMS

Standard Military
Bladder NIL-T-27422B Safety Cell

Test/Description US-566RL US-751 US-756

Drop Height With NA 65 ft 50 ft*

No Spillage (full) (80% ful I)

Constant Rate Tear

Parallel/Warp NA 400 ft/lb 210.0 ft/lb
45-degree Warp NA

Tensile Strength

Warp 140 lb NA 171/ lb
Fill 120 lb NA 1128 lb

Imipact Penetration

5-lb Lhisel
Paral lel/Warp NA 15 ft 8.5 ft

45-degree Warp NA 15 ft 8.5 ft

Screwdriver 25 lb NA 370.5 lb

*Also dropped frLmu 65 ft with nu spillage.
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Bell has also equipped a number of other models with crash-resistant features.
Energy-absorbing seats are available for the 412 and 214ST. A CWFS has been
incorporated into the following models: 206 BIll, 206 L-3, 412, 214 B, and
214ST, 222. Table 36 lists the weight penalties associated with the crashworthy
features in Bell models. It appears that a 1.0 to 1.5 percent weight penalty
will be incurred in dttaining the levels of crashworthiness achieved in these
Bell models.

TABLE 36. WEIGHT PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH
CRASHWORTHY COMPONENTS IN BELL
HELICOPTER MODELS (REFERENCE 35)

Models' Weight
Penalty (lb)

222 412 214ST

Passenger's Shoulder Harness 55 122 161
and Energy Attenuating Seats

Crash-Resistant Fuel System 28 35 50

TOTAL 83 157 211

Percentage of Gross Weight 1,I 1.4 1.2

4.4.2 CRASHWORTHiNESS IN MILITARY HELICOPTERS. The U.S. military has strongly
supported the development of crashworthiness technology. The results of early
research programs were used in developing specifications such as MIL-STD-1290

(reference 7) for, general crashworthiness, MIL-S-58095(AV) (reference 6) for
energy-absorbin~i seating, and MIL-T-27422B (-eference 37) for crash-resistant
flel systems. The latest revision of the U.S. Army Aircraft Crash Survival
Design Guide (references I through 5) contains design criteria for Army air-
craft base6don research conducted up to 1979.

Tha U.S. Ariwy has retrofitted a number of crashworthy components into older
helicopters, such as CWFS in most helicopter models, and energy-absorbing crew-
sedts and cargo restraints in the CH-47. However, the true test of the system
crashworthiness capabilities will be in the new generation of military heli-
copters: tile U.S. Army's UH-6UA Black Hawk and AH-64A Apache, and the U.S.
Navy Sh-60B Seahawk. The crashworthiness capabilities of these aircraft are
discussed in references 38 and 39.

The Anrmy conducted a full-scale crash test of a YAH-63 helicopter to validate
the criteria contained in the specificatiuns discussed above (reference 40).
Validation of these design concepts has also occurred through the accident ex-
perience of the UH-60A aircraft. A reiierkable deqree of protection has been
exhibited in several extremely severe accidents (references 41 and 42).

In an effort to continue refining the crashworthy subsystem design process,
the U.S. military has sponsored several recent studies. Sikorsky was engaged

o.'
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Lu conduct a sensitivity analysis of the life cycle costs associated with four
levels ut crashworthiness in several helicopter designs: a metal Medium Utility
Transport helicopter (MUT), d metal Army Scout Helicopter (ASH), and a composite
An,•y Scout Helicopter (reference 43). The Army contracted with Bell and Sikorsky
to develop the technology required to provide crashworthiness (to the levels I.
contained in MIL-STD-1290) in all composite helicopt.-s (references 44 and 45).
The technology developed in the Advanced Composite Airframe Program (ACAP) is
directly applicable to 8,000- to 9,000-lb class civil aircraft. References 46
and 47 discuss developments in the ACAP effort. Simula Inc. has recently con-
ducted two programs sponsored jointly by the Army, Navy, FAA, and Air Force.
These programs investigated the sensitivity of design parameters in energy-
absorbing seating systems and the spinal fracture tolerance level of cadavers
in energy-absorbing seats (references 48 and 49).

4.4.3 CRASH-RESISTANT COMPONENTS. A number of crash-resistant components are
available through the commercial accessory miarket. For example, Robertson Avia-
tion, Inc. produces crash-resistant fuel systems for the Hughes 500, and Bell
2Gb. In addition, this company also has designs available for primary crash-
resistant fuel systems that were derived fron military models manufactured by
ougnes, bell, Boeiny-Vertol, and Sikorsky. Canada's Bristol Aerospace Ltd.
i iurufactures wire strike protection systems, distributed by Aeronautical Ac-
cessories Inc., for the bell 204, 205, 206, 212, 214, and Hughes 500. High-
strength coummercial restraint systenis are available from American Safety,
uavIs, ard Pacific Scientific. This list is by no means complete, and it is
presumeo that other hianufacturers produce simiilar crash-tolerant components.



5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This study Was funded to provide a data base to support FAA rule-making efforts.
Inree hundred and eleven accident reports from the five-year period of 1974 to
1978 contained sufficient information to warrant e,.amination. For the accidents
in which sufficient documentation existed, the crash sequences were carefully
reconstructed to determine the crash environment. The result is a data base
containing statistical descriptions of the distribution of impact angles and
velocities. The data were compiled for four weight classes, although it was
found that there was very little difference between weight classes in any of
the investigated parameters.

It was found that, in the typical rotorcraft accident, the pitch, roll and yaw
"angles were small. For exainple, 71 percent of the rotorcraft impacting the
ground had pitch angles of ±20 degrees or less. Correspondingly, the percent-
ages of accidents with roll and yaw angles below ±10 degrees were 72 percent
and 88 percent, respectively. The impact velocities developed in this study
were based on 154 significant survivable accidents. Based on a statistical
suiimary of these accidents, the 95th-percentile severe survivable vertical,
longitudinal, and lateral velocity components were found to be 26 ft/sec, 50
ft/sec arid 10 ft/sec, respectively. Although many serious injuries and fatali-
ties occurred in accidents with velocities below the 95th-percentile level,
these conditions were found to reasonably represent the upper limits of sur-
vivability in the rotorcraft fleet examined.

Six crash scenarios were developed to represent the various type of accidents
which were identified in the study. These six scenarios included approxi-
idtely 69 percent of the accidents surveyed. The specific scenario types were:
verticdl impact, lonyitudinal impact, rollover, wire strike, water impact, and
hiiyh yaw rate ;,,ipact. In terms of the number of injuries occurring in acci-
dents of each type, the vertical impact scenario was the most hazardous. Both
thle water impact and wire strike scenarios were found to produce significant
nnumbers of injuries. The other three scenarios were found to be much less
hazardous.

The civil crash environment characteristics were compared to those determined
for military helicopters. It was found that military design velocities (which

were derived from a study similar to this one) in the vertical and lateral di-
rections were more severe than those of the civil accident data. Based on
this comparison, it was determined that current military design criteria would
be too stringent for civil rotorcraft. Section 6.0 presents recommended design
criteria based on the civil crash environment identified in this study.

The crash force magni tudes imposed on an occupant in the recommended design
crash environment were compared to levels of human tolerance. It was found
that, for a well-restrained occupant, only the vertical impact forces exceeded
tne levels expected to produce serious injuries (mainly spinal injuries). This
indicates a need to require vertical ener-gy absorption in the landing gear,
airtra,,e, or- seats to madintaill a tuleriole environment for the occupants. In
the longitudinal and lateral directions, the crash envirorment is not expected
tu produce decelerative loadings thut exceed tolerable levels fur a properly
restrained oCcupant. Lnertiy-dbsorption techniques may be used In these direc-
tions to enable t1e dai rfrdi e to sustain the impact forces; however, energy-ab-
sorption within the seat ur restraint system is not necessarily desirable
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wi:cause it would expand the occupant strike envelope and increase the chances
of secondary impact within the cockpit.

This study also included an analysis of injuries and injury-causing mechanisms
in accidents occurring during the 1974 to 1978 period. Ninety-four out of 132
survivable accidents occurring during this period ,ntained injury descriptions.
-roam this information it was possible to identify 14 hazards, or injury-causing

MechadiSlrS', thdt were present in the civil crash environment. These 14 hazards
were rank;,2d according to their frequency of occurrence and the severity of in-
juries Ohat were produced. It was found that there were four predominate hazards
that could be addressed to improve civil rotorcraft crashworthiness. These
dazards include: tneriiial injuries from pos':crash fire, failure of the restraint

system to protect against secondary Impact, excessive vertical impact loads
trdar•isItted to the occupant, and inflight wire strikes which result in uncon-
trol led fl jý,Jit.

Tne numoers and severities of injuries in "survivable" civil rotorcraft acci-
dents Indicate the need for improved design requirements. For example, based
on an average yearly rate of the five years examined, approximately 40 percent
uf the survivable accidents had injuries and/or fatalities. There were 545
occupants involved in survivable rotorcraft accidents. Out of these 545 occu-
pants 23 were fatally injured, 57 received serious injuries, and 95 sustained
minor injuries. It is these fatalities and injuries which occur in survivable
accidents that crashworthiness improvements can help to alieviate.

lhe data presented in this report provide a comprehensive analysis of the state
of crashworthiness existing in current rotorcraft models. This study could
provide the basis for initiating a review of applicable rotorcraft regulations
FAR Part 27 and Part 29.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The data developed in this study indicate a need for improved crashworthiness
in U.S. civil rotorcraft. This need is based on the number of serious in-
juries and fatalities that occur in accidents judged to be survivable in the
current rotorcraft fleet. The technology exists to reduce significantly the
number and severity of these injuries in future aircraft through crashworthi-
ness improvem~ents. However, the justification for these improvements from a
cost standpoint has not been investigated. The costs, and resulting benefits,
will be directly related to the degree of protection sought. Even without
considering the economics of these improvements the data in this study sug-
yestS an upper limit to the degree of protection. This level of protection
coinciues with the most severe ii.ipact conditions found to occur for civil heli-
copters. Obviously, there will ue soui;e cost-effective level of protection
between the existing fleet technology level and the ,iaximum necessary to pro-
viue cowlplete protection to all occupants.

As noted dbove, the crashworthiness technology does exist to achieve even the
Liacxilium level of protection. The state-of-the-art is continually being ad-
vanced for military aircraft. However, crashworthiness has never been incor-
poratec universally in the competitive aircraft marketplace. The approach
taken by the FAA to briny about improvement, should be both assertive and
cautious. Froml the assertive standpoint, the FAA must perceive the need for
crashworthiness improvements and conduct whatever programs are necessary to
verify this need. At the same time, a cautious approach needs to be taken in
setting the level of crashworthiness protection to be achieved. Although many
of the major U.S. helicopter manufacturers possess the capability to design
crashwc-thiness into their aircraft, the learning curve for all civil manu-
facturers will be steep to incorporate it in a cost-effective manner.

ihe current focus should be to develop design criteria based on a responsible
assessme:it of the civil crash environment. The manufacturers will need a set
of design criteria to investigate the ramifications involved in incorporating
improved crashworthiness. Concurrently, the FAA needs to provide R & D money
to develop key technologies and cost-effective approaches to meet the proposed
levels of protection. The remainder of this section presents a suggested set
of design criteria based on the identification of the civil crash environment.
Reco;mmendations for future work to be conducted under FAA sponsorship are also
included.

b.1 LRASHWORTHINESS IJESIGN CRITERIA FOR U.S. CIVIL ROTORCRAFT

The recommenoeo approach presentea in this paragraph is based on providing pro-
tection up to ana including the 95th-percentile survivable crash environmaent
ioentified in Section 3.0. An argument could be made to base the design cri-
teria on the 95th-percentile impact cunditions (which includes both survivable
and nonsurvivable accidents). Using this approach, the design criteria would
ue reldted to accident kinematics and not to survivability levels in the
existing helicopter fleet. However, the 95th-percentile survivable level of
protection appears to be both reasonable and attainable within the ieveiolpe1e.t
period of the next generation of commercial helicupters.



6.2 IMPACT VELOCITY COMPONENTS

Design impact velocities for certification of new rotorcraft models are based
on the 95th-percentile survivable level of accidents evaluated for the 1974-78
period. Table 37 lists the design velocity components for new models. The
intent is to reduce the number of fatalities and the severity of injuries in
survivable accidents.

TABLE 37. RECOMMENDED DESIGN VELOCITY
CHANGES FOR CERTIFICATION OF
NEW MODELS

Design Velocity
Direction Along Change
Aircraft Axis (ft/sec)

Vertical (Downward) 26

Lateral 10

Longitudinal (Forward) 50

The velocity components presented in this section are characteristic of the
aircraft kinematics prior to impact. This does not provide sufficient infor-
mation for design purposes. The velocity change in the principal impact, de-
celeration pulse, and aircraft attitude are all required to specify design
criteria. Recommended values of these parameters are suggested in the following
paragraphs.

6.3 IMPACT PULSE DECELERATION CHARACTERISTICS

Five design conditions were developed to provide general airframe requirements
for protection in severe, but survivable, accidents. These conditions represent
a significant portion of the accidents that were evaluated in this study. Fig-
ure 33 illustrdtes the five conditions applicable to the design of new rotorcraft.

The impact conditions specified in numbers I and 2 relate to the velocity com-
ponents for the 95th-percentile survivable impact level. These two conditions
will be the major tests of the energy absorption system and anti-plowing capa-
bility of the airframe. In addition, the acceleration environment produced by
these impact conditions will affect the design requirements for internal air-
craft components.

The first two conditions will, undoubtedly, have the greatest effect on struc-
tural design. Impact conditions 3, 4, and 5 are based on "packaging" consider-
ations for the occupants. Although they are less severe overall for the air-
frame, the localized loads produced by these impact conditions are important
for preserving livable volume within the cockpit and cabin areas.
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Condition Impact Impact Intent 0

Number Condition* Surface 0

Y r d High-speed, run on landing.I
Major impact deforms/removes

"Thft gear, damages fuselage under-
ground structure. "Plowing" of

fuselage should be prevented.

VFp = 50 ft/sec

Pure vertical impact. All
energy-absorption capability
of gear depleted. In order

Hard, to minimize hazard to occu-
2 smooth pants, fuselage understruc-

surface ture and/or seats must atten-
-f 90*•! uate deceleration pulse.

VFP 26 ft/sec Overhead structure and high
\\ \ \ \ k \ \ \ \ \ \ mass items must stay in place.

7' -Sliding aircraft encounters
I0 ft/sec rigid obstacle. Airframe must0 Rigid be strong enough to prevent

3 obstacle structural deformation that
obstacle impinges on occupants. Less

than 15 percent reduction in
N N N \cockpit volume is desirable.

Impact ir; 90-degree roll at-
Scil or titude to either side. rontact
water. forces distributed ovkr buried

4 Aircraft airframe surface. Internal
buried volume should not be reduced by

2 in. 2 in. more tlan 15 percent.

10 ft/sec

Frontal plane of cockpit impacts
SSoil. ground as aircraft flips end
Airlr. over end. 4-G load distributed
5Aircraft over airframe structure (not

buried canopy) buried in ground. In-

trusion into livable volume of

cockpit should be minimized.

4 G

*y flight path angle.

VFp Flight Path Velocity.

Figure 33. Recommended airframe design impact conditions
for newly certificated rotorcraft models.
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6.4 LANDING GEAR

Landing year play an important role in the overall energy absorption system of
an aircraft. In crashes of aircraft with relatively flat impact conditions,
-c:e year defonrm wile slowing aircraft vertical velocity. It was determined
"in this study that the year may have functioned in 5,5 percent ot the accidents.
In Lthe remaining 47 percent of the accidents, either the terrain type (such as
water), terrain features, or impact attitude rendered the gear ineffective.
Consideriny the percentage of accidents in which the year actually functioned,
a significant amount of the vertical energy-absorption capability, which is
neeaeu to provide tolerable acceleration levels for the occupants, should be
dlaced in other system components. These components include the underfloor
'tructure and seating systems. On the other hand, increased gear energy absorp-

tion capability would orevent fuselage/ground contact in a large numDer of less
severe accidents. The savings in structural impact daniage may make increased
sear capabilities advantageous. The following methodology is suggested for
settirj energy-absorption requirements for landing gear.

An analysis of rotorcraft conforming to FAR Part 27 indicates that the 10.23
tt/sec reserve energy sink speed provides approximately 15.5 percent of the
energy absorption capability required to dissipate the 95th-percentile verti-
ral impact speed of 26 ft/sec. This is based on the ratios of kinetic energy

at impact, i.e.,

I V 2 2

Percent of E/A capability 2 RE (10. ft/sec)
1 2 ftsc 2  1. ecn
2 * V 95  (26.0 ft/sec)

A similar calculation for military aircraft complying with MIL-STO-1290 indi-

cdtes tnat 20-ft/sec gear would dissipate approximately 22.7 percent of the
42-tt/sec design speed. It is believed that the energy-absorption requirements
shoulu fall in the 15 to 23 percent range. The exact gear capability within
tciis rdlige should 0L left as an option to the designer with the provision that
the overall vertical energy-absorption system be able to dissipate the 95th-
percentile oesign impact speeo in a tolerable manner.

b.4.1 Vertical Lnergy-Absorption Requirements. Landing gear should be designed
to provide maxililuin sink speed capability of between 15 and 23 percent of the L
ihpact kinetic energy for the design vertical impact velocity of 26 ft/sec.
lhe design should be based on maximum aircraft gross weight, a 2/3-G rotor lift
factor, and synmietric, vertical impact. The recommended maximum sink speed is
12".0 ft/sec.

Tne effectiveness of the landing gear energy-absorption capability must be veri- .

fied. It is recomrmended that a vertical drop test be conducted simulating a

* This section deals primarily with fixed landing gear. The experience with

retractable gear under crash conditions is limited; hopefully this subject
will be addressed in future work.
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zero roll and pitch attitude at impact using a jig drop test for wheeled gear
and a weighted frame drop test for skid near. The performance of gear at vari-
ous roll and pitch angles should be verified analytically or by dynamic test-
ing. The requirements for landing gear off-axis performance are described in
the following section.

6.4.2 Landing Gear Performance Envelope. It is recommended that landing gear
should be designed to function within the envelope shown in figure 34a. The
required design vertical sink speed for the gear is indexed to the roll angle
due to the trend of lower impact speeds with increasing roll angle, shown in
figure 18. The recommended design sink speeds for the roll-angle range is
shown in figure 34b.

6.5 SEATING SYSTEMS

Seating systems in rotorcraft meeting the proposed requirements outlined in
this chapter should perform three functions: reduce vertical impact loads
transmitted to the occupant to tolerable levels, provide strength in the longi-
tudinal and lateral directions to resist inertial forces, and protect the occu-
pant from secondary impact. The vertical energy absorption capability should 2
complement the landing gear design so that the overall energy absorption sys-
tem meets the design requirements. In the longitudinal and lateral directions,
the seat should provide the ability to resist dynamic loads without failure.
Energy absorption in these directions is not necessary, or desirable, because
it enlarges the occupant strike envelope within the cockpit or cabin. It is
recognized that in some cases, especially in modifying existing airframe de-
signs, use of load-limiting seat attachment devices may be necessary to prevent 2
failure of the airframe under crash loading.

As discussed in section 4.3.5, current military energy-absorbing seats are based
on a 14.5-G limit-load factor for the 50th-percentile occupant weight. Consider-
ing the age distribution for civil versus military pilots, as shown in figure 31,
and the reduction in bone strength that occurs with increasing age, a limit-load
design factor of 12 G is recommended for civil applications. It is believed
that a significant percentage of occupants involved in rotorcraft accidents
are adult males. Until conclusive data are available, it is recommended that
the weights listed in table 38 be used for design purposes.

6.5.1 Seat Design Requirements for New Rotorcraft. Cockpit and cabin seats
should be designed to provide vertical energy absorption and unimpeded stroke
distance*. An energy absorber limit-load factor of 12 G ± 1 G is recommended.
For fixed-load energy-absorbing systems, the limit load should be calculated
dccording to the following equation:

50th-percentile Male Movable 0
Design Limit Load = 12 x Occupant Vertical + Seat

Effective Weight Weight

9.1

*Underseat items should not be allowed to enter this restricted space. 1.
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b. Design sink speed as a function of
roll angle, based on maximum sink
speea V (Recommended values

;MAX*shown in parentheses).

25 Pitch
angle
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20 \
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10rV 9 ft/sec

'I-14 ft/secl Roll
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a. Pitch and roll axis envelope

Figure 34. Landing gear design requirement envelopes.
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TAtsLE 38. RECOMMENDED DESIGN WEIGHTS BASED
011 U.S. CIVILIAN POPULATION (FROfl
REFERENCE 50)

Vertical

Design Effective
Weight* Weight

Description (lb) (lb)

95th Percentile 217 174
U.S. Adult Male

50th Percentile 166 133
U.S. Adult Male

5th Percentile 127 102
U.S. Adult Male

50th Percentile 136 109
U.S. Adult Female

*Lightly clad, clothing weight 3 lb.

It is desirable to incorporate variable-load energy-absorbing devices to account
for the wide range of occupant weights for the civil population.

The airframe design impact conditions presented in paragraph 6.2 provide re-
quirements for seating-system capability. Condition number 2, a purely vertical
inpdct, places requirements on the vertical energy absorption. It is recom-

vienaed that the vertical velocity change not be reduced by the landing gear
velocity increment. The landing gear will not function on some vertical impacts
and/or the year may be retracted. The recomnmended vertical deceleration pulse
for seat design is shown in figure 35a.

In the longitudinal direction, it is recommended that the design deceleration
pulse for seats in the longitudinal direction meet three specific requirements:250-G/sec onset rate, 16-G peak, and 50-ft/sec velocity change. Figure 35b
shows several possible pulse shapes that meet these requirements.

The lateral seating system design requirements are based on the most severe
demands from rollover-type accidents or vertici)l impacts with a significant
roll angle. Figure 35c shows the worst recoi.:.e;ed lateral design condition.
The seat stroke necessary to meet the vertical seat deceleration pulse, fig-
ure 35a, was estimated from test data described in reference 48. Figure 36
shows the estimated seat stroke for various vertical velocity changes and occu-
pant sizes. For the vertical design requirement of 26 ft/sec with the recom-
mended 12-G design limit load, the 50th-percentile occupant would need approxi-
mately 3.8 in. of vertical stroke. Similarly, the 95th-percentile occupant
would need 4.5 in. of vertical stroke capability.
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25 G

/zAV =26 ft/sec

"1 Time (sec)
0.065

a. Vertical deceleration pulse

VAV = 50 ft/sec

16 G

0.060 0.125 0.195 Time (sec)

b. Longitudinal deceleration pulses

a y

LV 1 0 ft/sec

8 G

0.075

c. Lateral deceleration pulse

Figure 35. Recomnended dynamic deceleration condi tions
for seating system design.
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Energy absorber limit load factor = 12 G

a
Z

12

9 Time

0
cJ

U)

o6 95th-percentile male

S4.5 .

50th-percentile male 3.8 in.

3I
DesignI condition

0 II

"0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Vertical velocity change (ft/sec)

Figure 36. Vertical seat stroke requirements for 50th- and
95th-percentile male occupants.

6.5.2 Static and Dynamic Seating System Test Requirements. Two types of test-
ing are reconimended to verify seat performance under crash loading. Static
(or quasi-static) loading validates the design concept and static structural
analysis modeling. Static testing is not a substitute for dynamic crash tests
which prove the performance under rapid loading and dynamic load magnification
caused by overshoot.

Table 39 lists the dynamic load factors (in multiples of effective weight, or
G's) recomnended for validating seating system design. The effective weight
in each direction is the listed design occupant weight plus the appropriate
seat weight. The seating system should be capable of sustaining the ap1)lied
loads without failure of components that would jeopardize the retention capa-
bility of the occupant or seat performance. Static loads should be applied in
a distributed manner thdt simulates inertial loading. Loads for the upward,
forward, and lateral conditions should be applied through a body block (rigid
torso segment) that distributes the load to the seat through the restraint sys-
tem.
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TABLE 39. SEAT DESIGN AND STATIC TEST REQUIREMENTS

Percentile
Test Loading Direction Load Occupant
Ref. With Respect to Factor Used in Load
No. Fuselage Floor Required Determination Conditions

1 Upward 6-G minimum 95

2 Downward 12 t I G 50 Controlled
Deformation

25-G minimum 50 Subsequent to
controlled
deformation

3 Aftward 10-L minimum 95

4 Forward 20-G mimimum 95

5 Lateral 10-6 mimimum 95

Two dynamic tests are recommended for validating performance of seats under
realistic impact conditions. Figure 37 shnws the two test requirements. Test 1
is designed to exercise the vertical energy-absorption system in the presence
of longituuinal and lateral load vectors. The second test is intended to demon-
strate that the seating system can retain the occupant under high longitudinal
and lateral dynamic loading. For each test condition, tolerances are provided
for the peak deceleration and associated time duration. The offset slope is
not defined because it is difficult to control in testing, and it has little
overall effect on performance.

6.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The following paragraphs describe general tasks recommended for future funding
by the FAA. These tasks would provide a data base to support improved crash-
worthiness requirements in FAR Parts 27 and 29.

0 Detailed Design Criteria/Design Guide

The recommended design criteria contained in Chapter 6 of this report
should be expanded in detail to include all aspects of rotorcraft
design. Table 40 lists areas that should be addressed in developing
comprehensive desiyn criteria. The outcome of this work could be
two reports in advisory circular formats: one containing recoin-
mended modifications to FAR Parts 27 and 29, and a design guide
compdrable to the U.S. Arny's Aircraft Crash Survival besi gn Guide,
containing technology appropriate for the civil rotorcraft crash
environment.
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Dummy inertial -
load

t sec 0.030

t sec 0.040
2

G min 27

Gmax 31

300 100 6v min, ft/sec 30
'4

4 t
t sec 0.055

t see 0.0702

2 G minh 16

' Dummy G max 20
inerti~l
load Av min, ft/sec 50

. Figure 37. Dynamic test requirements for qualification
of seating systems.
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TABLE 40. AREAS TO BE ADDRESSED FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF bETAILED DESIGN CRITERIA

1. Human tolerance criteria.

2. Crash resistant fuel systems.

3. Airframe structural design.

4. Vertical energy absorption system.

5. Eneryy-absorbing seating systems. L
6. Anthropometry of rotorcraft occupants.

7. Landing gear design.

8. Restraint system design.

9. Retention strength for high-mass items.•j

10. Retention strength for ancillary equipment.

11. Cargo tiedown restraints.

12. Delethalization of interior (including
flammability).

13. Postcrash egress.

14. Ditching/flotation characteristics

15. Wire strike protection.

4. * Prototype Crashworthy Rotorcraft Demonstration Project

The FAA should support development of a prototype crashworthy heli-
copter (possibly modification of an existin9 model) to demonstrate
the feasibility of incorporating the recommended design criteria.
The precedents for this type of project are the AG-i prototype agri-
cultural aircraft project sponsored by the CAA in 1950 and the Ex-
perimental Safety Vehicle (ESV) automotive program sponsored by the
Department of Transportation in the early 1970's. The demonstration
project could culminate with full-scale crash tests to validate the
design technology.

,o Cost/benefit Analysis ,

The goal of this task would be to examine costs associated with civil

rotorcraft accidents and benefits associated with providing various 0
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degrees of crashworthiness protection. This report recommends that
the 95th-percentile survivable crash environment of current rotorcraft
models be used as the basis for design requirements in future models.
A cost/benefit analysis could suggest a more appropriate level for
incorporation of minimum design standards.

* Enhancement of Analytical Methods

A program should be initiated to correct deficiencies in the analyti-
cal techniques described in Appendix A. In some cases, these programs
could be modified to meet the needs of rotorcraft design. These an-
alytical methods would be used to support the Prototype Crashworthy
Rotorcraft Demonstration Project. The applicability to the certifi-
cation process should also be investigated.

a Improved Crash Investigation Procedures

"The techniques and procedures for documenting rotorcraft accidents
should be improved. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
has addressed this issue in recent years. Improvements are necessary
in collecting data suitable for crash kinematics reconstruction, in
evaluating factors affecting human survivability, and in tabulating
injury types and severity. Improved accident reporting forms and
continued training for investigators should be the subject of this
task.
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APPENDIX A

ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR ROTORCRAFT
CRASHWORTHINESS EVALUATION

Analytical methods are available for the crashworthiness evaluation of aircraft
structures and seats. Although static, linear elastic structural analyses are
conducted routinely throughout the industry, crashworthiness analyses reside
generally in the realm of applied research. Nonlinear, dynamic structural an-
alyses are generally expensive to run, and a significant degree of engineering
judgement is required in model development. Occupant simulations have become
commonplace in the automobile industry for evaluation of restraint systems and
vehicle interiors, but the models used there do not represent the seat in suffi-
cient detail to be useful in aircraft crashworthiness analysis.

The following sections describe structural analysis methods, and seat/occupant

imodels, emphasizing available, validated tools.

A.1 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of the crash behavior of aircraft structures is complicated by the
complex nonlinear material and geometric nature of the structural response.
Large deflections and rotations in the deformed structure, regions of intense
"curvature (wrinkling), material strain rate effects, and interference and con-
tact among structural components during the response are some of the diffi-
culties found in modeling the crash response of aircraft structures.

This section presents the requirements for analytical models to be used in crash
analysis of aircraft structures as well as evaluations of available crash dy-
namics computer programs.

A.1.I REQUIREMENTS FOR ANALYTICAL MODELS. Simulation of aircraft structures
in a crash environment requires analytical models that can produce sufficiently
accurate results within acceptable time and cost constraints. From an economic
standpoint, it is desirable to develop the simplest analytical model of the
structure feasible with the required level of accuracy. A question to be
answered then is how detailed a model is required within the constraints of
economic viability.

The purpose of crash simulations can be grouped into two major categories:

I. Evaluation of gross vehicle response, design trends, structural de-
sign and impact parameters, and gross energy dissipation.

, 2. Analysis of designs where the detailed behavior of individual com-
ponents is critical, obtaining loads required for input to other an-
alyses, and detailed stress analysis in sizing structural components.

It is usually not cost effective and/or accurate to use the same analytical
model for both of these purposes.

Hybrid models that combine experimental and numerical methods in which the struc-
ture is divided into a number of relatively large sections or subassemblies
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are cost effective and sufficiently accurate for evaluation of gross vehicle
response. The sections and subassemblies are treated as lumped masses and non-
linear beam and spring elements. The crash behavior of each of these compo-
nents is determined externally by test or separate analysis.

Finite element models that employ more formal approximation techniques in the
discretization of the structure and rely on the fundamental principles of struc-
tural iechariics are required for analyses where the detailed response of in-
dividual components is desired. The stiffness characteristics of the individual
elements are calculated internally and depend interactively on the loading path,
material properties, and the changing shape and position of the structure.
Currently availabli ocuer programs that utilize hybrid and finite element
iiodpl, of Lne aircraft structure are described in paragraph A.1.2. While an
accurate and versatile computer Program is essential for an adequate crash an-
alysis, particularly for hybrid wodels, some expertise in modeling a vehiclefor nonlinear dynamic analysis is also necessary. A thorough understanding of

the theory, as well as sufficient experience, is required by the analyst who
prepares the model and its input data for the computer program.

A.1.2 EVALUATION UF AVAILABLE PROGRAMS. A number of computer programs for
analysis of aircraft structures in a crash environment have been developed and
si•.e of these have begun to find use in the design process. The more signi-
ficant programs have been critically reviewed recently by several authors, in-
cluding Saczalski (reference A-1), Hayduk, et al. (reference A-2), flclvor (ref-
erence A-3), and Kamat (reference A-4). These programs, representing different
levels of capability and applicability, can be grouped into two main classes:

1. Hybrid programs.

2. Finite element programs.

Hybrid-type programs require structural component crush data derived from tests
ur separate analyses as input data. Several simple hybrid simulation programs
are available (references A-5 through A-lI). The vehicle is represented by one

to ten lumped masses and up to 50 degrees of freedom. Large structural assem-
blies are modeled as nonlinear springs. The two most notable of these programs
are those authored by Gatlin, et al. (reference A-10) and Herridge and Mitchell
(reference A-I1). The work done by Herridye and Mitchell is oriented towards
automobile crash impacts, while the Gatlin program (CRASH) simulates the ver-
tical crash impact of tie helicopter fuselage modeled with rigid masses con-
nected to nonlinear axial and rotary springs in a predetermined arrangement.
These simulations are two-dimensional.

riore advanced hybrid programs employ beam and spring elements and lumped masses
at the intersection of beam elements in either two-dimensional or three-
dimensional configurations. Typical of the advanced hybrid proyrams are those
developed by researchers at Lockheed-Califurnia (reference A-12), Calspan (ref-
erence A-13), Philco-Ford (reference A-14), and Chrysler Corpuration (reference
A-15). In the aircraft industry, program KIRASH, developed at Loc:,.heed-California
by Wittlin, et al., is the most widely used advanced hybrid crash simulation
program.

Finite element programs attempt to surpass the limitations of tne lumped-
parameter approach of the hybrid programs by employing wore formal approximation
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techniques in the discretization of the structure and a greater reliance on

the fundamental principles of structural mechanics. The limitations of the
finite element approach are found in the inherent tendency toward more compli-
cated and expensive computations and difficulties found in modeling the exten-
sively complex phenomena, such as large deflections •nd rotations in the de-
formed structure, regions of intense curvature (wrinkling), material strain
rate effects, and interference and contact during the response, which are asso-
ciated with the crash environment. These modeling procedures are not totally
free of reliance on testing, and good analytical engineering judgement must be
used. The finite element computer programs suitable for crash simulation in-
clude WRECKER by Yeung, et al. (reference A-16), ACTION by Melosh, et al. (ref-
erence A-17), DYCAST by Pifko, et al. (reference A-18), and MSC/NASTRAN by
tM1acNeal-Schwendler Corporation (reference A-19).

Reference A-2 presents the results produced by three programs, KRASH, ACTION,
and DYCAST, used to analyze the dynamic response of a twin-engine, low-wing
airplane section suhjected to a 27.5-ft/sec vertical impact velocity crash con-
dition. The report contains brief descriptions of the three computer programs,
Lhe respective aircraft section mathematical models, pertinent data from the
test performed at NASA Langley, and a comparison of analysis versus test re-
sults. Cost and accuracy comparisons among the three analyses are presented
to illustrate the possible uses of each of the programs.

The remainder of this section discusses the computer programs of greatest po-
tential use in aircraft structural crashworthiness.

A.1.2.1 Program KRASH. The computer program KRASH was originally de-
veloped by Lockheed-California Company under U.S. Army support, to analyze the
dynamic response of helicopters subjected to a multidirectional crash environ-
ment. Subsequent development of KRASH was sponsored by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). The general aviation version of KRASH has been exercised
on four full-scale, single-engine, high-wing, aircraft crash tests performed
at NASA Langley Research Center's Impact Dynamics Research Facility.

Program KRASH is a hybrid structural crash simulation program. It utilizes
nonlinear spring and beam elements and rigid body masses arranged in a three-
dimensional framework to simulate the fuselage structure. The nonlinear char-
acteristics needed to describe the structural elements are derived from tests
or other analyses and input to KRASH.

A summary of the features of the KRASH program important to the engineering
user are the following:

o Lumped-mass representation for aircraft structure and occupants.

0 * •onlinear external spring elements used to model nonlinear crushable
structure, landing gear, soil, friction, and plowing reactions.

0 Nonlinear beam elements to model airframe structure. Nonlinear prop-
erties are defined via stiffness reduction fractions (KR). Structure
failure can be modeled by specifying forces or displacements at fail-
u te.
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. Initial conditions of linear and angular velocity about three axes

and impact into a horizontal ground and/or inclined slope.

* Symmetric and unsymmetric impact conditions.

* Large structural displacements and rotations. Rigid elements via
massless nodes.

* Mathematical model analysis containing up to 80 masses and 150
internal beam elements, with up to 180 nonlinear degrees of free-
dom.

Output parameters available from program KRASH are as follows:

* Mass point response time histories (displacement, velocity, accelera-
tion).

* Distribution of kinetic and potential energy by mass item, distribu-
tion of strain and damping energy by beam element, and crushing and
sliding friction energy associated with each external spring.

* Occupant survival indicators: livable volume change, mass penetration
into an occupiable volume, probability of injury indicated by Dynamic
Response Index (DRI).

* Overall vehicle c.g. translational velocity.

* Energy distribution by mass, beam, and spring elements.

A comprehensive discussion of the theoretical development, input-output tech-
niques, and modeling guidelines can be found in references A-20 through A-22.
Information related to the program's system requirements is contained in ref-
erence A-23.

Examples of helicopter structure models analyzed by KRASH are the existing
utility model shown in figure A-i and medium cargo model shown in figure A-2
(reference A-24). Also, demonstrating the use of KRASH to model a structure
in greater detail, figure A-3(a) illustrates a half-model of the cargo heli-
copter nose section, where symmetry is utilized in modeling the structure to
the left of the aircraft mid-plane. Reference A-25 describes the drop test of
the nose section of the cargo helicopter at an impact velocity of 33.3 ft/sec,
as shown in figure A-3(b), and the correlation of test data with KRASH predic-
tions. Other applications of program KRASH include analysis of crashworthy
floor design concepts (reference A-26) and analysis of helicopter fuselage
structures constructed of comnposite materials (reference A-27).

A.1.2.2 Program DYCAST. The computer program DYCAST (Dynamic Crash An-
alysis of Structures) is one module of thv PLANS (Plastic and Large deflection
Analysis of Structure) system of nonlinear finite element structural analysis
cunpiter codes. These programs have been developed under contract to NASA
Langley Research Center as part of a joint NASA/FAA program in general aviation
crashworthiness. The PLANS system of programs is described in reference A-i.
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Figure A-1. Model of existing utility helicopter
(from reference A-12).

The major DYCAST features of importance to the engineering user are the follow-
ing:

0 Plasticity, where three types of stress-strain curves are permitted:
elastic-perfectly plastic, elastic-linearly hardening, and elastic-
nonlinearly hardening. Material property types provided for include
isotropic plane stress, orthotropic with ideal plasticity, and ortho-
tropic with orthotropic strain hardening.

0 * Element library that includes stringers, beams, membranes, plates,

and springs.

0 Very large displacements and rotations.

V Four different numerical solution methods, three with internally-
varied time steps.
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Figure A-2. Model of existing medium cargo helicopter
(from reference A-24).

0 Detection of failed members. L
* Restart capability.

. User-oriented input/output format.

DYCAST accounts for two types of nonlinearities which occur in dynamically
loaded structures: material and geometric. The nonlinear material behavior,
exhibited by metals yielding plastically, is accounted for in the simulation
through the stress-strain curves in the input data. The element stiffness dur-
"iny the simulation is determined using the tangent moduli corresponding to the
current stress and strain, generalized for multiaxial states at various points
on the element cross section. • -

Geometric nonlinearities due to large deformations of the structure change the
effective stiffness of the structure and are treated in DYCAST by an incremental
convected coordinate approach. After each time increient, the structure is
reformed with straight elements between the displaced nodes; the previous values

1 of accumulated strain, stress, and internal loads are carried forward as initial [
states in the reformed elements.
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Currently, both explicit and implicit algorithms are implemented in DYCAST.
Central differences and modified Adams predictor-corrector methods are the ex-
plicit algorithms; and Newmark-Beta and Wilson- methods dre the implicit algori-
thms. All methods but central differences permit a variable time step through-,
out the analysis.

The restart feature allows a large problem to be run in several parts. This
minimizes the heavy demand on computer facilities and allows the user to examine
the response as it progresses.

The output data include the following:

9 Nodal displacements, velocities, and accelerations.

6 Element strains and stresses through the cross sections.

* System energy distribution.

0 Plots of time histories of displacements, velocities, and accelera-
tions at user-specified nodes.

* Plots of the deformed structure at any time and from any viewing angle.

Further information on MYCAST is given in references A-18, A-28, and A-29.
Reference A-2 presents a comparison of DYCAST and KRASH modeling of the same
section of the fuselage structure. DYCAST analysis of helicopter fuselage
structures constructed of composite materials is presented in reference A-27.

A.1.2.3 Program WRECKER. Program WRECKER has been developed by UIT Re-
search InstiLutc under the sponsorship of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration for use in crasnwurLhinc-,. analysis of automotive structures.

The major WRECKER features of importance to the engineering user are the follow-
ing:

0 Static and dynamic analysis capability, including geometric and ma-
terial nonlinearity with strain-rate effects.

Plate, spring, and beam elements with optional force and moment re-
leases.

0 Both explicit and implicit solution procedures (fixed time step only).

6 Restart capability (explicit solution procedure only).

* A capacity of approximately 150 nodes, 150 elements, 100 displacment
boundary conditions, and five different sets of m;wterial propexrties.

The original version of WRECKER, documented in reference A-30, utilizes only
the explicit solution procedure; the current version WRECKER II, described in
reference A-16, has both explicit and implicit solution procedures.

In the explicit solution procedure, internal loads at the nodes are calculated
from direct integration of element stress fields without reference to element
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or assembled-stiffness matrices. The primary advantage of this procedure is
that the program can be accommodated in a relatively small amount of in-core
memory. The explicit solution method, however, requires relatively small time
steps (typically 1/1000th of that required by the implicit method) for conver-
gent solutions.

The implicit meth,' requires the formation of element tangent stiffness matrices,
assembly of these matrices into a master stiffness matrix, and inversion of
the master stiffness matrix at each time step. This method requires consider-
ably more in-core computer memory and computations. However, the implicit
method is capable of carrying out dynamic analysis at substantially greater
time steps than required by the explicit method and permits simulation of quasi-
static crush phenomena involving slowly varying loading and structural response.

The treatment of large displacements and rotations employs decomposition of
the element displacement field into a rigid body rotation and translation asso-
ciated with the local coordinate system moving with the element, and a remain-
ing displacement field which describes the deformation of the element relative
to the current position of the element axes. In this manner, extremely large
rotations and deflections can be accommodated by the analysis with an accuracy
depending on the size of the elements relative to the curvature of the structure.

The computer program currently uses simple elastic-plastic stress-strain laws:
a uniaxial relation for beam and spring elements, and a biaxial strain harden-
ing Von-Mises rtlation for plates. Element forces and bending moment for given
strain fields are calculated by piecewise linear numerical integration of the
stresses at selected points in the cross section. Options of explicit moment-
curvature relationships and strain rate effects are also provided.

The output data from WRECKER include the following:

a Nodal displacements, velociLies, and accelerations.

0 Element strains and stresses through the cross sections.

The explicit version of WRECKER II was validated through a series of test prob-
leins involving beams, plates, and shells subjected to various types of loading.
References A-16 and A-30 contain the results of automobile crash simulations
and tests as well as comparison of explicit and implicit solutions.

A.1.2.4 Program MSC/NASTRAN. Program MSC/NASTRAN is a proprietary ver-
sion of NASTRAN, tie NASA-sponsored computer program for structural analysis
by the finite element method. MSC/NASTRAN has been marketed by the MacNeal-
Schwendler Corporation since 1972. The latest version of the program, Version
61, includes nonlinear analysis capabilities for static and transient dynamics ,,

,q . problems (reference A-19). The nonlinear capabilities for static and transient
analyses are provided as self-contained solution sequences SOL 66 and SOL 99,
respectively. These developments have superceded the original MSC/NASTRAN pro-
visions for "Differential Stiffness" or "Piecewise Linear" analyses, which are
now considered obsolete.

The nonlinear static and transient dynamic analysis features of MSC/NASTRANimportant to the engineering user are summarized below:
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Nonlinear material property options including plastic and nonlinear
elastic types, work-hardening functions and rules (Isotropic, Kinematic,
or combined) and yield functions (Von iMises, Tresca, Mohr-Coulonib,
Drucker-Prager). Also included are factors for stress limits and
work hardening modules.

I Very large displacements and rotations (small element distortions).

* Element library for material/geometric nonlinear analysis including
rod, gap, beam, quadrilateral and triangular membrane/plate/shell,
and hexa and penta solid elements.

* Newinark-Beta method for transient integration conbined with the modi-
fied Newton's method for nonlinear solution iterations.

* Initial conditions not explicitly provided for user input in SOL 99.
These must be generated by initial transient subcases or by restarts
from a pievious static solution.

0 Static superelement logic provided with the restriction that all non-
linear effects are present in the residual superelement. The effects
of the upstream superelements are reduced to linear stiffness matrices
attached to the residual grid points.

e Restart capability.

e User-oriented input/output format.

In the nonlinear static analysis, SOL 66, the loading sequence for the structure
is d-fined via the -ubcase logic in the Case Control Deck. The total load and
boundary conditions are dreFined in each subcasc 4ith the subcase sequence follow-
ing the actial physical loading sequence. Within each subcase the loads may
be subdivided into equal increments, and, in addition, each load increment may
require several iterations. User control over the load increments and iteration
convergence is provided.

Nonlinear transient dynamic analysis, SOL 99, and nonlinear static analysis,
SOL 66, share the same computer code and solution techniques and provide similar
data storage and restart facilities. The transient solution is performed in a
stepwise manner with time steps replacine load steps and with effects of mass
and damping matrices added to the stiffness matrices. Solution methods used
are Newmark-Beta method for transient integration and modified Newton's method
for nonlinear iterations. The additional iteration steps provide equilibrium
solutions at each time step, thereby guaranteeing stability and accuracy for
arbitrary time step size.

The output data include the following:

e Nodal displacements, velocities, and accelerations.

* Element internal loads and stresses/strains.

* Plots of time histories of displacements, velocities, and accelera-
tions at user-specified nodes.
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0 Plots of the deformed structure at user-selected times and viewing
angles.

A.1.3 RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS TO AVAILABLE PROGRAMS. The conclusions that
can be drawn from this evaluation of computerized methods of analysis for crash-
worthiness applications are as follows:

0 At present both advanced hybrid (KRASH) and nonlinear finite element
(DYCAST, WRECKER, MSC/NASTRAN) programs are needed. The hybrid type
of analysis is useful for preliminary design analysis, and for para-
metric studies for the entire airframe structure. The finite element
program has the potential for detailed structural analysis using the
engineering design data and may be used to develop input to the hybrid
type of analysis.

* All of these programs can be improved for more user-friendly input/
output and additional capabilities required for crashworthiness an-
alysis work. Specific recommendations are included in the following
sections.

A.1.3.1 Recommended Improvements to KRASH. The following improvements
to program KRASH are recmnmended:

* Add descriptive names to identify input data types.

* Increase the number of massless nodes and beams.

• Allow arbitrary mass point numbering by user.

4 Develop NASTRAN to KRASH input preprocessor.

* Develop a graphic postprocessor for deformed and undeformed model
geometry plotting.

* Add a shear pdnel element to the element library.

* Provide a plastic hinge element for the internal structure modeling
since the airframe structure often fails locally at a weak spot. A
plastic hinge element can be formulated to allow for interactive fail-
ure modes.

* increase the number of piecewise linear slopes for the load-deflection
curves for external springs.

* Allow the user to apply arbitrary boundary conditions to model.

I Allow substructuring by inputing a 12 X 12 stiffness uatrix.

* Employ a variable-time step integrator to reduce program execution
costs. Also, an implicit integratur such ds the Newmnrk-Beta method
should improve numerical stability.

* Provide rigid body motion analysis option for impacts such as rollover
wwhere no significant structural response occurs fur long periods of
t time. This would greatly reduce program execution costs.
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e Implement an out-of-core equation solver to handle very large problems
that cannot be solved in-core with the efficient sparse matrix tech-
niques. Stiffness matrices could be blocked, and it would be neces-
sary to allow only two of these blocks in-core at a time instead of
the entire matrix. Using an out-of-core equation solver, very large
problems could be solved with limited compLier memory at the expense
of increased input-output time.

e Allow arbitrary node and element numbering. This capability could
be particularly useful during modification of the model when nodes
and elements can be added or deleted with no renumbering.

0 Present all output in neat tabular forms for displacements, element
internal reactions and stresses, and constraint forces similar to
those of existing general purpose finite element programs. The cur-
rent output formats for displacements, forces, stresses, etc., are
very cumbersome.

e Develop a graphic postprocessor for deformed and undeformed plots of
the structural model, as well as for time history plots of displace-
ments, velocities, and accelerations.

e Implement the capability to model open cross section beams in theplastic range. This is a very serious limitation of the current ver-

sion of the program.

* Incorporate shear panel, membrane, and sandwich plate elements into
the program. Shear panel and membrane elements do offer cost-effective
alternatives to plate elements when used appropriately. Sandwich
plate elements can be used to model some of the modern composite struc-
tures.

A.1.3.4 Recommended Improvements to MSC/NASTRAN. Recommended improvements

to MSC/NASTRAN are as follows:

* The nonlinear analysis capabilities in MSC/NASTRAN, Version 61, have
been developed for general purpose use. Therefore, some capabilities,like external crush springs, occupant survival indicators, and energy

distribution data associated with programs developed specifically
for crashworthiness, are not available. The possibility of incorporat-
ing these capabilities as special purpose modules to be invoked by
rigid format alters (RFL) should be investigated.

* Beam element formulation for material nonlinearity involves at each
end plastic hinyes, which couple axial motion and rotations. Linear
material behavior is assumed for the center section of the beam and
also for transverse shear and torsion. This nonlinear beam formu-
lation is inadequate for crashworthiness analysis. In the plastic
range beam element stiffness matrix coefficients should be calculated
by numerical inLegration over the beam cross section and over thelength of the beam. To accomiplish this several distinct beam cross
section types used in aircraft structures (i.e., tubes, L-, T-, S-,
I-sections, etc.) should be incorporated into the program.

A-13
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A.1.4 AIRFRAME MODELING USING KRASH AND DYCAST. A section of DC-10 fuselage
was modeled to evaluate and to illustrate the use of programs KRASH and DYCAST
in a manner complementing each other by using the strong points of each of the
programs. The DC-10 fuselage section was 10-ft long and was capable of accom-
imodating seating for three rows of nine passengers for a total of 27 passengers.
The section also contained six fuselage frames. The fuselage frame structure
at Station 1039.00 is shown in figure A-4.

Figure A-4. DC-10 fuselage structure at station
1039.00 (looking aft).
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Program KRASH was used to develop a two-dimensional model of the fuselage frame
structure as shown in figure A-5. Due to non-symmetric location of the seats
a full model of the structure was developed. The upper fuselage and passenger
floor were modeled using beam elements. The lower fuselage vas modeled by two
nonlinear external springs simulating the force-defl-ction characteristics of
the lower fuselage structure. The weight of the fuselage was 25 lb/in. The
lower fuselage frame mass was lumped at nodes 10 and 11.

7

19 20

11 13 15 17 18 16 14 12 10

9 -

Figure A-5. Program KRASH model of the DC-10 fuselage
at station 1039.00.

The masses for all nine passengers were included in the model but only one
passenger is modeled in detail. The other passenger and seat masses are lumped
at floor nodes 10 though 17. Masses 19 and 20 represent the upper torso of
the center passenger. The lower torso and seat mass for this passenger were
lumped at node 18. A DRI beam element is also connected between nodes 18 and
20. These beam element axial stiffnesses were selected to be 10 Hz and 8 Hz
for the center passenger and DRI, respectively. The occupant weight and seat
weight per occupant used were 170 lb and 25 lb, respectively.
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Program DYCAST was used to model the lower fuselage frame in order to determine
the nonlinear force-deflection characteristics of that area. The results from
the DYCAST analysis were then incorporated into the KRASH analysis as external
spring properties. The two-dimensional DYCAST model of the lower fuselage frame
is shown in figure A-6. Due to the symmetry of that pprt of the fuselage, only
the left half of the frame was modeled. In order to enforce the boundary con-
ditions, nodes 9 and 10 were fully restrained. Nodes 1 and 4 were free to move
in the vertical direction; all other translational and rotational degrees of
freedom at these nodes were restrained.

10 9

6

10 8

5C4 o4

7o

7 Figure A-6. Program DYCAST model of the DC-I1
fuselage at station 1039.00.

The nonlinear force-deflection characteristics were determined from a static
analysis, and specified displacements were applied at nodes 1 and 2 in an incre-
mental manner. The implied applied forces were then determined from the reac-
"tions at nodes 9 and 10. This procedure utilizes the capabilities of DYCAST
as an effective nonlinear finite element analysis program.

A.I.4.1 Results of KRASH and DYCAST Analysis. Program DYCAST was used
to perform a static analysis to determine the nonlinear force-deflection charac-
teristics of the lower fuselage frame. Specified displacements were applied
at nodes 1 and 2 in increments of 0.10 in. Applied loads corresponding to the
incremental displacements were then determined from the reactions at nodes 9
and 10. The nonlinear force-deflection curve of the lower fuselage frame ob-
tained from DYCAST static analysis is shown in figure A-7. The beam element
connected between nodes 6 and 7 failed after about 11.0 in. of deflection at

-nodes 1 and 2.

The results from the DYCAST analysis were incorporated into the KRASH analysis
as external spring properties. Program KRASH was then used to perform a dynamic
analysis of the fuselage frame and nine passengers. The impact velocity used
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Figure A-7. Nonlinear force-deflection curve of the lower fuselage
frame obtained from DYCAST static analysis.

was 20 ft/sec. An integration time step of 10- sec was used for the simulation.
The total simulation time was 0.150 sec.

A useful KRASH output is the energy-versus-time curves shown in figure A-8.
The energy distribution curves allow the engineer to readily determine how the
energy is managed by the structure during the crash sequence, and to evaluate
the roles of the crushable structure, strain in the internal structure, fric-
tion, and damping in absorbing the initial kinetic energy of the aircraft.

Another useful KRASH output is the center-of-gravity velocity-versus-time re-
sponse of the aircraft shown in figure A-9. The center-of-gravity velocity
represents on average velocity of all the masses during the crash sequence.
This aids the engineer in determtining the overall aircraft response during the
crash sequence.
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Figure A-8. Energy-versus-time curves from KRASH analysis.

Figures A-10 and A-11 show the vertical floor accelerations at node 18 and the
DRI for the center passenger. Floor accelerations are filtered using a 100 Hz
first-order filter. Although the validity of the DRI as an indicator of vertical
spine compression injury is questionable, the DRI responds as a low-frequency,

spring-mass system similar to the upper body vertical response to seat and floor
excitation.

External spring compression-versus-time curves are shown in figure A-12. The
left external spring had about 1.0 in. more deformation than the right external
spring due to non-symmetric location of the passenger seats. Neither the upper
fuselage nor the passenger floor suffered any permanent deformation.

It should be emphasized that the DC-10 fuselage frame was modeled primarily to
evaluate and illustrate the use of programs KRASH and DYCAST in a manner com-
plementing each other. Therefore, the results presented in this section should
not be considered as the outcome of a rigorous analysis. A rigorous analysis
of the 10-ft DC-10 section would require three-dimensional finite element model-
iny that includes beam and membrane elements to simulate the aircraft skin, as
well as fuselage frame elements, accurate material and section properties, and
local joint strength analysis, all beyond the scope of this effort.
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Figure A-9. Vehicle center of gravity-versus-time
curve from KRASH analysis.

A.1.4.2 Resource Requirements. Both KRASH and DYCAST analyses were per-
formed on a Digital VAX-11/750 computer. Representative CPU times for both
analyses are presented in table A-i.

A.2 SEAT/OCCUPANT SIMULATION

The design of crashworthy seats and restraint systems for aircraft presents a
Q complex engineering problem, the solution of which can be greatly aided by

sufficiently rigorous analytical techniques. The crash envirornent can vary
widely from one accident to another, thus a great number of conditions must be
evaluated to establish those critical to occupant survival. For example, the
restraint system must limit the movement of the occupant sufficiently to elimi-

,. nate the possibility of head strike on rigid cockpit structure. Also, the
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Figure A-10. Vertical acceleration at Node 18 (100 Hz
low-pass filtered) from KRASH analysis.

relatively low tolerance of the human body to accelerations in a direction
"parallel to the spine requires the consideration of vertical impact forces which
are usually present and often significant in crashes of light, fixed-wing air-
craft and helicopters. A very strong, rigid seat is not a truly valid solution,

*• since it would not only incur serious weight penalties, but would transmit high
vertical impact forces directly to the occupant. In helicopters, it is usually
not practical to consider designing sufficient energy-absorbing capability into
the lower airframe structure to protect against these vertical forces, as the
crush space is generally not available. Rather, a crashworthy seat for these
aircraft should include the capacity to absorb energy through controlled de-

*: formation in the vertical direction, thus reducing the accompanying loads.
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Figure A-11. DRI for the center passenger (node 20)
from KRASH analysis.

In the initial design phases, it is desirable to evaluate, in some detail, exist-
ing seats and restraint systems in their surrounding cockpits, thus establishing
existing weaknesses. It is then desirable to make modifications and to evaluate
the effect of these modifications on improving the survivability of tile system.
These evaluations must be conducted for a great many of the possible crash en-
vironments, thus constituting a relatively '.arge matrix. Testing is extremely
expensive and requires a great deal of time, since design modifications must
be developed and fabricated prior to testing. Therefore, an analytical tech-
nique is required.
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Figure A-12. External spring compression-versus-time
curves from KRASH analysis. j

A number of one-, two-, and three-dimensional mathematical models of the human
body have been developed for crash survivability analysis. These models vary
in complexity and possess from one to forty degrees of freedom. The simplest
models have been developed primarily for prediction of injury to a single com-
ponent or subsystem of the body. The Dynamic Response Index (DRI), calculated

I ~from the response of a single damped-spring-mass system, has correlated to the
probability of spinal injury in the firing of an ejection seat (reference A-31).
Two-dimensional occupant models have been developed and used by both automobile
and aircraft manufacturers, as described in references A-32 and A-33, respec-
tively. Simulation of the three-dimensional response of the entire body re-
quires many more degrees of freedom, but permits more general use. Most of
the three-dimensional models have been developed for use in evaluation of auto-
miobile interior design with respect to injuries caused by secondary impacts,
such as the three-dimensional models described in references A-34 through A-37.
Seats have been represented in a very simple manner because in automobiles the
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TABLE A-I. DIGITAL VAX-I1/750* CPU TIME
FOR DYCAST AND KRASH ANALYSES

CPU Time

Analysis (Minutes)

DYCAST (Static Analysis)

100 increments 6.02

2 iterations/increment (average)

KRASH (Dynamic Analysis)

At = 10-5 sec

tmax = 150 msec 100.32

Print interval (tp/At) = 500

*Without floating point accelerator.

role of the seat design in determining occupant survival is minimal. Therefore,
a simulation model intended specifically for aircraft application, including a
rigorous seat model, is required for use in aircraft seat/restraint system de-
sign.

A.2.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT OCCUPANT/SEAT SIMULATION. The seat plays a
significant role in the crashworthiness of light, fixed-wing aircraft and heli-
copters. Therefore, an analytical model that is to be useful in evaluation of
occupant survivability must model the response of the seat in sufficient detail
to permit evaluation of design changes. To be most useful to design engineers,
the seat model should use only available dimensions and material properties,
thus making a finite element approach most desirable.

For simulation of symmetric impacts, e.g., forward- or aft-facing seats with a
symmetric restraint system in a zero-yaw environment, a two-dimensional model
is adequate. However, for more general use a three-dimensional simulation cap-
ability is desirable.

For a model to be useful to engineers whose primary function is the design of
seats, restraint systems, and the aircraft interior, an analytical tool should
require as input only information that is available. Output data should include
all information of potential utility concerning injury to the occupant and re-
sponse of the seat, including stresses in the seat structure and displacements
that reduce the clearance between the occupant and the cockpit surfaces.

A-,
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-1.•.2 AVAfLABLE SEAT/OCCUPANT SIMULATION PRJGRAMS. Two seat/occupant simula-
tiuon programs are discussed in further detail below. Program SOM-LA (references
•-38 and A-39-) is the only program that includes sufficient detail in the seat
inodel to be of general use. The PROMETHEUS II program (reference A-40) is in-
cluded because it had been used in an aircraft seat evaluation program.

A.2.2.1 Program SOM-LA. The SOM-LA (Seat/Occupant Model - Light Aircraft)
program, has been developed under the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration for analysis of aircraft seats and restraint systems in a crash en-
vironient. The program combines a dynamic model of the human body with a finite
eleient model of the seat structure. It is intended to provide the design engi-
neer with a tool to analyze the structural elements of the seat as well as eval-
udae the dynamic response of the occupant during a crash.

The original model was described in a report that was published by the FAA in
1975 (reference A-41). A number of modifications have been made to the model
since then to improve simulation quality and add desirable output. Several
testing programs have been conducted by the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute
,(CNII) to provide data for validation of the mathematical model. The final
i-.odci and its validation are described in reference A-38, with instructions
for use of the computer program in reference A-39. These references describe
the final phase of validation, which consisted of simulating dynamic tests of
production general aviation seats. Capabilities of the program are described
first, followed by a discussion of the actual simulations.

A.2.2.1.1 Occupant Model. Program SOM-LA includes a three-dimensional
model of the human body, consisting of 12 rigid segments, as shown in figure
A-13. The midtorso, lower neck, shoulder, and hip joints are ball-and-socket
type, each possessing three rotational degrees of freedom. The upper neck,
elbow, and knee joints are hinge-type joints, each adding one degree of freedom.
In total , the occupant system possesses 29 degrees of freedom. Resistance at
each of the body joints is modeled using both a nonlinear torsional spring and
a viscous torsional damper. The relative contributions of each of these elements
can be varied to simulate either a human occupant or an anthropomorphic dummy.
In modeling motion of the hunmn body, resistance of the joints is controlled
,mostly by viscous damping, whereas resistance in dummy joints is dominated by
a constant frictional torque.

The external forces that act on the 12 body segments can be characterized as
either contact forces or restraint forces. The contact forces applied to the
occupant are those forces exerted by the cushions and floor, illustrated in
figure A-14. They are calculated by first determining, from occupant displace-

%..' wment, the penetration of a rigid contact surface fixed to a body segment into
either a cushion or the floor. Using the deformation, the force is then com-*-> puted using an exponential model

bF = A(e - 1)

To each normal force, a damping tern is applied which is proportional to the
deflection rate. A variable damping coefficient is proportional to the in-
stantaneous stiffness. Friction forces are also applied by the seat bottom
cushion and the floor. Each friction force is directed opposite to the
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Figure A-13. Twelve-segment (three-dimensional) occupant model.

tangential component of relative velocity between the occupant segment and the
appropriate cushion or floor surface.

The method used in calculating the forces exerted on the body by the restraint
system differs considerably frormi that described above for the contact forces.
The primary redson for this difference is that restraint forces do not act at
any fixed point on the occupant, but rather, the points of application vary
with the restraint system geometry.

Although other configurations can be selected by the user, a restraint -ystem
consisting of a lap belt and diagonal shoulder strap will be used as an example.
The restraint loads are transmitted to the occupant model through ellipsoidal
surfaces fixed to the upper and lower torso segments. These surfaces are shown
in figure A-15. The locations of the anchor points Al, A2 , and A3 and the
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Figure A-14. External forces of cushions and floor.

webbing properties are determined by user input. The buckle B for a single
shoulder belt is located according to an input parameter which specifies the
distunce from the appropriate anchor point, in this case A , along the path of
the lap belt. For a double-strap shoulder harness, the buckle is placed on
the abdominal contact surface between its intersections with the thigh surfaces.

The restraint forces are determined in the same manner for both the upper and ".
lower torso. First, the belt loads are calculated from thr, displacements of
the torso segments, and the resultant force on each segment is then applied at
the point along the arc of contact between the belt and the ellipsoidal surface
where the force is normal to the surface. Friction between the shoulder belt
and the chest along the length of the belt is taken into account by reducing
the load in the belt between the chest and buckle by a constant fraction of
the load in the free length between the anchor point and the body surface.

The capability of the point of application of resultant belt loads to move rela-
tive to the torso surfaces allows simulation of submarining under the lap belt.
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Figure A-15. Restraint system configuration parameters.

Characteristics required by the occupant model for each of the segments are
the length, mass, center-of-mass-location, and mass moments of inertia. Also
needed are the dimensions of body contact surfaces that are used for calcula-
tion of external forces exerted on the occupant by the seat cushions or re-
straint system and for prediction of impact between the occupant and the cock-
pit interior. For two standard occupants, a 50th-percentile human male and a
50th-percentile anthropomorphic dummy, all the required data are stored within
the program. For other occupants, the above-listed data must be provided as
input.

In order to achieve even more economical program solutions for cases where occu-
pant response is expected to be symmetrical with respect to the X-Z plane, a
second occupant model was included in SOI-LA. Although all forces applied to
this model, such as those of the restraint system, are computed three dimension-
ally, its response is restricted to symmetric plane motion. All segments re-
main parallel to the X-Z plane, and both arms move identically, as do both legs.
Because of the potential for vertebral injury in aircraft accidents that involve
a significant vertical component of impact velocity, some measure of vertebral
loading was considered desirable in the occupant model. The plane motion occu-
pant model was configured to include beam elements in both the torso and neck,
as shown in figure A-16, replacing joints that exist in the basic three-
dimensional model. The plane motion model has eleven degrees of freedom, and
the eight joints numbered in figure A-16 are hinge-type joints whose resistance
is modeled as described above for the three-dimensional model. Axial and flex-
ural stiffnesses of the two beam elements are represented by exponential func-
tions, with a viscous damping term added.
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Figure A-16. Plane motion occupant model.

A.2.2.1.2 Seat Model. The seat structure is modeled using the finite
element model of analysis, selected because it is not dependent on previous
testing, and it has the flexibility to deal with a wide range of design con-
cepts. The SON-LA seat analysis includes triangular plate elements, three-
dimensional beam elements, and spring elements. It has the capability to model
large displacements, nonlinear material behavior, local buckling, and various
internal releases for beam elements.

Nonlinear material formulation is based on a uniaxial elastic-plastic stress-
strain law for beam and spring elements and a biaxial elastic-plastic stress-
strain law (Von Mises yield criterion) for plate elements. Internal releases
for beam elements include shear (transverse sliding joint), moment (transverse
hinge joint), thrust (axial sliding joint), and torque (axial hinge joint) re-
leases. Also, a simple local buckling model for thin-walled tubes subjected
to axial compressive and/or bending loads was incorporated into the program.
This model simulates the reduction in bending rigidity of the tube as the cross
section distorts during local buckling.
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A.2.2.1.3 Simulation Computer Program. The digital computer program
"based on the occipant and seat models described above has been written entirely
in FORTRAN to ensure a high degree of compatibility with various digital com-
puter systems. During development, the program has been run on IBM, Univac,
CDC, a+id PFC. computer systems. I

Input data are read by the program in the following seven blocks:

1. Simulation and output control information.

2. Cushion properties.

3. Restraint system description.

4. Crash conditions.

5. Occupant description.

6. Seat design information. V

7. Cockpit description.

Cushion load-deflection characteristics are described by an exponential func-
tion, whose coefficients are provided as input data. The equilibrium (zero
load) thicknesses for both the seat and back cushions are entered, as is the
cushion damping coefficient for zero deflection.

The restraint system used in the simulation may consist of the lap belt alone
or combined with a single- or double-strap shoulder harness. A lap belt tiedown
strap can also be included. The webbing force-elongation curve is approximated
by three linear segments, which are described by input of points on the curve.
The force is computed by linear interpolation in this table. The slack in the
webbing is also provided by input in units of length. The anchor points for
the lap belt, shoulder harness, and tiedown strap are located by input of rec-
tangular coordinates in the aircraft reference system and may be fixed to either
the aircraft or the seat.

The aircraft crash conditions are defined by the initial velocity and attitude
and the acceleration as a function of time. Six components of velocity are
required: three translational in the aircraft coordinate system and the yaw,
"pitch, and roll rates. Each of the six acceleration components, which define
the motion of the aircraft coordinate system, is described by up to 16 points
in time and acceleration.

The input data required to describe the seat consist of nodal coordinates,
material properties, cross section geometries, element locations, and attachment
condi tions.

For prediction of impact between the occupant and the aircraft interior, ten
planes are used to represent the cabin surfaces. During execution of the pro-
grain, the distance between each of the occupant contact surfaces and the cabin
surfaces is calculated. When contact occurs, the relative velocity of impact
"is computed and stored for output with surface identification.
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The initial position of the aircraft occupant is computed for the input para-
iieters shown in figure A-17. It is assumed that the occupant is seated sym-
metrically with respect to the aircraft (XA - ZA) plane or, equivalently, that -A,
the body segment y axes are all parallel to the Y axis. The angular coordi-
nates yi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) define the rotation of ýegmen', 1-4 relative to the
Z axis, and, because of the symmetry conditions, segment 6 is parallel to seg-

4. The angle y describes the position of the forearm's relative to the
upper arms. The dis ance X is the initial X-coordinate of the heels. The
initialization procedure co~isists of seating the occupant in such a position
that static equilihiim- is achieved among the forces exerted by the seat cush-ion, floor, and either the restrain; sy•L•,, u, th, back cubition, depending u5

the aircraft attitude.

,- y3  M .,,

3N

I
4

X:X

Figure A-17. Initial position input parameters.
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Output data consist of ten blocks of information that are selected for printing
by user input. The data include time histories of the following variables,
which are stored during the solution at the predetermined print intervals:

1. Occupant segment positions in the aircraft -oordinate system (X, Y,
Z, pitch, and roll).

2. Occupant segment velocities in the aircraft coordinate system (X, Y,
and Z).

3. Occupannt •_-:•nt accelerations in the segment-fixed coordinate systems

(x, y, z, and resultants).

4. Restraint system loads.

5. Cushion loads.

6. Aircraft displacement, velocity, and acceleration.

7. Injury criteria (Severity Index, DRI, etc.)

8. Details of contact between the occupant and the aircraft interior.

9. Seat structure nodal forces.

10. Seat structure element stresses.

Printer plots are provided for occupant segment accelerations, restraint system
loads, and cushion loads. The option of two different filters is provided for
the occupant segment accelerations and cushion loads. Data are stored by the
program for subsequent picture plots of occupant and seat position at user-
selected times during the simulation.

A.2.2.1.4 Model Validation. S(]M-LA validation has been based on data
from several series of deceleration sled tests conducted at the FAA Civil Aero-
medical Institute (CAMI). The response of the combined occupant and seat models
has been verified by comparison with data from tests that utilized specially
designed and fabricated seats that had replaceable legs. Test conditions were
selected to cause significant plastic deformation of the legs. These test
series are described in detail in reference A-42. Response of the occupant
model, particularly to a vertical input acceleration, was validated using data
from other test series that were conducted with a rigid seat and with a produc-
tion energy-absorbing helicopter seat. The test configuration for some of the
energy-absorbing helicopter seat tests is illustrated in figure A-18. For im-
pact conditions of 42 ft/sec and the acceleration pulse shown in figure A-19,
significant seat and dummy accelerations, seat stroke, and energy absorber load
predicted by SOM-LA are compared with test data in figures A-20 through A-23.

Final validation used data from tests of production general aviation seats.
One of the seats is shown prior to a test in figure A-24, and the finite elemient
model of the seat structure, in figure A-25. The sled deceleration is shown
in figure A-26. Significant dummy accelerations and belt forces are compared
with test data in figures A-27 through A-31. The predicted progression of plas-
tic deformation throughout the seat structure is illustrated in figure A-32,
and occupant response, in figure A-33.
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Figure A-18. Test configuration for CNAII tests with
energy-absorbing helicopter seat.

A.2.2.1.5 Resource Requirements. CPU times for three simulations on two

. different computer systems are presented in table A-2. The energy-absorbing
"helicopter seat was modeled using the two-degree of freedom lumped-parameter
seat option; the other two used the finite element seat model. All tests are
described in reference 65.

-* A.2.2.2 Program PROMETHEUS. As described in reference A-33, PROMETHEUS
was developed under Office of Naval Research support, starting with the exist-
myi, Dynamic Science - Arizona State University program SIMULA. At this point
PROMETHEUS was an interactive two-dimensional occupant model consisting of seven
rmass segments, as shown in figure A-34. Shoulder and hip nodes were connected
to the seat structure by springs representing belts, and the sedt was formed
of springs and dashpots.

Under National Hiyhway Traffic Safety Administration support, PROMETHEUS was
refined to include two arms and two legs with distributed mass, and finite %
shoulder and hip widths, as shown in figure A-35. Modifications to the contact
model were also made to permit simulation of the standing victim struck from
the side by an autonobile. PROMETHEUS II, described in reference A-40, approxi-
mates the vehicle surface with flat panels with specifiable orientations and
sti ffnesses.
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Fiyuru A-19. Sled deceleration for energy-absorbing seat test.

PRONETHEUS III is a Boeing proprietary program that provides features different
than its predecessors. In the earlier versions the articulation of the spine
was limited, belt and harness were "pinned" to the joints, and anchors could
not be rioved to any possible position of choice. The latest version includes
submarining, and added spinal joints and compression features more closely
approximating the real spine. Figure A-36 notes some of the added features of
PROMETHEUS III versus the earlier version.

PROMETHEUS III refinements (reference A-43) include the following:

Body Dimnsions

Mass Distribution

Neck/Waist Stiffness

M~uscle Tension

Joint Friction
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Figure A-20. Energy-absorbing helicopter seat
test, seat z-acceleration.
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Fi gure A- 21. Energy-absorbing helicopter seat test,
duiiimy pelvis z-acceleration.
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PROGRfAM SOt-LA SEAT 3TRUOTURE MODEL

NONADJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-0 FORWARD TEST R81-I10

* PLOT NO. 1, TIME'- 0.0000 SEC.
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Figure A-26. Sled deceleration, CANI general
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Figure A-28. General aviation seat test example,
chest x-acceleration.
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Figure A-29. General aviation seat test example,I
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PNCGRfAM 50M-!.f' OCCUPANT MOCU. PROGRAM SOM-LA OCCUPANT MODEL

NONROJUSTABLE PILOT ý"ET 12-' FORF"i0U TEST Pa1-l, O NONROJUSTRBLE PILOT "FIT 12-6 FORWARD TEST F181-10

TIME - 0.0000 S1C. TIME - .0400 SEC.

N

CD

PROGRAM 50M-LH OCCUPANT MODE'L PROGRAM SOM-LA OCCUPANT MODEL

NONROJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-0 FORWARRD TEST P.81-110 NONROJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-9 FORRAROD TE•ST[ A61-110

TIME,- .0800 SEC. TIME -. 1200 SEC.

Figure A-33. General aviation seat Test A81-110,
predicted occupant position.
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PROGRAM SOM-LA OCCUPANT MODEL PROGRAM SOM-LA OCCUPANT MODEL
NONADJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-0 FORWARD TEST A61-11O NONADJUSTABLE PTIOT SEAT 12-0 FORWARD TEST Ai81-110

TIME -. 1600 SEC-. TIME -. 2000 SEC.

e'J

0

66
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NONADJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-9 FORWARD TEST A81IIO NONADJUSTABLE PILOT SEAT 12-6 FORWARD TEST A81-1lO

TIME .2400 SEC. TIME - .2800 SEC.

Figure A-33 (Contd). General aviation seat Test A81-110,
predicted occupant position.
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TABLE A-2. EXECUTION TIMES FOR THREE SIMULATIONS RUN WITH
PROGRAM SOM-LA, JULY 1983

Seat Simu- CPU Time (min)
1983 Struc- lation e ý.m,

Occupant tu re Time CDC DEC
Simulation Case Model DOF (sec) Cyber 175 VAX 11/750

Energy-absorbing Helicopter 2D 2 0.250 0.22 6.03
Seat; 5-Point Restraint;
43.5-ft/sec, 41.5-G
Vertical Impact

CAMI Tubular-Leg 2D 100 0.276 5.87 70.03
Validation Test Seat;
4-Point Restraint; 44-
ft/sec, 9.25-9.05-GLongitudinal Impact

General Aviation Seat, 3D 172 0.235 18.24 100.40
3-Point Restraint;
50-ft/sec, 12.4-G
Longitudinal Impact

(.

7 Point mass

0 Joint
Figure A-34. PROMETHEUS occupant

model. Distributed mass

Figure A-35. PROMETHEUS II occupant
model.
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o1

Im

Old PROMETHEUS I New PROMETHEUS III

Features Features

* Seven-segment articulation I Submarining
el- Pelvis rotation* Rigid hinge linksBukepsto

- Buckle position
o Belts pinned to joints

o Spinal changes
o Limited belt anchors I - Nine-segment articulation

I - Compression/shear loads
- Compressible lumbar/neck

o Improved restraint/seat modeling
- Optional anchors
- Added strands
- Harness/belt slip
- Friction
- Viscosity

- Cushioning/stretch

o Improved input definition

o Improved graphic/tabular output

o Added output force/torque/
velocity/acceleration

o Initial positioning automated

Figure A-36. PROMETHEUS III refinements (from reference A-17).
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Pelvis - Design Interactions

Angle
Length
Center of Mass
Stiffness
Friction

Back - Stiffness

Erectness
Coinpre•e c n4

Belts - Anchor Points/Angles

Location/Position on Body
Mass Properties
bamping Tension
Stretch
Slack
Length
Friction

Seat Pan - Angle

Friction
Cushioning
Viscosity

Seat Back - Angle

Cushioning
Viscosity

A.2.3 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SEAT/OCCUPANT SIMULATION MODELS. PROMETHEUS
III appears to include most of the features desirable for helicopter crashworthi-
ness evaluation, with the exception of three-dimensional capability, thus pre-
cluding its use in analysis of side-facing seats, three-point restraint systems,
and non-symmetric impacts. However, its proprietary nature and limited available
documentation prevented a complete evaluation.

SOM-LA, in a July 1983 version distributed to the FAA and several aircraft manu-
facturers, has been run successfully on CDC, IBM, and DEC computer systems.
It has three-dimensional capability and all output features generally considered
to be desirable for seat and restraint system evaluation.

.i
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Case Number: The date of the accident and FAA registration numbers are used
as a case number to identify each accident.

Model: Self explanatory

DMG: Damage Classification
D - Destroyed
S - Substantial
M- Minor
N- None

Terrain: This entry describes the type of terrain at the accident site.
Some examples of the types of terrain and codes are listed below:

Code Code

A - Mountainous J - Plowed
B - Hilly K - Water
C - Rolling L - Sloped
D - Level, flat M - Snow
E- Frozen P - Paved
F - Rocky R - Off-shore Rig
G - Sandy S - Soft
H - Dense with trees Y - Other
I - City Area Z - Unknown

Fire: If fire was a factor in the accidents, a coded entry is made to
-describe the type of fire.

Code

"P - Postcrash
I - Inflight
G - Ground, not associated with the accident
X - Unknown

A/C Wt: Aircraft weight. The maximum gross weight of each aircraft is
used to determine its weight classification as listed below:

Code Code

A 0-2000 lb H 8001-9000 lb
B 2001-3000 I 9001-10000
C 3001-4000 J 10001-11000
D 4001-5000 K 11001-12000
E 5001-6000 L 12001-13000
F 6001-7000 M 13001-16000
G 7001-8000 N 16001-25000

0 25001+
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Seats: Number of seats in each helicopter, including the crew.

Code

A - 1-3 Seats
B- 4-10
C - 11-20
D - 21+

Survivability: Survivable (S), partially survivable (P), or non-survivable (N),
or with insufficient data to determine impact conditions: sur-
vivable (1), partially survivable (2), non-survivable (3), or
unknown (4).

Injuries: These data are taken directly from the NTSB computer file and
indicate the number and severity of injuries only. The type
and cause of injuries are recorded separately on the accident
evaluation worksheet.

Fatal - Number of occupants with fatal injuries.

Serious - Number of occupants with serious injuries.

Minor - Number of occupants with minor injuries.

None - Number of occupants uninjured.

On Board - Total number of occupants.

Operational This section describes the conditions, such as kind of flying,
Condition: phase of operation, and type of accident.

Accident Type #1 - Describes the principal or primary event that
occurred leading to, or causing the accident. The accident types
and definitions of NTSB are used:

Code

A - Ground-water loop or swto
B - Dragged wingtip, pad, or fioat
C - Wheels-up
D - Wheels-down landing in water
E - Gear collapsed
F - Gear retracted
G - Hard landing
H - Nose over/down
I - Rollover

J - Overshoot
K - Undershoot
L - Collision with iircraft
M - Collision with ground/water
N - Collided with:
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0 - Wires/poles
I - Trees
2 - Residences
3 - Other buildings
4 - Fence, Fenceposts
5 - Electronic towers, guy wires
6 - Runway or approach light
7 - Airport hazard
8 - Animals, livestock
9 - Crops

A- Flagmdn, loader
B - Ditches
C - Snowbank

D - Parked dircraft
E - Automobile
F- Dirt bank
Y - Other

P - Bird strike
Q - Stall
RO - Fire or explosion in flight
RI - Fire or explosion
SO - Airframe failure in flight
S1 - Airframe failure on ground
T - Enyine tearaway
U - Engine failure or malfunction
V2 - Tail rotor failure

V3 - Main rotor failure
W - Rotor accident to person
X - Jet intake/exhaust accident to person
Y - Jet/rotor blast
Z - Turbulence

0- Hail damage to aircraft

1 - Lightning strike
2 -Evasive maneuver
3 - Uncontrolled altitude devidtion
4 - Ditching
5 - Missiny aircraft, not recovered
6 - Miscellaneous
7 - Undetenrined

Accident Tpe #2 - In some instances, a second accident type
Ts reported to give a better indication of what occurred. The
same codes listed for Accident Type #1 will be used for Accident
Type #2.
Phase of Operation #1 - Describes the phase of flight it the time

the first accident type occurred. The broad categories and codes
are listed below. Additional coding may be used to further de-
fine the flight phase in the salme way as the NTSB.
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Code Code

A - Static D - Inflight
B - Taxi E - Landing
C - Takeoff

Phase of Operation #2 - This phase is the same as defined for #1
except it is associated with accident Type #2.

Kind of Flying - The codes and definitions established by the
NTSB are used to describe the kind of flying each aircraft was
involved in at the time of the accident. Some examples of the
kind-of-flying codes are listed below:

Code

AO - Instructional - dual
B2 - Noncommercial - business
CI - Commercial - air taxi
DA - Experimentation

Crash Describes the crash kinematics present at time of impact.
Envi ronment:

Airspeed - Airspeed of helicopter measured in knots at time of
occurrence is used if known (same code as sink rate except in
knots).

Flight Path Velocity - Velocity helicopter was traveling along
the flight path measured in knots is used if known (same code
as sink rate except in knots).

Flight Path Angle-Direction - The angle between the helicopter
flight path and the horizon at the moment of impact. The angle
and direction are coded as shown on the following page.

Code Degrees Code Direction

0 0
A 1-10 U Up
B 11-20 D Down
C 21-30 Z Level
D 31-45
E 46-60
"F 61-75
G 76-90
.H 91-120
"1 121-150
1" 151-180
X Unknown

Sink Rate: Velocity of helicopter in the vertical direction measured in feet
per second.
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Code FPS Code FPS

•.0 0
A 1-5 G 31-35

B 6-10 H 36-40
C 11-15 I 41-50
D 16-20 J 51-60
E 21-25 K 61+
F 26-30 X Unknown

A/C Attitude: The aircraft attitude at impact, including pitch, roll, and yaw
angles and directions is computed and coded as shown below.

Code Degrees Code Direction

0 0
A 0-10 R Right
B 11-20 L Left
C 21-30 D Down
D 31-45 U Up
E 46-60 Z Level
F 61-75
G 76-90
H 91-120
I 121-150
J 151-180
X Unknown
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APPENDIX C

DECELERATION EQUATIONS COMMONLY USED
IN ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION
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DECELERATION EQUATIONS

FOR THE CASE Vf _00

I. RECTANGULAR PULSE

Vo -V
Pulse Duration: t = 32.2G

322

flecel1. 22
Time 0 f

t Deceleration Level: G =
V0 64.4G

Ve loc i t y Vf

Time V2  V 2

Vo Vf
Stopping Distance: S- 64.4G

64.4

32.2Gt 2
Or: S =Vt

S2

II. TRIANGULAR PULSE NO.1

2(Vo - Vf)
Pulse Duration: 3.232.2G

Dee 1. 2Vo2 + 2VoVf 2
, Time Deceleration Level: G = 2 0  VV4Vf

0t 96.6S

Velocit y Vf
T ime 2 2

Stopping Distance: S 2= +2V0Vf L+Vf

Or: S V t 32.2Gt 2
0 3

III. TRIANGULAR PULSE NO. 2

2(V - Vf)
Pulse Duration: t= 0

32.2G

o f
4V( Jecelerdtion Level: G = ovo ' 32.2S

Ve• 1011 I t y f

~2
Stopping Distance: S = 32.2G

Or: S V 32.2Gf 2
t 4
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DECELERATION EQUATIONS

FOR THE CASE Vf O0

IV. TRIANGULAR PULSE NO. 3

2(Vo Vf)
Pulse Duration: t= 2. -2G

Decl. 4V 2 . 2VoV - 2Vf2
Time 4 oo 2 0Vf 2VfT Deceleration Level: G 966S

V0
Velocityf

T im 42 22VoVf- 2Vf 2

Stopping Distance: S = 96.6G

Or: S Vt- 32.2Gt 2

S6
V. HALF SINE PULSE

1.57 (V0 - Vf)
Pulse Duration: t 0

32.2G
Decel. G• •V2 V2

Time D.i7854 (V -:%1o t Deceleration LevelG0

Velocity Vf 32.2S
4~~~-~-LTime

Stopping Distance: S 0.7854 (V02 -Vf
2

32.2S

Or: S = Vt 32.2Gt
S3.14
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE CASE TO DEMONSTRATE
ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION

SUMMARY: A small, piston-powered helicopter, modified for single-seat agri-
cultural operations, was being used to seed the median of an interstate highway.
The pilot stated that he was beginning a seeding run at approximately 20 ft
AGL with an indicated airspeed of 40 mph with a 7 knot headwind. The pilot
failed to see the three-phase power line crossing the highway. The rotor mast
"and rotor head contacted the three strands of wire and severed them. The air-

- craft continued along the median for 51 ft past the initial wire contact point,
where-initial ground contact was made. Following initial ground contact, the
helicopter slid an additional 51 ft then rolled onto the right side coining to
rest 135 degrees counterclockwise to the flight path. Ground scars occurred
only at the point of initial ground contact.

AIRCRAFT DAMAGE: The aircraft was destroyed. The upper transmission rotor
mast and rotor head had separated from the lower transmission, but all com-
ponents were with the wreckage. Wire was found wrapped around the rotor mast.
Both landing gear crosstubes were bent upward approximately 6 in. due to ver-
tical impact forces. The left skid was undeformed except that the forward 10
in. were broken off, apparently from snagging as the aircraft slid. The right
skid folded under the aircraft as it rolled over. The cockpit maintained its
structural integrity during the rollover.

SURVIVAL ASPECTS: The pilot was wearing a lap belt, dual shoulder harness,
and a helnmet at the time of the accident. The pilot was uninjured, however
the helmet received two deep gashes on the top left side. The investigator
suggested that the helmet prevented a serious head injury.

ACCIDENT KINEMATICS: Figure,± D-1 shows a sketch of the accident sequence. The
ground scars at the initial contact point indicated that the aircraft impacted
with zero degrees pitch, roll, and yaw. The forward velocity of the aircraft

V 
4

V 2 *

I". V •.

Figure D-I. Accident sequence.
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relative to the ground at the time of the wire strike was calculated by sub-
tractiny the indicated airspeed from the headwind velocity:

VI = 59 ft/sec (40 mph) -12 ft/sec (7 knts)

= 47 ft/sec

The impact dynamics were estimated by working backwards from the final resting
place of the aircraft. Just prior to coming to rest the helicopter had enough
velocity to roll over onto its side without significant additional sliding.
This velocity V , was estimated to be 3 ft/sec. The slideout covered 51 ft
with an assumed Konstant deceleration (as shown in figure 3 of section 2.1.3.2)
of 0.4 G, which is a typical sliding coefficient of friction for ground contact
(Reference 17). The distance traveled, S, during the slide is related to the

.•" initial and final velocity by the equation:

V3
2 -V 4

2  I
S- 2gG

Therefore,

V 3  ý2gSG +V42

= '2(32.2 ft/sec 2 )(51 ft)(Q.4g) + (3 ft/sec )2

= 36 ft/sec

At this point it was necessary to make one assumption due to the complication
of the wire strike, in order to solve a set of equations describing the initial
impact. It was estimated that the impulsive force supplied by the wires slowed
the aircraft by 5 ft/sec. Therefore, the aircraft velocity (V2 ) just after
the wires snapped was 42 ft/sec. This was used to estimate an average sink
rate knowing that the aircraft height decreased 20 ft during the time that the
aircraft traversed 51 ft at 42 ft/sec. The average sink rate is then:

SINK RATE - 20 ft 16.5 ft/sec(51 ft/42 ft/sec)

A symmetric triangular deceleration pulse was used to simulate the vertical
impact conditions. Using a typical pulse duration of 0.065 sec (based on crash
test data) the vertical deceleration pulse has the characteristics shown in
Figure D-2. The stopping distance for the deceleration pulse is 6.5 in. which
coincides with the observed gear deflection of approximately 6 in.

U-2
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0 .05 .00 0.075 0.100
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Figure D-2. Ertimated vertical deceleration pulse
tur principal impact.

A first impression is that 16.5 ft/sec sink rate is too high, considering the
observed damage to the skid gear. However, upon further examination it was
noted that the aircraft is significantly below the design gross weight for the
gear due to the airframe modifications (single seat cockpit) and fuel load at
impact. The observed gear damage may have been reasonable considering the
applied inertial loading.

A longitudinal force was simultaneously applied to the aircraft due ro friction.
Figure D-3 shows the longitudinal deceleration pulse, that is the Vertical pulse
multiplied by the coefficient of sliding friction, (0.4). The longitudinal
aircraft velocity was decreased by 6.6 ft/sec during this initial impact. Fig-
ure D-4 lists the approximate impact parameters.

Additional iterations could have been conducted to refine the mdgnitude of the
impact parameters. However, since the initidl calculation was based on the
pilot's estimate of height (20 ft) and velocity (40 mph), it was believed that
further refinement was unjustified.
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Figure D-3. Estimated longitudinal deceleration
pulse for principal impact.

-47 ftt's V 42 ft'sec

2 1t

XI

IPt tncM pal

Figure D-4. Estimated aircrdft velocity
durin2 accident sequence.
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APPENDIX E

PITCH, ROLL, AND YAW ANGLE
DISTRIBUTION BY WEIGHT CLASS

,,,,
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TABLE F-I. DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGH! CLASS A

frcentDi rection .cn
Ang I e r tTotal of Cu ;iilu I a ti ve

_(ie_ Up Level Down Number Total Percent

0 33 33 32.7 32.7

1-10 26 12 313 37.6 70.3

11-20 11 4 15 14.8 85.1

21-30 1 0 1 1.0 86.1

31-45 1 3 4 4.0 90.1

46-60 1 2 3 3.0 93.1

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 93.1

76-90 0 2 2 2.0 95.1

91-120 0 1 1 1.0 96.1

121-150 0 3 3 3.0 99.1

151-180 0 1 1 1.0 100.1

TOTAL 101 100.1

TABLE E-2. DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH ANGLE ANO DIRECTION

AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS B

D i Pe rcen t
Angle To tal of Cummu 1 ltive
"(deg) Up Level Down Number Total Percent

0 29 29 31.9 31.9

1-10 25 II 36 39.6 71.5

11-20 7 6 13 14.3 85.8

21-30 2 7 9 9.9 95.7

31-45 0 2 2 2.2 97.9
46-60 0 0 0 0.0 97.9

61-7b 0 0 0 0.0 97.9
76-90 U 0 0 0.0 97.9

91-120 U 1 1 1.1 99.0

121-150 0 0 0 0.0 99.0

151-180 0 1 1 1.1 !00.0

TOTAL 91 100.1
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TABLE E-3. DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS C

____ ______PercentDirect ionPecn
Ang I e Total of Cummulative

04_(de.)- Up Level Down Number Total Percent

0 6 6 35.3 35.3

1-10 3 4 7 41.1 76.4

11-20 1 2 3 17.6 94.0

21-30 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

31-45 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

46-60 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

76-90 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

121-150 0 0 0 0.0 94.0

151-180 0 1 1 5.9 99.9
TOTAL 17 99.9

TABLE E-4. DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH ANGLE AND I)10ECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS D

Direction Perceoit

Angle Tota Iof Cummulative
(deg) Up_ Level Down Number Total Percent

0 1 1 14.3 14.3

1-10 3 0 3 42.8 57.1

11-20 2 1 3 42.8 99.9

21-30 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

31-45 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

46-60 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

76-90 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 49.9

121-150 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

TOTAL 7 99.9
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TABLE E-5. DISTRIBUTION OF ROLL ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOP WEIGHT CLASS A

Di rectin Ttaercent
An Dir i Total of Cummulative
_deu) Right Level Left Number Total Percent

0 63 63 63.0 63.0
1-10 6 6 12 12.0 75.0

11-20 2 5 7 7.0 82.0
21-30 1 1 2 2.0 84.0
31-45 0 3 3 3.0 87.0
46-60 0 0 0 0.0 87.0

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 87.0
76-90 9 0 9 9.0 96.0

91-120 1 0 1 1.0 97.0

1i1-150 0 1 1 1.0 98.0

151-180 2 0 2 2.0 100.0
TOTAL 100 100.0

I.I

TABLE E-6. DISTRIBUTION OF ROLL ANGLE AND 014ECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS B

Pe rcentDirectionPect
Ang le iTotal of Cummu 1 a ti ve

__Le.. Re _ht Level Left Num be r Tot a l Perc ent
0 57 51 60.6 60.6
1-10 4 2 6 6.4 67.0

11-20 4 4 8 8.5 75.5
-1-30 0 1 1 1.1 76.6

4f3-bO
31-45 0 3 3 3.2 79.8

116-b0 0 0 0 0. 0 79.8

61-75 u 0 0 0.0 79.8

76-90 7 4 It 11.7 91.5
91-120 1 1 2 2.1 93.6
121-150 0 0 0 0.0 93.6
151-180 6 0 6 6.4 100.0

TOTAL 94 100.0
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TABLE E-7. DISTRIBUTION OF ROLL ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS C

PercentDirect ionPecn
Angle Total of Cummu 1 ati ve

Idecj• Right Level Left Number Total Percent

0 9 9 52.9 52.9

1-10 1 5 6 35.3 88.2

ii-20 0 1 1 5.9 94.1

2-30 0 0 0 0.0 94.1

31-4.5 0 0 0 0.0 94.1

46-60 0 0 0 0.0 94.1

61-75 0 U 0 0.0 94.1

76-90 0 1 1 5.9 100.0

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 100.0
121-150 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 100.0
TOTAL 17 100.0

TABLE E-8. DISTRIBUTION OF ROLL ANGLE AND [)IRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS D

PercentDirection
Angle To tal of Cummu la ti ve
(deg) Riht_ Level Left Number Total Percent

0 4 4 57.1 57.1

1-10 3. 0 1 14.3 71.4

11-20 0 1 1 14.3 85.7
21-30 1 0 1 14.3 100.0

31-45 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

46-60 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

76-90 0 0 0 0.0 100.0
91-.120 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

12 1-150 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 100.0

TOTAL 7 100.0
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TAKLE E-9. DISTRIBUTION OF YAW ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS A

DPercent
Any le D recto Total of Cummulative
de). Right_ Level Left Number Total Percent

0 69 69 75.8 75.8

1-10 5 1 6 6.6 82.4

11-•0 0 2 2 2.2 84.6

21-30 2 0 2 2.2 86.8

31-45 1 1 2 2.2 89.0

46-60 1 0 1 1.1 90.1

61-15 2 0 2 2.2 92.3

"76-90 3 0 3 3.3 95.6

91-120 1 0 1 1.1 96.7

121-150 0 2 2 2.2 98.9

151-180 1 0 1 1.1 100.0

TOTAL 91 100.0

TAKLE E-1O. DISTRIBUTION OF YAW ANGLE ANO' I)IECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS .

Direction Percerot
Anyle D tTotal of Cummula tive

. d __ iht Level Lef t Number Total Percent

0 62 62 83.8 83.8

1-10 4 4 8 10.8 94.6
11-20 1 0 1 1.4 96.0

01 21-30 0 0 0 0.0 96.0

31-45 ) 0 0 0.0 96.0
46-fi0 1 0 1 1.4 97.4

61-75 0 0 0 0.0 97.4

76-90 1 1 2 2.7 100.1

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

i? I-lSO 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

TOTAL 74 100.1
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TABLE E-11. DISTRIBUTION UF YAW ANGLE AND DIRECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS C

Directiao Percent
Angle Total of Cummul I ti ve
(deg)_ Right Level Left Number Total Percent

0 12 12 70.5 70.5

1-10 3 2 5 29.4 99.9

11-ýO 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

21-30 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

31-45 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

46-60 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

51-/5 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

76-90 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

4121-150 0 0 0 0.0 99.9

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 99.9
TOTAL 17 99.9

TABLE E-12. DISTRI3UTION OF YAW ANGLE ANO imHECTION
AT IMPACT FOR WEIGHT CLASS D

Di rection Percen t
Angle Total of Cummu 1.a tive
(deg)__ Rjiht Level Left Number Total Percent

0 4 4 66.7 66.7

1-10 1 0 1 16.7 83.4

11-20 0 1 1 16.7 100.1
"91-30 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

31-45 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

46-60 C 0 0 0.0 100.1

61-75 U 0 0 0.0 100.1

76-90 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

91-120 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

121-ISO 0 0 0 0.0 100.1

151-180 0 0 0 0.0 100.1
TOTAL 6 100.1
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APPENDIX F

VERTICAL AND LONGITUDINAL IMPACT
VELOCITY BY WEIGHT CLASS
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Figure F-i. Frequency of occurrence of vertical impact
velocity, Weight Class A (89 accidents).
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Figure F-3. Frequency of occurrence of vertical impact
velocity, Weight Class C (12 accidents).
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Figure F-4. Frequency of occurrence of vertical impact
velocity, Weight Class D (7 accidents).
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Figure F-6. Frequency of occurrence of longitudinal impact

velocity, Weight Class 8 (82 accidents).
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Figure F-7. Frequency of occurrence of longitudinal impact
velocity, Weight Class C (16 accidents).
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